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ABSTRACT
A study of multiple electron-phonon resonances is presented with 
particular emphasis on electron-phonon scattering in polar semiconductors. 
There are allowed transitions between a large number of states in these 
systems for which the momentum and energy are simultaneously conserved.
This leads to a divergent two-phonon process contribution to the total 
electron scattering rate if the transition T-operator is expanded in terms 
of unperturbed Green's functions. Sher and Thornber used a renormalized 
Green's function to secure finite results but then found contributions 
from two-phonon resonance processes comparable to one-phonon terms, a re­
sult at variance with low field mobility data. The purpose of this work 
is to identify the source of this anomaly and to rectify it. A careful 
reformulation of scattering theory turns out to be required to accomplish 
this end. The mobility of slow electrons at low temperatures is first 
obtained for weak coupling by an S-matrix reduction formula formalism 
showing that the lowest order results are correctly described by the two- 
phonon resonance process of absorption-emission. However, no one-phonon 
processes exist in this formalism, and the answer agrees with published 
results using a naive application of first order perturbation theory.
For the more general case, the total electron scattering rate is calcu­
lated in the framework of a unitarity condition. A slightly modified 
unitarity condition emerges. Then it is found that there are no diver­
gences in the two-phonon process decay rate. Furthermore, the two-phonon 
divergences in the total transition probability rate are exactly cancelled 
by the divergences in the one- and three-phonon interference term. It is 
shown that, above first order, the derivation of the standard transition 
probability rate formula due to Heitler is invalid for the electron-phonon 
system, thus the divergences that arise from its use are spurious. A 
correct transition probability rate formula valid for times that are short 
compared with the initial and final states lifetimes is deduced from the 
Van Hove generalized master equation. This derivation avoids direct use 
of the diagonal singularity condition, and has the advantage of yielding 
explicit equations for transition rates rather than the implicit integral 
equations reported previously. Again, one-phonon processes are the dom­
inant contributions and resonances do not exist. Expansions of the Green's 
function are obtained by a projection operator formalism which is a re­
normalization such that the lifetimes of all the initial, final, and in­
termediate states appear explicitly. A transition amplitude formula 
truncated to two-phonon processes is derived and resonances only arise 
when the lifetimes of the intermediate states are short compared to those 
of the initial and final states, e.g., the case of slow electrons at low 
temperature. For finite temperature and/or electron energies that ex­
ceed the phonon frequency this is no longer the case and resonances are 
not present. It is suggested that Alldredge and Blatt have used an in­
applicable probability rate formula in their studies of heated electrons 
in n-type Ge which has resulted in an overestimate of the effect of a 
two-acoustic-phonon process.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There are several approaches to studies of the nonthermodynamic 
equilibrium time evolution of quantum many particle systems. Two of these 
explicitly involve transition probabilities per unit time from one quantum 
state or group of states to another. One method is based on the master 
equation which has been theoretically justified under a variety of condi­
tions. 1»2»3,4 Suppose that the isolated system of interest has a Hamil­
tonian^ that can be separated into an unperturbed part, H , and a per­
turbing part, V . The basis states are taken to be the set of eigenvec­
tors of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, i.e., H Im >  =£'w / m >  . The system 
is prepared in some fashion at the initial time, "t ~ O f arMj j.s described 
by a density matrix operator, jOCo) , which may represent an average over 
an ensemble of initially prepared systems. The physical measurement of 
the dynamical variable is given by the average 0 ) t =  . There
are some interesting physical properties of systems that have dynamical 
variable operators which are diagonal in the unperturbed energy repre­
sentation, e.g., total particle momentum or current. For such systems it 
follows that
t o y  =  to)P(*t>t),
t  m
where and Now is the
probability of finding the system (or classically the probability aver­
aged over the ensemble of systems) in the state Ifl at time t  . A knowl­
edge of Rm,t) can yield information about a number of properties of the
1
system as long as they can be described by diagonal dynamical variables. 
An Incremental or macroscopic time derivative is defined as
t
dt V
where V is large but must be small compared to a characteristic energy 
of the unperturbed system, e.g., the optical phonon energy for the system 
of major interest in this paper. On the other hand V must be small com­
pared to some characteristic relaxation time of the system. Finally, the 
master equation is given by
^  ) jW(*/n;T)P(W-Wfa/Mj?)Pfav] ,
where
n
W W j t J  =  | < w l  e XTlK>l (1)
The master equation has a gain-loss structure where W (» b iV ) plays the 
part of a time dependent transition probability per unit time. This equa­
tion was first derived by Pauli* using first order perturbation theory 
for evaluating and applying the random phase assumption at each
instant of time t , The rather unsatisfactory requirement of random
2
phases at each instant of time has been relaxed by Van Hove, Sher and
o A
Primakoff, and others.
Another method that explicitly involves transition probabilities per
unit time and is particularly useful in electrical transport problems
5 fiemploys the Boltzmann transport equations. > For a given type of par­
ticle or quasiparticle a distribution function is defined such that the 
number of particles per unit volume in the momentum interval £  to 
at any instant of time is given by The Boltzmann
3equation is in general an integro-differential equation for the total 
time rate of change of the distribution function given by
_ f > f l  "Bff
A t I cell. I drift 9
3/7
where for simplicity a homogeneous system has been assumed, ^  leoil. *8
X  'Sf'lthe rate of increase of T due to collisions, ^ I j r i ff *s rate :i-n" 
crease of f  due to acceleration of the particles by an external force 
field F  and
m
A t I drift
For particles obeying Boltzmann statistics or a nondegenerate fermi gas 
the collision term acquires the form
=  X .  [wt/t'iV -  wqffjnvftiijt)] ,
where is the transition probability per unit time for a par­
ticle to be scattered from state M into state jg . The collision term 
is usually deduced by using elementary considerations based on a combi­
nation of transition probability rates and particle statistics to achieve 
the obvious gain-loss form. Presently, a connection between the transi­
tion probability rates and wfc# i V  will be made.
At this time the physical models that are basic to the discussion of 
this paper are introduced and a very brief sketch of some of the perti­
nent material is given. To be specific, consider a nondegenerate elec­
tron system interacting with the polarization electric field that arises 
from the charge separation in the presence of longitudinally polarized 
optical phonons in a polar crystal, e.g., the conduction electrons in the 
central or satellite valleys of GaAs undergoing intravalley scattering
4off longitudinal optical phonons. The unperturbed system Hamiltonian in 
the second quantization representation is given by
h  = Z £ 4 ca +  H  < <«
* S'
where Hi is the effective election mass; cubic symmetry and box normali­
zation are assumed; k is the electron wavevector; H S I j 2 spans the 
first Brillouin zone; and are the electron creation and annihi-
lation operators, respectively, for plane wave single particle states;
and are the phonon creation and annihilation operators, respec­
tively; (*£ is the longitudinal optical phonon energy; and the zero 
point energy for this lattice vibration mode is not shown since it is 
simply a constant shift in the system energy. Direct electron-electron 
and phonon-phonon interactions are neglected and the two systems interact 
via the Frohlich interaction Hamiltonian^ stated here as
V  =  X  Ci) 9 (3)
A*
where H  is the total system volume; and €* are the high and low
frequency dielectric constants, respectively (relative to the nuclear 
motion response); and the dimensionless coupling constant, *< , is given by
,C*Jo°L/X , o<  s  } ( T ------7 r ) '  (4 )
It will be seen that is a useful measure of the strength of the inter­
action because •<4C I establishes the validity of perturbation theory.
has the physical interpretation of being the average number of phonons 
dressing an electron. The total Hamiltonian can be written as
% = H + V.
The set of basis states used as a representation are the eigenfunctions
of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, i.e.,
/ / / W >  ~  £"*./**> , < ^ / " >  =  .
The eigenstates can be built up from a vacuum (no particle) state,
{O '), in the form
/*> = l{»s},{»s}) = TT<ftJT!*ii /o> ,
* I O y ^
where some designated ordering of the electron momenta is assumed and 
and {"tJ are the sets of electron and phonon occupation numbers, 
respectively. If the electron-electron interaction via phonon exchange 
is neglected, then the above reduces to one electron interacting with the 
phonon system, where
/ * ■ >  =  ! * , { % } > .
Returning to the connection between the transition probability rates 
and 'w d 'i& v ) , it is assumed (although this is not necessary 
for many of the important conclusions of this paper) that the phonon 
system remains close to thermal equilibrium throughout the time of inter­
est for the process. Thus, the probability of finding the phonon system 
in a given state follows the canonical distribution law. It can be 
shown^ that the collision integral in the Boltzmann transport equation 
is related to the time derivative of the occupation probability of the 
master equation by
? f |  =  / dPds.iwhtA  ,
2* Lol. \ ^6 /i
where a -  denotes the thermal average over the phonon canonical distri­
bution function and
Z ' Z._______ (f*
/«tw} <-
_ Zw.WjK>/K7*
l A r ( k ' i k ; i )  =  W d ' K i / i s i ^ j v j )  .
* At
(5)
Assume that the distribution function of the electron(s) has been 
disturbed by means of the external force F  which is then removed. It 
is expected that the collisions will thermalize the electron(s) and after 
sufficient time the distribution function will return to its equilibrium 
value, . In the relaxation time approximation, it is assumed that 
the rate at which the perturbed distribution /" returns to is pro­
portional to the perturbation (f~fj . After removal of the perturbing 
force, the transport equation may thus be written as
?£ _
3t ~  T -----  ’
where “V  * is the constant of proportionality and
ff\ =  - ± ±  .
st t
The solution is of course that of exponential decay and evidently "V is a 
measure of the rate at which the distribution function relaxes to its nor­
mal form. It can be shown'* that there are two types of collisions that 
allow the collision integral to be of the form given by the relaxation 
time approximation: (1) randomizing collisions for which the probabil­
ity of transition from k to k ' is independent of the direction of 
and (2) elastic collisions. It follows that
7——  —  ^  U T /k /kO  (randomizing collisions and
X fa* * * relaxation time approximation)
J T  -  ^ b f f f  ) w ( l i / l t )  (elastic collisions), (7)
k'•V
where COS& = £ '! * /Fit and COS&'~ ^ j t ' /F k ' For a homogeneous non­
degenerate semiconductor where X(k) = T(k) > can be shown that in the 
relaxation time approximation the dc mobility is given by
/ *  =  §  <*> < <»
where ^
/?> =  **£*<** f X s kVzmKT .
The relaxation time approximation is not applicable for collisions which 
are neither elastic nor randomizing. Collisions with polar optical 
phonons provide one example. In problems involving such collisions other 
methods are required for the solution of the Boltzmann equation. However, 
these (e.g., the variational method) are quite involved and the relaxa­
tion time (Eq. (6)) for the randomizing collisions is often used as re­
presentative of the scattering.
8 9The standard transition probability rate formula » for transitions 
from state is given by
-iWl, v /2-
W(tlat) 2 l<slg‘ u>l = 2il<flTH>l2f(Ef-Z)}
X
and the transition matrix operator is shown to be
T = V + V' G~ V ,
8where O' is a Green's function operator defined by
(Z  3  ------- L  , 6 > 0
Therefore, the matrix element (-flT IC } becomes
< 'flT U >  = (-fIV/a > -f X&iV/MXirtlG-lHXm1 vIO
Hi
-f I  v /mX m !
m n
( ttt+n ;
Next the total transition rate out of state <C is written as
/^ =  Y  =  z w T l < f i T n > t ^ ( E t-Ei),
( f t i )  (■***>
where thermal averages over the initial state phonon distribution are 
understood but the notation is suppressed in this and the following 
paragraphs for brevity. A second order Born approximation follows from 
the replacement &  -> , where
(h =  ---- 1----  .
Ea - H  +  i *
The total transition rate becomes then
F- -  2 r Y < Hm?/1h^-ej +-nrT I -£j,
f  f  '»> £ ! - & , +  <£ I
where the systems of interest here are such that the cross terms have 
mutually exclusive sets of final states. The first term on the right
Q
hand side is the usual result from first order perturbation theory or 
the first Born approximation. Now care must be exercised when E i -  Em  
in the second term on the right. In ordinary scattering theory,
9e.g., electrons scattered by a fixed nucleus center, there is a con­
tinuum of intermediate states that includes some that conserve energy 
between the initial and intermediate states. A density of states D(W) 
is introduced such that in passing to a continuum (the energy levels of 
the unperturbed system are quasi continuous)
1  =  J E /#*><>» /  =  I  .
07 J
Therefore,
W'> , /JwZVw 4ttom >4"IVk> .
„ Ei-En+ie J Et-Em + ft
Next, it is convenient to define j°(Em) by
s v !a>Q(m )dm  ,
<R
where 61 is the domain of states for which the eigenvalues of H lie 
between Em and Em+dEm . Therefore, the second term in the transi­
tion rate Ei is (suppressing limits of integration)
if) E m  ■+■ / €
Provided that the matrix elements are well behaved (no highly singular 
behavior) this integral exists; and consequently, the fourth order con­
tribution to the total transition rate exists.
On the other hand, in some field theoretic applications where V  is 
the interaction between two fields, the matrix elements are highly dis­
continuous. For example, in quantum electrodynamics (QED) (transverse 
photons) the interaction \ /  connects states that differ by one photon 
(absorption or emission). Thus, for given initial and final states, 
there are at most only two intermediate states, e.g., the two-photon
10
process of absorptlon-emlsslon and emission-absorption giving
y<y\ww><wn//i> f <flvl»*(v>fa(4)ivu> ^
E , - E m + ' £  E ( - E m % +  f i  E  + 16 9
where W lf& J and M+Cf-) correspond to intermediate states having one 
less and one more photon, respectively, than the final state. There is 
a one-to-one correspondence between and -f . One fourth order
(two-photon) contribution to the total transition rate is given by
z r  /<fl v i o l 2  X ( E f - £ i ) .
T  ( E i - £ m . ) 3- +  £ *
There is another term corresponding to and an interference term
which will be shown in the paper to be well behaved. Define
f ( £ n , ) jE m e =  2JT ,
where (R* is the domain of final states f  for which the energy of the 
uniquely associated intermediate state WlgffJ lies between Eme anc*
The fourth order term is expressed as
'4E*, P (£»,')
( E , - £ „ , p + £ z
This integral clearly diverges as H^CEn^) is regular and non
vanishing when For QED, the matrix elements conserve the
total particle 3-momentum but cannot simultaneously conserve energy so 
there are no intermediate states Enie ~ E f , i.e. , o  ; and 
the integral exists. For the electron-phonon systems of interest in this 
paper, the matrix elements of \ /  conserve electron momentum and phonon 
wave vector but may also conserve energy for a large number of intermed­
iate states. Therefore and the integral diverges as(~*Ot
ftJ f
11
Actual calculations show that the previously mentioned Interference term 
Is finite as 6 ~ *0  . This possibility of simultaneously conserving both 
momentum (wave vector) and energy In the matrix elements of V  is some­
what unique to the electron-phonon Interaction for systems of interacting 
fields.
Proceeding under the assumption that the standard transition proba­
bility rate formula is correct, it is logical to assume that the infini­
ties (divergent results) arise because of the particular way that the 
Green's function ^  is expanded in terms of the unperturbed Green's 
functions Ct0 , i.e., the presence of the interaction is important to all 
orders in a perturbation expansion of O" =  • ®y
a projection operator formalism, partial infinite sums (a renormalization) 
can be extracted from the expansion having the net effect of subtracting 
out the infinities introduced (see Sec. 1IX.C). It will be shown that
< f * l / ( r / M l > =   !---------- *
(Emil*)
where is a complex function of £m+i* and fin (&*n+‘ *) is
the width (decay rate) of the line or the reciprocal of the lifetime of 
the intermediate state Hi . To lowest order in the interaction,
is of second order in a coupling constant and it is expected 
that for sufficiently weak interactions Rm is small. But most impor­
tantly it is finite as € -*  O . Calculations involving this renormalized 
diagonal part of the Green's function and the standard transition proba­
bility rate formula^ (see Sec. IV.A) give finite results for the previ­
ously divergent fourth order term. However, it will be shown that even 
in the case of weak coupling, there are contributions to the total elec­
tron scattering rate from two-phonon (and higher) processes that are
12
comparable to one-phonon processes (from first order perturbation 
theory). In fact the lowest order contribution from the two-phonon pro­
cesses (fourth order) is identically equal to the total contribution
from one-phonon processes. Results of this nature are contrary to the
1 1body of evidence in the literature and recognition of this anomaly 
motivated much of this work.
One approach (Chap. II) that is helpful towards a resolution of 
these difficulties takes advantage of quantum field theoretic techniques 
that have existed for some time. The scope of the problem that can be 
analyzed in the fashion to be described later is rather narrow (weak 
coupling, electron energies < optical phonon energy, and low temper­
ature), but the method lends physical insight to the more general case.
An expression for the mobility of slow electrons at low temperature in a
12polar crystal is obtained that agrees with previously published work.
A unique feature of the approach taken here is that transition probability 
amplitudes are obtained from the matrix via a reduction formula formalism 
that explicitly displays arbitrary phonon occupation number sets. The 
method reveals that a resonance does exist, i.e., the two-phonon process 
corresponding to absorption and subsequent emission give a one-phonon 
result. Simultaneously, there is no one-phonon process of phonon absorp­
tion to start with since the final state reached through that reaction 
is not stable and is not included in the set of allowed final states. In 
fact higher order terms have contributions of second order in the inter­
action but they are weighted by powers of Y!9 , the Bose-Einstein factor, 
and hence must be small at low temperature to get a convergent result.
This is caused by the fact that as the temperature increases an enormous 
number of phonons collide with the electron so the incident scattering
13
state Is significantly depleated during the scattering process. Its 
lifetime becomes comparable to the average collision time.
To study the more general case of finite temperatures and/or arbi­
trary electron energies, a theory of decaying states is developed in 
Chap. III. The Green's function defined as ( E - W  is intro­
duced and the properties of G (bj and a self-energy operator R ( e )
(7~—+ R (E f+ i'o ) > presented earlier in this chapter) are discussed in 
Sec. III.B.2. The first signs of trouble are seen in the derivation of 
a condition that is analogous to the unitarity condition or optical 
theorem in scattering theory, i.e., t f l R ( E t i f )  U )> has singularities 
at E a E f when an expansion for is truncated at second order cor­
responding to two-phonon processes. This results in divergent answers 
as € -*o in a manner similar to that already discussed. The structure 
of the unitarity condition is an equality such that the left hand side 
is associated with the decay rate or survival probability of the initial 
state (see Sec. III.D.l) and the right hand side is associated with the 
total transition probability rate out of the initial state. The discus­
sion of Sec. IV.B shows that the two-phonon process contributions to the 
decay rate exist with no divergences and are small relative to the one- 
phonon part. As noted before, divergences "seem" to appear in the total 
transition rate on the right hand side. The crucial step toward a reso­
lution of this problem (see Sec. V.A) is the observation that the trunca­
tion used does not include all of the fourth order contributions. The 
proper program should be to use a truncation to third order including 
the interference term between the one- and three-phonon processes but 
excluding the fifth and sixth order terms. Then it is also shown that 
the divergences are cancelled out order by order and a slightly modified
14
form of the unitarity condition emerges. In particular, the delta func­
tion that conserves energy between the initial and final states must be 
(correctly) replaced by its representation as a function of €  , i.e., 
liht 6 - + 0 cannot be taken separately from the \ ( f  / X 
factor. Therefore, the motivation for the approach of Sher and 
Thornber*^ has been circumvented. For the total transition rate the sum 
of the two-phonon and one- and three-phonon interference contributions 
exists and is small relative to the contribution from one-phonon processes 
(which is nonvanishing in this formalism in contrast to the low tempera­
ture-slow electron field theory problem) and resonances do not arise.
The more interesting case of a weighted sum of transition probability 
rates cannot be resolved within the framework of the optical theorem. A 
first step in this direction is a review of the derivation of the stand-
Q
ard transition probability rate formula due to Heitler given in 
Sec. III.C. The assumptions for which the relation is valid are to some 
extent implicit in his treatment and a careful re-examination of them 
point again to difficulties with the singular nature of
(the presence of poles for E aE *jE tt and elsewhere). The standard form­
ula is obtained by taking first the limit of small decay rate 2 a  of 
the initial state and then the limit of large time interval, T  . Such 
a program yields a compact mathematical solution. Heitler states that 
the requirements in practice are that , and
D «  . His derivation rests on the existence of nonsingular analy­
tic properties of as a function of the real variable
f. Goldberger and Watson's*^ treatment similarly rests on the assumed 
analyticity of (" f /R (E + i'o) Ia ^  and its analytic continuation. But these 
matrix elements have singularities of pole strength when an expansion
15
for /fVs' Is used. Therefore, a larger definition (see Sec. V.B.) of 
smoothness or nonsingular behavior must be used in discussing the problem. 
Define the function F fee 'J
a  f?(E-E'+io> U y  .
E -E '-H + io
Then the standard transition probability rate formula rests on the as­
sumption that quantities like F (e .e ') have no singularities of pole 
strength in the real variables , where Qt- =  ! - f }  (  Pj s  pro­
jection operator for state JL ) and 0  is a dynamical variable operator 
or weighting function. In QED this is precisely the case but in electron- 
phonon problems a pole persists at E ~ &  . Therefore, above first order, 
the derivation of the standard transition probability rate formula due to 
Heitler is invalid for the electron-phonon system. But after identifica­
tion of this pole the appropriate contour integrals can be evaluated.
The result is a time "V proportional term that clearly diverges if the 
is taken too soon. The Heitler program calls for taking the 
before taking /f'mT-*Og , the violation of which leads to 
divergences. When the ordering of the limits is performed properly, it 
is found that the two-phonon process terms are small relative to the one- 
phonon process and resonances do not arise.
In Sec. III.D.l, a somewhat less formal procedure is used to study 
transition probability rates. This is useful in obtaining practical es­
timates for the size of &  and V , the smoothness requirements on 
R(E+io) , and estimates of the errors of these approximations (see 
Sec. III.A). Also it is seen that the condition E iC ^  / simply does 
not apply in the scattering of particles regime with large numbers of 
particles in the initial state. Rather, it is a characteristic energy
of the system SE (S E +V o for the electron-phonon system) which is 
also characteristic of the smoothness of R(E+fo) and must obey the rela­
tions $EX »  I and fl‘ «  fitT. The result of central importance from this 
section is the relation of the total transition probability rate to the 
decay rate formula resulting from a law for exponential decay discussed 
earlier in connection with the unitarity condition.
Expansions of the Green's function ') and the self-energy oper­
ator R ie are obtained by a projection operator formalism in Sec. 111.B.3. 
In this case the projection operator will be used to project out single 
states rather than their more customary use in separating resonances from 
continuum states. The projection operator approach is a renormalization 
such that the lifetimes (complex self-energy) of all the intermediate 
states as well as the initial and final (only for ) states appear
explicitly. The renormalized expansion for (? (&  is developed further in 
Sec. III.B.3 and finally applied in Sec. IV.A to the electron-phonon 
system. Introductory remarks about the anomalous results from this have 
already been given. The expansion for is used in Sec. III.B.3 to
find a "correct" transition probability amplitude formula truncated to 
second order in the interaction. This relation is useful for computing 
transition probability rates other than the total transition rate which 
can be found from the decay rate formula. The explicit presence of life­
times is crucial in describing the physical mechanisms involved in the
U)9 low temperature electron mobility case first discussed in Chap. II. 
In Sec. IV.'^ C^  it is shown that intermediate state lifetimes are short 
compared to that of the initial state with the result that fourth order 
interaction terms give rise to a second order contribution. This is a 
resonance effect; but, simultaneously, the final states associated with
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the (one phonon process) second order term have short lifetimes and the 
contribution from this term is small compared to the fourth order (two- 
phonon) term. Therefore, the diminishing size of the second order inter­
action term prevents the anomalous results discussed earlier, and is in 
agreement with both the decay rate formula and a naive application of 
first order perturbation theory. The explanation given is that there 
are so few incident phonons in the initial state that the scattering 
rate for phonon absorption is small compared to the rate for spontaneous 
emissions, i.e., the over-all rate process is almost entirely controlled 
by the process of absorption alone. The more general case for transition 
rates at finite temperature and/or is treated in Sec. IV. C.3.
There it is found that the decay rates are all of the same order of mag­
nitude; and for times V that are short compared to the lifetime of the 
initial state, the "correct" formula gives results that are in accord 
with standard second order perturbation theory, i.e., there are no 
resonances.
Finally, many of the previous results are collected into a single
compact formalism. A transition probability rate formula valid for times
that are short compared with the initial and final states lifetimes is
2
deduced from the Van Hove generalized master equation (see Sec. V.C) 
which avoids use of diagonal singularity conditions and is given by
W('m =
or
where level shifts are neglected and again the weighting function Cr(t-) 
is used. Renormalization effects are included although level shifts
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are not written for the sake of brevity. The a A notation means that 
the initial, final, and all intermediate states are never the same. The 
standard transition probability rate formula written in the analogous 
form is given by (dropping (Sfa factors)
2r<;/(i/+ i £ - L v + . . .  . . . )  u y .
The notation rejects terms like
•7TT V/y, k f l  v \i*cM X V '(fn  v u > f  ? ( F r F: ) ,
T  (E;-E~,f+ H*
which is precisely one of the divergent terms & contained in the
standard formula and one of the resonance terms in the formulation of 
Sher and Thornber. Again, The one-phonon terms are the dominant contri­
butions at finite temperatures and resonances do not exist.
The relevance of the present work to a paper by Alldredge and 
Blatt^ on the role of two-phonon process in the energy relaxation of a 
heated-electron distribution is briefly sketched in Sec. VI.B. From the 
viewpoint of energy loss mechanisms for heated electrons in, for example, 
n-type germanium, they consider the relative importance of two-acoustic- 
phonon processes to that of one-phonon processes and find that they are 
of comparable magnitude. These authors use a standard form of the transi­
tion probability rate formula with a truncated T matrix operator given by
T  = V+ V— 1— - V ,Ei-H+tr
where the self-energy P  is taken to be an average (over the assumed 
heated Maxwellian distribution and cold lattice) electron decay rate of 
the initial state. The electron-acoustic phonon interaction has the same 
important characteristics as the electron-optical phonon interaction;
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and except for the details, their result is attributable to resonances. 
However, for the same reasons as discussed previously in connection with 
the electron-optical phonon problem, it is suggested that Alldredge and 
Blatt have used an inapplicable transition probability formula which has 
resulted in an overestimation of the effect of the two-phonon processes.
II. THE MOBILITY OF SLOW ELECTRONS AT LOW 
TEMPERATURES IN POLAR CRYSTALS
A. S-Matrix Reduction Formula Formalism
The basic one-electron Hamiltonian is given by^
%  =  J  £(<£<«f '?- l - g *  , (9)
" £
where KW* is the bare electron mass and K* is the electron coordinate.
Due to self-energy effects (virtual emission and absorption of phonons), 
W» (the bare mass) is not the observed (dressed) mass M , of a free 
physical electron state. For simplicity, only electrons of low momenta 
where the physical mass is independent of momentum are considered in the 
initial and final scattering states. The above Hamiltonian is rearranged 
as
*  =  Z U ' i u k i v - Z . \  ® r v - ¥ ( w . - & ) '  (10)
where is a phonon field operator defined by
$ ( r * )  a  % < k w  e ~ ~
1  *
and where
Hr) »  k .^ t)  3 3  ^ /S .  •
In passing from Eq. (9) to Eq. (10) the transformation *-s road®
which does not alter the commutation rules K X
. Hence, the unperturbed phonon basis states can be built 
up in terms of the new, transformed, creation operators. An electron
20
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field operator Is defined by
f ( r l )  =  e ~ T , (12)
Jk-c
where the plane waves are solutions of the new unperturbed
single electron operator *“ V 2/2W  and Cji Is the destruction opera- 
tor for the electron state of momentum . It will be shown later that 
momentum states h >  (zivuJof* are dissipative (unstable) and states 
If < (ZWItJo) are stable. It is only for these latter states that one 
may apply the following scattering theory. For transient or intermed­
iate states of the theory all the momentum states in Eq.(5) are used.
In second quantization notation, the Hamiltonian in the Heisenberg 
picture is given by
H  =  H  + 1/ ,
where
H  = +  Z^k cltnCM
J? ■*' k ~
=  ■+Z Z t C g am,
q  =  k‘/ i m  , °<k =  £ , ) +  "T* ■
Clearly f j plays the role of the unperturbed part of the Hamiltonian 
and \/ is the perturbed part. The second term in ) /  is analogous to 
the mass renormalization counter term in QED and is a small constant
that changes the energy reference of the system giving rise to an unim­
portant phase factor. is the single particle "physical" electron
energy for
The quantity of interest, the scattering matrix element, S f j > 
the probability amplitude that a certain initial configuration of
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particles in a state i , in the remote past, ends up as a different con­
figuration of particles in a final state f  , in the remote future. The
scattering matrix is given by
(13)
Equation (10) is expressed in the Heisenberg picture in which state 
vectors are time independent. Physically, one might think that as
the states consist of noninteracting particles. However, this 
is not precisely the case since the electron can never escape its inter­
action with the phonon system (virtual phonon emission and absorption) 
which gives rise to a mass renormalization already considered and a 
wavefunction renormalization to be considered. Thus, what is really 
meant is that as the colliding particles (wavepackets) are
sufficiently isolated so they are noninteracting (no overlap between 
the wavepackets).
In the usual manner, "in" and "out" free-particle creation, and 
annihilation, operators can be introduced from which the initial and 
final states and / ft--* , respectively, can be
constructed. These operators obey the same commutation relations as 
the introduced earlier. Therefore, the initial and final
states are given by
/  5 2 =  TT ^  /  c £ >
where I V  are the initial and final state occupation numbers and*' i
io> is the vacuum state vector. Define the "in" and "out" electron 
and phonon field operators in analogy to Eqs. (3) and (5) by
where it can be shown that
= -fc v  y ^ 61 - -^/tv
^  *  + ^-/^ 'fey(f =  °
(6>*c; = o .
It may appear to be somewhat questionable to extend the ( & )  electron 
momenta for K > (2 *M 0) h since these asymptotic states are not stable. 
However, a complete set of operators is needed to deal with the innards 
of the problem (transient intermediate states); and since the physical 
state initial and final electron momenta are restricted to small values 
of k , the procedure is justified.
From Eqs. (14) and (15) the scattering matrix element is given by
~  < o |  IT fa™] 1 o >
l* < M r  ~ * (*t!r
=  ^  ^  I  C y (o *J  { $ ' • * )  I  (jp^ y  >
where / # >  and / « >  are the phonon parts of the initial and final
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scattering states. From the identity
+ [h§f*icg(<*uc£(i*ii i f k  ^ ,
it follows that
!$}k> =  jfjg
The LSZ asymptotic conditions on the field operators'^ are expressed as
fittt - t t z *  z ^ i L t i c * ) ,
where Z  is a wavefunction renormalization constant to be determined 
later. For the lowest order results of interest in this paper 2 =  I . 
The probability amplitude, SfZ , becomes ( I*,£.5 X, 3  k »
k'X = frr-£kt,JbAt *  J*x )
i
p  t v ?  _ .
Since the system is localizable, then spatial integration by parts 
yields the result
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where the derivatives operate in the direction of the arrow.
It remains to dispose of the "in" operator in the above matrix 
element. Consider the identity
+ [<$, It'MCp/nlij, /<#'*« Y W  &  > J .
Therefore, it follows that
♦ / L
= s 4 s 1 T[fix‘'n “ 1  / ^ >  ’
where T  is the Dyson time ordering operator, ■£<£/ in the first term 
and £>t' in the second. Proceeding as before, one finds the result
•S* =  % < # / £ >
Generalization to the case of more than one electron is straightforward.
The reduction procedure is next applied to the phonon parts of the 
probability amplitude of Eq.(16). An occupation number notation is used 
for the phonon vectors / « > . / # >  =
/ ■ ■ » , - >  *  n [ ^ j  h i o >  ,  / - » r >  *  i i M ' - i o  > .
i  (HA)"*- % ( t ig i)*m *v
Consider the difference
<16)
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= JH-->
2.UJ,3gl ^
where the phonon field asymptotic conditions are ( /g ' t 's f ' )
&Jtt> , & » >  t Z Z ?  §J<*> ■
There is no phonon wavefunction renormalization constant ( 2^ / )  since 
the case of several electrons does not give rise to phonon self-energy 
effects. The time derivatives are performed in the differences above 
to give finally
where
f t
2 ^ 3 ±
Using this result, it can be shown that
c t ( y j  =  2U1„ ( f x ‘ +  03°) .
I T / t o f  W  I ipk ^
=  t -L - . .  M3. - I  " 7 T ft fx ’J f% jJ io t (m )I • ■ Ha •
(r?f) * ^
" j T S% < ? $ ) [ ' ) ( ' ' 1 "IT fy tt 'jfy tij) f h / ]/*•*Hs-• •> .
i j 2 S *  •  «
Repeating this process to remove all q-momentum phonons from the final
state, one obtains
Next, the q-momentum phonons are removed from the initial state to give
All other momenta are removed in a similar fashion, and the transition 
amplitude -5/Cj of Eq.(13) is found to be
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where for o and "[J(xJ — o for X<o and O  is the
electron-many-phonon Green's function defined as
The first term in Eq,(17) specifying exact conservation of the initial 
and final state particle momenta arises from the first term of Eq.(16). 
There are no electrons in the initial or final states of the matrix
only interact in this model through the presence of electrons), the 
initial configuration of phonons relative to the matrix element
will propagate unscattered through the entire process.
B. Diagram Rules and Transition Probability Rate Formula
Thus far the development of the reduction formula, Eq.(17), has
been exact. Now perturbation techniques are considered for approximating
the probability amplitude Sfi . This may be done by rewriting the
Hamiltonian in terms of the "in" field operators (or equivalently, the
interaction picture) and following the usual QFT methods. Reference is
IS 1 f\
made to the published literature * for discussion of the Feynman dia­
gram techniques used in this paper. Those given here differ from 
16Schultz in the addition of the mass renormalization counterterm and 
a different coupling factor ^  . The electron-phonon problem consti­
tutes a convergent field theory in contrast to QED where cut-off factors 
are introduced in handling certain divergent integrals. It is also 
necessarily a weak coupling problem since it is assumed that pertur­
bation theory works.
element Since the phonons are noninteracting (they
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The one-electron and one-phonon Green's functions are defined by
G-(x‘j*) s  -l <°lT[Vu>/V'toJ lo>
Dlrlyj = +i <olT[$(Y,f§(Y/]lo> .
The (a) factors are dropped from all higher order Green's functions. 
The one-particle unperturbed Green's functions are defined as
=  g^ (x ~k) —  ~x ( c * i rr [ % ( * y lfL tx j3  
D j y j y j  =  D , IY ’-yJ =  «  & W ] l c £ > j
where D (y jy j = &  ( Y -y ; because there is no electron in the 
vacuum expectation value defining P iY iy j It is convenient to ex­
press the problem in the momentum representation defined by
&(x'Y/ •••)✓', . xy, .../J = M i* .
J &o (m* iw* tm% (mr (nr/*
The one-particle unperturbed Green's functions in momentum space can be 
shown to be given by
& e (k ) '= :  — ~Jl— —  * D M -  f*. 90 OjL-(UJ0-xio)
znt
where
, , f aYl xk-l*‘-*u f,Y, xl-(y'-yj
&  } J t w > e  & * > '  P'<yL"  = M e  & ( v  .
Rules for writing down the perturbation series via Feynman diagrams for 
• 3.^ 1 j  Mi, • • • £h ) are as follows:
±
i
«' G-Jk) m- -— __ A <&(*'-*>)
(-a)Pj u  (-W/VftiHi (yr-y (.-A}P.ly'-yi)
(wr;a
. -x- - io < (k j  <>r — *— ■ e * c ^ y
4-momentum is conserved at each vertex by $ ¥(M i-kt ± Z ,)
f* f i over all internal momenta ,
As an example, consider the one-electron Green's function given by
/ %—  -f i + —m — -f
M M k -tk  li
/ ■'”**% • 0 0 *\ ' 0 m\ Il"l I I, * - » *— -f. f II I--f
-i +  -#- -f +
all diagrams that 
cannot be completely 
I severed by cutting 
l_a single electron line J
V
' '
—  * ^ -  +
all other diagrams 
that one can write 
down
k
Therefore, with sn^a* — ► 4 &(M ) , it follows that
^(T*y =  6 > ( k / - t  6 > (k jZ (M iG -ik )
or .
£ ( k i  =  [ 6 r ' ( k j - Z ? M j ] ~ l ,
where Z l k )  is the self-energy operator for the electron and
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Later, the self-energy is approximated by the first two terms in the 
above expression.
In that which follows, the set of external momenta, 2 , (see Eq.(17)) 
are each on their respective energy shells, i.e., % 9(%.,<*))—* Gel » C.tJ* 
and (MjUj j I t 's  (&,£')— ►  ^  or equivalently,
^I ~  (%> M - ( & & * ) ,  a«d k ' ~  OSj f a )  • The Per­
turbation terms for the Green's functions are seen to fall into two 
groups. Expressed in diagramatic language:
(1) The sum of diagrams having the electron and/or one or more 
phonon lines passing through the interaction region with­
out scattering, and
(2) all other diagrams or terms.
It will be shown that the terms belonging to the first group do not con­
tribute to the transition probability amplitude. First, consider terms 
of the second group in the momentum representation
where
7 r ^ 7 v t f , g w . r t ^ f v r /
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It is evident that one can write for CT in momentum space
Here, the intersections of each line with the bubble are true vertices, 
i.e., no lines go straight through. Thus by the rules for diagrams one 
has the defining relation for (the bubble) given by
G-CM, =• i '
Examine the electron part of the probability amplitude, Eq,(18), defined 
Now
and
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The electron part above becomes ( k/k ' are on the energy shell)
C 2 i r ) % j2’ " )  »
where _
f S t  q * ® ' *  =  ¥( S ) .
) & * ! *
Next, examine a typical phonon part of the probability amplitude 
defined as
J •* I* C*mz U v f &
[ ~* Pof &USL) \ J
*0$ *  J -v At
£ ( y ‘ ) =  r -  •
Therefore,
X c ' t k j e
%
<f = ^A7ve*'*’^ ‘
where
and the typical phonon term becomes 
)*/
( 2 7 r f ( S 3 £ j % k  .
Repeating the above for all the phonons, the probability amplitude of 
Eq. (18) is -j
5 fi =  Sft +  f t ?  ^  > <19>
f % b *
where
j*- H|‘N| 1/2
A> <* <• • **
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Now return to an evaluation of the terms belonging to the first 
group of diagrams, The subset of terms having the common pro­
perty of an electron propagating without interaction have the form
& (,e} S Cto .
Pulling in the electron parts of the probability amplitude gives
But it can be shown that
& e  ( * —* )  [ - + j $  ~  % *(X ’-X.) .
Therefore, the electron part becomes
and the subset of all terms having an unscattered electron line vanish. 
All remaining terms of have one or more phonon lines propagating
through the system without interaction. The electron parts and the 
phonon lines that do not propagate unperturbed can be treated exactly 
as before in the set , thus giving rise to no special problems.
Extracting a typical phonon part yields a similarly vanishing result 
and hence the diagrams do not contribute to the probability
amplitude, .
Equation (19) for S f* is not yet in the desired form. It is 
known from the perturbation expansion of ^  that the total over-all 4- 
momentum is conserved for each diagram. Therefore, define Qr by the 
relation
&i,i ^ C a* ^ xt
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where
s  f ( 6 k ' - * k  ■+ •
For , it follows that
I (%} —
I ^e-<d
f a - - *
Using the representation
/f/j
'C t(E f-G i)gJ 
t - *-tv*
(21)
then in a nonrigorous fashion, which can be justified
$  (£f-EJ -  S(Ef-EJ /fun jfrldlt - ?(£*-£,') (it* Z/z/T;
T-+<» " 1 -T f i
and the transition probability per unit time can be obtained as
I J * L  =  2-1T  f C S f - E i J  \ < f  I T / O  Is  .
T
The following identification is made
<V/T/,->= ' <22)
where "
(1) 77* s  1  j
<8*'i
(li) <-«t J =  1 ;  >7 iij-Wj
- O  , ■* «1 < ^ <v ^
(iii) is computed in the following fashion:
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(a) for a given Hit , and write down all possible
Z J Z -
diagrams for excluding the subset that contains 
an electron line and/or one or more phonon lines 
propagating through the system without interaction,
(b) remove all the external electron and phonon lines and 
the total energy conserving delta function leaving the 
incomplete vertices to be computed with .
(iv) Assign the appropriate coefficient to each group of 
diagrams from (iii) and sum over the set £ ,
(v) All the external momenta are on their respective energy 
shells, i.e., k -  (k , 6„) , £ =  (%>&*) •
C. T-Matrix Element for Two-phonon Processes
Recall the restriction, the formalism developed in this chapter is 
valid only for stable initial and final states O^ o') • Conse­
quently, the initial and final states must have the same total number of 
phonons but there may be arbitrary rearrangement of the phonon momenta. 
The present discussion will be limited to two-phonon processes, i.e., 
transitions in which only two phonons change their momentum states, so
«!' = = *%-! ,
where S./ are arbitrary ). Higher order effects will be
commented on in Sec. II.E. From Eqs. (20) and (22), it follows that
r  , 2SL+I
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and
i ~ r /&•*••• %*'~i •••
~  “&*;*<# \'(Y>t-[ G-(k'i'jk±) +
+jT /i~"^ f ^  ^ *4<g,-;* th)+s£ I’V ^Gjk'iXiktM j-S^^ffdHijktaif
"^ 3^ / ^  i l s ^ '^ j k t W  -hTq* J%  ( ^ ^ 'i'^kS Z S j
■“  L M i  * £~ *' W *
<*»***/ ~
* fit, (*1 (^ J(rCrt'*.%jlt3a'a:J+9l ($£j frfk'a'i %jb 11%))
%i xt
+ $1' (h '-0(H '-i) &(*'i'tij,u'z<J +  s i (»%«> «1 (% /ri'stjtiitjJ
— /"~ • • • ^
For _/)_ — * a0 , the leading term in each bracket greatly dominates 
over the remaining terms and similarly negligible error is introduced 
by dropping the restrictions on etc. in each sum to give
( f l T I O  =  j f f  (23)
* 3 ^ 1 ? * , %  < r O f r * i k V Q  G k t o l i H V J
&  * , u•* *v
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Without discussion at this time (see Sec. II.E), it is only suggested 
that for sufficiently weak coupling ( J  -♦ o  ) and low tempera­
tures the first term in the bracket of Eq.(23) serves as a good approxi­
mation to the matrix element. Therefore, it is assumed that
<tl 7 7 0  =  . (2«
By the diagram rules one has
f/ £\ /  N  S' \ ,
' /  X  \ '
G(ki'jki)  =  J _  +  \  /  +  (25)
k' btt fe * * (b-4' IF
/ \ / \ 
\ / \  /  \  /
-f  i *— £■—  +  — r-V,--- L  ■+■ \  j  v — * ------/"
and partial infinite resummation yields
\ /
• ••
___
It is interesting to observe that if the first diagram in Eq.(25) is 
taken as the approximation to d r ft t 'a / jk a j , then one obtains a 
divergent answer for the total transition rate, see Chap. I. But 
clearly this neglects many other terms in the expansion. Fortunately 
all these terms need not be included, for it is sufficient to include 
only the two lowest order contributions to the self energy of the 
electron to get finite and physical results. Vertex corrections and 
other higher order terms only contribute small corrections to these 
results and will not be computed. Similarly, the Z factors can be 
chosen to be unity when calculating the lowest order nonvanishing
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results, but its evaluation is easily obtained later In any event. 
Finally, the following approximation for is used
K  /  *'■>
kiJ =  \  /
N * ^
'  X .
j p £ m l  * * '  k - l ' *
a
/< -* ===== , =■ (k}~274/]~i '££(*) =  -f •
The first diagram in a* J corresponds to the absorption of a
phonon thus creating an excited virtual electron state that subsequently 
decays with the emission of a phonon. The second diagram corresponds to 
phonon emission with a subsequent absorption of a phonon.
The electron self-energy is given by the diagram rules as
[ < ( k - i )]/“■*-%( & ]  <x(kj
7(*>£) =  f ^ ----------- f— ------- — "]+* W.
& V *  I *  C - V - 'M I+ 'o L  *V+UJ0-io 6 /W o f  
J at*
The integration over U) is performed readily; and upon approximating 
the first Brillouin zone by a sphere of radius Kp (Debye wave- 
vector), the self-energy is
ZitM - Jk ><■*,.8W M Jn C-U)- tczu-fn'o E -kJ0— +-1° 
an*
Estimates can be given to justify allowing resulting
integral can be evaluated by contour integration (see Sec. V.A) and
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Is found to be
Z & 0  =  S F T  £(*-£>'■> Es <*
=  - £ + £ ( k - i h '  ■ * &  >- w  * « h £
=  £ ( b - i h « - \ & h l S S | J .  w £ < * .
Thus far only the bare electron mass is known. To find the physical 
mass, the renormalization counterterm and the constant O(0 are chosen so 
that the self-energy evaluated on the energy shell E  = *Atm vanishes 
through order in the coupling. For 6<*r cu0 , it follows that
+ %T  (*£)■=  fi i fez
* («0-*<«Jo)+ £ [£"£(1+7)1 = C)-
12This yields the standard result
l ^ s ^ f / + f /  » * e =  «  G J 0 ,
where is a dimensionless constant that characterizes the strenghth
of the interaction, o(^C / implies weak coupling, defined by 
Eq. (4) as
HJTUJa
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From earlier discussions, to get to ^  one must strip away the 
lines from each side of every diagram and place the remainder on the 
appropriate energy shell of the external electron line. For example, 
on the right of the diagram for
^  J =  /+ <fo zr .
Before evaluating this on the energy shell, the Taylor expansion of the 
self-energy near E - fyzni is given as
Ba.e) = -s
But j
<k«s,el =
and it follows that
It can be shown that this is identically the wavefunction renormaliza­
tion constant, i.e.,
=  2  =  / _  ?  ■
Therefore, the result of stripping away the external ^  lines from the 
diagrams is to introduce the factor 2  . The transition matrix element 
of Eq. (24) is given by the diagram rules as
< n m = ^  - v j ,
where
ant
'E=ikx/zn1 
Cj-Wo
Co1 ~Uim
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In all the computations that follow, the small level shifts are neglect­
ed, i.e., only the imaginary part of the self-energy is retained. The 
error caused by this simplification, in the total transition rate, is 
something of order which is small relative to the lower order re­
sult ( ). Furthermore, in accordance with the desire for only low­
est order, 2  is taken to be unity. Finally, it is worthwhile to ob­
serve that for small self-energy the real part of the denominator of 
is always negative, i.e., since
6k«  w. . Again, it can be shown that the contribution of this emis­
sion and subsequent absorption term, and its interference with the ab- 
sorption-emission term, is of order in the coupling and is conse­
quently small. Therefore, to lowest order it follows that
< & O T W V >  =  ^ — > <*>
where
{\}<}i>= > 
P(k*i) = m _ toy IhML I ■
‘nrik+il J
D. Calculation of the Electron Mobility
As is evident from the diagram structure, the process of interest 
in Eq.(26) corresponds to the elastic scattering of the electron by the 
absorption of a phonon and a subsequent phonon emission. The imaginary
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part of the self-energy Is expected to describe the decay of the excited 
Intermediate (virtual) electron state. When the phonon systems remain 
close to thermal equilibrium during the over-all process of interest, 
then the thermal distribution function is assumed and the electron 
transition rate, Eq.(5), for k -+ k is given by<v ty
- £ i o . H i  / a t
w W a )  s  ^  V/bHi/tfv)
' v
where
W tk'fW /.kfa i) =  2Tf(%-Z)l<i6l'H}ITlk,t»iPl,
f c } ' t v  =  t H i g . U f H ,  f i t  -  «*-/ .
Since the term can be neglected ( ), the thermal average of
is M 0 (see Sec. V.A), where Z1'?© is the Bose- 
Einstein factor ( ~  J * ). The thermally averaged
transition rate is found to be
/SVii-uwflVSKL' & [ * £ #  1
The inverse relaxation time for this case of elastic collisions (see 
Eq. (7)) is
J_ - 2l T?\ ¥tt9( Ur n) U n Q ( l ~  cos(t~FJ )
V(h) Jlts-zrirt'-tl* (K-kS) ■+ X1-
,0 0
(zirjr J  (tc*-Ki,V'’+ * *
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where the electric field ts is related to the force F  by snd
Ko* =  2f»6U0
y/ .   ^ ZW1 / f "Rj- k 72
Flu s *"/ /, .
' c°s(1St E ) '
The transition to a continuum is made by
x ? :  -  / *  •
<*
Ffr; is a smooth function of /C except for a logarithmic singularity 
at X'"® X? , where
R t t  -  K'/°s[Wl*-
The other factor in the integral over K  is a sharply peaked function 
near K- K0 . Therefore, the integral is positive definite and has 
two sharp peaks at k ,  Ko with heights of the same order of magni-
L. “flVjl
tude. The approximate half-width of the peak at R is of order <p * 
while that for the peak at Ko is of orderJbr'X*' • ^or sufficiently 
small 71X , there is negligible area under the peak at M relative 
to that under the peak at Ko , the resonance. It can also be shown
that F(R) and }T(tC) are slowly varying functions of K (away
from K “ k ) relative to the denominator factor for small and
can be replaced by their values at fc^Ko and finally removed from 
under the integral. Therefore, to a good approximation
oo „
I Tt'thiHtHH-m'k )f  dr __
v i m  ( 2 r J s~ /frSftvvik > p -w k *  * r u )
Since Uto >> k %/ i m  , then k 'o 'b k and hence
where the factor Cos(& FJ averages to zero over the solid angle of
4 r  . Thus, the relaxation time approximation, Eq. (6), yields the 
same results for the K i»  k  regime. Finally, the relaxation time for 
slow electrons at low temperatures ( j/lm 4c / or
equivalently j  ) is independent of and is given by
/  =  ■
For the rough inequality 6k 4 [—)K T  K , where i  roughly ranges 
between two and five, most of the contribution to the average in 
Eq. (8) is constant, so < t >  = V . Hence, the electron mobility
becomes to lowest order in the coupling
M  -  g  e J’/ k T  (27)^  2.«U>0 \M0 ' ( 7)
This expression for the mobility is in agreement with that found 
17by Frohlich and Mott using first order perturbation theory. Low and 
IPPines calculated the mobility of slow electrons at low temperature.
They use a variational principle and Lippmann-Swinger scattering theory 
where the state vector contains at most only one more phonon than the 
usual number of bound phonons dressing the electron. This is valid for 
intermediate coupling, K.4 (0 . For weak coupling, o(4C / , their result
,  x 18agrees with Eq. (27). Frohlich refers to a British industrial report 
19by Zienau where the scattering process is treated similarly to that of
the resonance scattering of light. Frohlich describes the resonance process in
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elementary, and physical, terms. The result Eq.(27) Is the same as 
would be obtained from a naive application of first order perturbation 
theory, the physical reason being that after absorption of a phonon the 
energy of the electron exceeds We , a circumstance for which the pro­
bability of phonon emission is very large. Thus, since there are so few
incident phonons the scattering rate for phonon absorption is small com­
pared to the rate for spontaneous emission, i.e., the over-all rate pro­
cess is almost entirely controlled by the process of absorption.
E. Higher Order Effects
Return now to a brief discussion of higher order phonon processes 
discarded in Sec. II.C. First, it must be recognized that terms in 
the calculation of the total transition rate of order have been
discarded, e.g., vertex corrections and wavefunction renormalization 
factors. The neglect of these types of terms will continue. The search 
here is for the existence of resonance effects from higher order terms 
which are of order ^ * in the coupling. Consider the first and second
terms in the bracket of Eq, (23)
Approximation by the first term was used to obtain the slow electron-low 
temperature mobility that is in agreement with other published values.
For simplicity, take only one contributing term to There­
fore, the T  operator has contributions from the diagrams
K *41
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The absolute value squared of the term corresponding to the second 
diagram is given by
7 l V / w « / ‘ / < ? < « / *  ,
where the thermal average has been taken and K= k+s. and
H(K) = t i r r 7f &  £(Kt 1.) .
Recall that I 6 - ( K )  I *  has a resonance at K = K « , where
i G t e j T  =  _(2m> -—  •
Similarly, is a sharply peaked function near /f© and
H ( k ) is smoothly varying relative to I G I k i I  The contribution
to the inverse relaxation time is then
71 V/t FiK.)lHlK.>r Mtc
mT>r J [(K‘-K.')%irTo
But ^  and
fiO
The interference term can be treated similarly to give finally
-v. v  +  & ( n > n z )  ■
Therefore, the higher order terms are of the same order in the coupling 
as the lowest order term but they are weighted by additional 
factors of . These terms can be made small relative to the lowest
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order term by going to sufficiently low temperatures, M 0<C j 
Similar considerations apply to other higher order terms that were dis­
carded at the beginning of Sec. II.C.
For finite temperature, V\0-w | , these higher order resonances 
signal the breakdown of the quantum field theoretic approach (QFT).
Many scattering problems dealt with in QFT are such that there are only 
a finite number of colliding particles, i.e., the number of colliding 
particles in the incident state remains finite as the volume of the 
system becomes large. It is then assured that the incident state is 
not measurably depleated during the scattering process. For the example 
of interest in this section the electron interacts with the phonon field 
even in the remote past and future; but as these are stable physical 
states the effect is seen only as a level shift or mass correction, and 
wavefunction renormalization. Although for H , «  I there are an enormous 
number of incident phonons, their effect is such that the lifetime of 
the incident state remains long compared to the average time over 
which the colliding particles strongly interact. As the temperature 
increases, however, the lifetime of the incident state becomes compar­
able to the average collision time and the scattering theory becomes 
inapplicable.
III. TRANSITION AMPLITUDES AND PROBABILITIES (I)
A. Introduction
In the last chapter it was found that in addition to the restric­
tion of slow electrons ( ) the QFT approach becomes inappli­
cable for finite temperature ( I ). This is evident when the life­
time of the incident state is no longer large compared to the average 
time over which the colliding particles strongly interact. The program 
of this chapter is the development of a theory of decaying states which 
is valid at finite temperature but includes the U)tt / regime 
as a special case. From time to time, the conditions under which time 
proportional transitions are possible are discussed. It is for time 
independent transition probabilities per unit time that the transport 
equations are useful. In Sec.III.C and D the necessary condition is 
found to be 2 f ]? «  I , i.e., the time T is short relative to the 
lifetime of the initial state. But many of the results of this chapter 
are valid over much longer time intervals, e.g., a/7-c ~  s  .
These are times long enough that the initial state is for practical 
purposes completely decayed.
Some background information is presented in Sec. III.B.l and 2 
along with a derivation of an analog to the unitarity condition or opti­
cal theorem in scattering theory. Development of renormalized Green's 
functions and self-energy operators via a projection operator formalism 
is given in Sec. III.B.3. The renormalized self-energy (or equivalently
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the T  operator) expression, in which the lifetimes of the initial and 
intermediate states appear explicitly, is used in Sec. IV.A to illus­
trate the anomalous result obtained in the framework of the standard 
transition probability rate formula. The renormalized Green's function 
expression, in which the lifetimes of the final, initial, and intermed­
iate states appear explicitly, is used via analytic continuation to 
develop a "correct" probability amplitude formula in Sec. I1I.D.3.
This result is applied in Sec. IV.C illustrating the phenomenon of reso­
nance at low temperature and ^  < v0o , in agreement with conclusions 
of Chap. II, and the absence of resonance for finite temperature and/or
Gk > U)0 .
In Sec. III.C a review of the Heitler derivation of the standard 
transition probability rate formula is given which uses the program of 
the limit of small initial state lifetimes after which the
limit of long times '£-*00 is taken. Presented in Sec. III.D.l and 2 
is a somewhat less formal procedure based on smoothness conditions of 
R;(E) and The law of exponential decay is obtained
which is used in Sec. IV.B to relate the total transition probability 
rate to the decay rate of the initial state. In addition, the standard 
transition formula is found and practical estimates on the sizes of 
( I ,  t  and f E  (interval of smoothness) evolve. The method of analyt­
ic continuation is applied to the contour integrals of the transition 
amplitude formulas to yield the standard rate formula for finite 
in Sec. III.D.3 and a formula closely resembling that used by Alldredge 
and BlattJ-^  More importantly, the procedure established in this section 
is then applied to obtain a "correct" transition amplitude formula 
(mentioned in the last paragraph) in Sec. III.D.4.
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Another chapter, entitled Transition Amplitudes and Probabilities (2), 
presents further discussion related to the present chapter. A more de­
tailed analysis of the unitarity condition, Sec. V.A, resolves the anom­
alies that seem to arise when equating decay rates to total transition 
rates as done in Sec. IV.B. Furthermore, a resolution of the diver­
gences (and resonances) in the standard transition probability rate 
formula is obtained by a larger definition of smoothness and a more 
careful derivation. Finally in Chap. V, a "correct" transition proba­
bility rate formula is derived from the Van Hove master equation that 
predicts the absence of resonances at finite temperatures in agreement 
with all previous conclusions of this paper. These general results are 
better appreciated in light of the experience gained from the treatment 
of the electron-phonon scattering in polar semiconductors contained 
in Chaps. IV and V.
B. Transition Amplitudes
1. Use of the Green's Function 
The time displacement operator can be expressed as
_  / f. -aEX /
~  a n  r e e  c>' °  * <28)
where the contour in the complex E-plane encircles a sufficiently
large portion of the real axis in a counterclockwise direction. This
operator relation is verified by using the exact energy representation
1 3and the residue theorem. An alternate approach is by Laplace trans­
forms with a subsequent transformation that effects a 90° rotation in 
the complex plane. The Green's function, 6 ( 0 ,  is defined by
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^ (e) =  i r h r  •
Again, using the exact energy representation, it can be shown that 
G ( e j (or more precisely its matrix elements) is analytic off the real 
axis since is Hermitian. The singularities of GCE) are discrete 
poles (zeros at the eigenvalues of ) on the real axis that are
separated by distances proportional to s l ‘( r>o) , where J~L 
is the system volume. In all the contour integrations to follow, it is 
understood that the contour always lies a distance from the real axis 
that is large compared to the level spacing. The net appearance is the 
same as if the system volume were allowed to be arbitrarily large re­
sulting in a continuum of poles and a branch cut. The branch cut covers 
the real axis on the interval <  °o t where £/w corresponds
to the system having a bounded minimum energy (ground state).
The transition amplitude of interest is given by
< f l e i7tvH > = J je e {Ev<-fieie-)U> o<»
or
where
+°°
< f l e ^ H >  =  U E c ' B b f l < & * > l 4'> , (31)
_ oo
<£/£ (E±Soj(A >  = /«* <f/ G-(e ± If A i > .
6 -*o
The second form of the transition amplitude follows from the first by
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taking part of the contour ^  to lie on the upper lip of the branch 
cut and extending it to the entire real axis interval — oo (  »o .
Then *7 is completed, for example, by connecting with a large semi­
circle in the lower half plane which gives a vanishing contribution to 
the contour integral.
2. Some Properties of 6 < e:) and the Self-Energy Operator.
The Green's function satisfies the relation
(E~H) &CE) =  I + \/£■(&) (32)
The approach followed here makes use of the separation of operators into
diagonal and nondiagonal parts, i.e., , where
O l  /^(/W> =  <VW/£5L/ m >  and - O - f t n n K w / ^ / ^ -
Defin e the operators p  and f\ by
^  = FO-ji , f? = V F  (33)
where s / . Substituting into Eq. (32) and taking the diagonal
part, it follows that
& A = ---— ---   (34)
*  E - H - R i
F  =  n - d r ( - K i + * > (35)
R - V -+ \/— L-R„4 . (36)
When it is understood that the self-energy operator R(e) only operates 
on state Ji , then Eq. (36) can be written as
R ( e )  =  V  +  \ / - h & - R ( E )  , (37)
where $  is the projection operator for state Ji and
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t$J ( £ / =  < W  
R ye) = < i lR (E ) l* >  .
From Eqs. (33) and (35)
(rC&J —  f/ +  g Z jj"  R * * )  >
and the matrix element is given by
S f l iU E i l i ' ) =  *** +  ( '- f t . )  < M (a \i>  I ... .
V 1 ~  E - e - R.( e )  +  E - £ ; - % ! £ )  <38>
An iterative expansion of Eq. (37) suggests that R  has the formal 
solution
R { e )  -  V +  V Q i  1 a y .
E-H-Oi VQi
(39)
Equation (39) becomes
RCbj = V + v g L (  l/+
or once again using Eq. (39), Eq. (37) is regained
R(E) =  V +  VL&L R(E) . (40)E-ti
Another useful relation is found by using Eqs. (39) and (40) to get
Q  -e -7 ,— Q y =  ^  v<SiE -t4 -c  <a v > E -H -Q iV Q i £  H totY Q i
or
C ? i 1 Q V  =  S l R  . («>
e - H - o ,v v > i  e - H
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Next, an important identity which is an analog to the unitarity 
condition in scattering theory is obtained. Form the difference (using 
Eqs. (39) and (41))
- R ( E )  = ----------- ------ Q y ~  V Q -------------
E - H - Q ;  V<$; E -H -Q i VQi 4
= V6U
=  P f( E )  (J= ~ B *L  R I E )  .E * -H  E - H
Now allow the complex variable £  to approach the real axis from 
above and below, i.e., £ - »  F I *  6 , where £  is small and £  is 
real for the remainder of this derivation. This gives
f ? r( E ± u ) - f c lE ± , - ( - ) =  — R e n t ) .
(E-uj'+e* 1 '
It can be shown that
where i l E - H  ) is the Dirac delta function in operator notation. Care 
must be exercised when taking the limit on the right hand side
of Eq. (42). The diagonal matrix element of Eq. (42) is
( i  I  $ E ± i6 ) - R ( £ H e ) U ') =■ t m Y < M R ( E ^  <$IR( & w U ) . <43>
* ( E - E f f r t ' -
Cfti)
Before going to the limit , it is postulated that
is nonsingular at ET-Ef . This condition is somewhat stronger than
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necessary for the sum over final states must have a smoothing effect 
(see Sec. V.A). The limit of the product can then be expressed as the 
product of the limits; and hence
<A //? r(E±iO) -  R(E± iojj x )> =
(Hi)
Equating imaginary parts, it follows that
Im  = *  T trtc ltfe ti'& S ce-H M iio liy
or
-  2 I m  £  =  *  - 2 r -E f ) j (44)
which bares a strong resemblance to the unitarity condition in scatter­
ing theory. When , the right hand side is the total transition
probability rate out of state /£ obtained from the standard transition 
probability rate formula. The left hand side is the decay rate of 
state Ji . However, pathologies do exist in the unitarity condition 
when certain truncated expansions for R  are used. A discussion of 
these difficulties is given in Sec. IV.A and V.A.
To conclude this section, several comments on the analytic pro­
perties of RLE) are given.'*'3 Using the energy representation of the 
Hermitian operator and Eq. (39), it can be shown that RfET)
is analytic off the real axis with the same real axis branch cut intro­
duced for &C e )  . Furthermore,
f t  ( £ ± 4  0) =  Q l E )  +  *  -C- W  ' <45>
where , and l i  are real and
J .  (E J=  W Z .  l< flf> (E tro )iy l}[£ -E t) £  O , <46)
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i.e., the real part of is continuous across the branch cut and
the imaginary part is discontinuous. It is expected that
for £ <  £*/Vt since the delta function cannot be satisfied in this
range.
3. Expansion of <£■(&) and R i g )  via a Projection Operator Formalism
There is yet another approach that leads to the separation of the 
Green's function as in Eq. (38). But, more importantly, it has the ad­
vantage of incorporating the self-energy effects of all the intermedi­
ate states as well as the initial and final states. The result obtained 
here will be used in Sec. III.D.3 to find a "correct" approximate
transition probability amplitude. The method is similar to an expansion
20first obtained by Feenberg but using the projection operator formalism
21of Messiah and others. In this case the projection operator will be 
used to project out single states rather than their more customary use 
in separating resonances from continuum states.
Define the projection operators
= IWOSmi J Q m  s Z"/HXW/ ,
where and Using the above property,
the Hamiltonian is
%  -  ( fZ ,+ Q .) ( t f lv X fZ ,+ Q * ) = H o » +  H im  ,
where
/ /o * i  “  Pm f t  fitt Q m 'H Q *
//,* =  .
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Xf V has a diagonal part, it is lumped into H .
By assumption fht V P m ^ O  , and it follows that
- H  +
M m t “  /rtl "f- ^RmI^/m* .
From the definition of the Green's function given by
& ( e )  =
i
e - x
and the well known identity
' 1 ■ 1 A .  •
£-JY ~ E'-Hem £~X  G -H o *
it follows that
& ( e )  -  —  -h ~r~~Tt— b a +  r l i r  *
F “ //oh, E~Hom  E ~~ftotof E ~ Horn E~HotH
The Green's function is separated into four parts 
& ( & )  ~  ( fv t f t  Q * .)  ( r
~  Pm &  flu  +  fv *  +  Q ito G -Q v* .
From the properties
Horn Pm —  Pm tfem — Em  P *
H om  ~~ //o*h Q m  
fm  H im  ~  H im Q m  }  6 ? ^  H im  —  H im  Pm  ?
it can be shown that
E ~  E** Om — Him P m
C ~ from
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or
fm 6fm — -   ----- — —  fn> •
E ~ E „ -  & , ( £ )
Since <tof !//*«> and from Eq, (39), it follows that
=  <Mivs?m— l--- am\/ / * >  .
E -SU.-HOm
Similarly,
4^1 &  Pm =  ~ — QmflimPni  ------  — ----- -  j-----
or
& Pm 35 & m—~ &m VPm - ^  -- *
E -Q mKQ* E -E m - /? „ [£ )
The matrix element ( h f & l n is given by
< W /  6 - ( E )  I M  >  =  /*> + < * lO m 6 -P » lt o >
(47)
=  . (\~£»*)<*!&m - L - Q ^ V l * * }--- i (48>
E - £ m P * { e )  e -<W Q~ E -E m -R t f )
As an aside, Eq. (38) can be obtained from Eq. (48) in the following 
manner. Form the expansion
 I  =  '
E - o ^ - u e ^  e - h  e - h
Equation (48) becomes
<fo I6 -(EJIi»'> =  ~ mM__ +  (-j^ s E  (n!V+ W *—L -  &.wm>.
E~Em ~P*lE) E~En E-Q ^(Sm
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Upon the replacement V I - + f > Eq. (38) follows Immediately.
A new Green's function is defined in terms of a Hamiltonian that 
has state W  projected out of % by
C-tmlE) 3 <Pm  1 Qm .
The above procedure is repeated to give
? n E l,MCm P„ =   1  —
E-e»- R™(e)
fn —  /____________ (£7 ,
f - s . - C ' f c /
where
=  < » lV 6 ? m Qi, ' ■ fl. f t . W w >
£  QmQn
G ^ ' cb) =  o „  a „  ! q „  Q m .
£-<£},sm ntn.eH
From the above relations, Eq, (48) becomes
<Vl/ =   — _ -f <n\\/jm>.- - !--
\ S E-e*-R$k, E-E^RJe)'h
. \ / 6 t7 & M 'X v illV 1 *> - I
£-£•„ Z —  E -£m -f? jE y
Iterating o< times, the matrix element < v \(C riv *y is found to be 
(Vll 6-(E)l9VC> =  fin. . 0-fm*} ( hldft&lm) /----  j <49)
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where
< n  m s j t m y  =  *  <50>
n, b - b n j - K ^  (eJ
V fjf •» lk \
-4- . . .  -I / <*W / V (r (e>\ «-v>.
IB/
<VltfU7frO<flfl^/»»>>
E ~ £ h,~  R  <?*>(&)
£ i ( * ,  ^  0 V * ----- - — — — —^ ------- »
and
f*V»*y; i
K  l e j  =  { f l l V & Q n ,  - Q « t — — I  y in }.
By a similar process, Eq. (47) for
j p , E j  =  y  i +
V  £-E«rf?ir'Lm
+  y ~  < ™ / < ^ > / k /  * «^ >  < h  / » » » >  _ -f-
4  £ - ^ 7 S >  e - E » r ^ ' ( m
/ 1,1
... . V M V 6 - (l" ' c e j ‘l ^ y < v u l v l n «■-.>< y * - ( I >• 
n f c i ,  **>-<'e '
t^i ■##»+••• <4,^  H«7
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Analogous expressions can be obtained for An, , , etc., where
the final relation is given by
R u (&J ^ ( Er) 1 .
rV-f
In Sec. III.D.3, the expansions will be truncated under the assumption 
that for sufficiently small perturbations the appropriate higher order 
terms can be neglected. One truncation method is to place
O^ C E~J =  6?h, • • • - = — —  •
Then the set of equations for
can be solved and these values substituted into Eq. (50).
It also proves useful in Sec, IV.A to have an expansion for the 
matrix element / ( £ $ ) ! » It can be shown that ( m ,H  A.)
A a ! t v  _  < h M *>  I
< *  1 6  ( e ) l m >  -  ^
_f. / V < * i ) I^/Xi> <n,ii/lr*> i
- ........
M. 9
/ h|
"/■.r/ -f I y  < \n iv i
' V i  £
... < u ,H A * > I
E-e«,-e*rd> £-£*■-
4. The Transition Amplitudes
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Equation (38) is repeated here as
Another expression for ( H  g -(e) / O  is obtained from Eq. (49) by 
placing V\—* •£ , m~* 4. to yield
<f I G-te/l*> = &  +  .
E-Gi-RiUP £ - § - $ %  E-R-R. IGJ
Finally, the transition amplitudes of interest (Eqs. (30), (31)) are 
found to be
< H e ^ >  =  _ L  fjE e ^ m e / i ^
21K J  ( e - G + x P -e s - f t t o )
+  00
/ f ( c ' Vtl O  = -JL f tE e n <fie(e+f ^
2 lrx j « ,  ( .E - ^ o K E - G r R ^ K . )
(53)
(54)
O t e ' * Tl* >  =  / C l E e ' ^ - f l  0 ’( & ^ >
~2W* J t e - p W w y p - c _ p .  /C
J. ( E - E f - R f f a X e - s - R t e o
(55)
=  - L  Q e  e El  L
*7 R-/=e, — (56)
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( k t  e  * * 7 0  =  - = 7  f e e . J ------------!------------------- (57)
The second form (Eq. (54)) of the transition probability is essentially
g
the same as that found by Heitler using older methods. Equations (53)
13and (56) are similar to those of Goldberger and Watson.
C. The Standard Transition Probability Rate Formula
From an analytical standpoint, possibly the simplest way to obtain 
a transition probability rate is from the program: (1) let the decay
rate 2 R  of state J, — >  O and then (2) allow the time interval
*£* of observation — p ao . It is stated that this mathematical 
idealization corresponds physically to the case 2 / l T «  I ?  i.e., 
the time of observation is short compared to the lifetime 
of the state Ji . In many instances, the limit f j  — P  O simultaneous­
ly implies that the level shift Examples for which this
is not true include Compton scattering of photons by electrons and the 
problem of slow electrons in a polar crystal at low temperature studied 
in Chap. II (small but finite level shift and zero decay time of the 
initial or incident state JL ). The discussion presented here is suf­
ficiently general to include small but finite level shifts.
The starting point is the transition amplitude given by Eq. (54). 
Assume that £ »  IR 'JE i +Co)  I  or equivalently
»  fl, AE- , (58)
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where
f i  = l A E i ) Z O  , A E ;  3  £>, (£-,) . (59)
Due to the smallness of R  (£ ,' f t 'o ) and under some appropriate 
smoothness conditions on Pi (E-n'oJ , intuition suggests that there is 
a zero of E-£j~Dt-(E) near £  - £7 . A discussion of these points will 
be presented in Sec. III.D.1 in connection with the validity of the 
approximation
... I ~  i
E ~  EJj — R,-( £ ho)  £  -  E f + *  f ]
where
£ T / =  £  +  A E ,  .
Under this approximation, Eq. (54) becomes
+«>
< f l e x n u >  =  - i s  f e e - .
,AJ (e-Gf+ioXE-ej-nG)
—  oo
 '  =r ( — !■_________> - ) — L  ■
( E - E f i - X E - Z + f i )  ~  \E-Ef-he E-m+iTij E( - E ^ , n
(60)
(61)
The time derivative of the transition matrix element is given by
d  R flE ’(e+t‘>>li> , (62)
ft (E-ef+,»( j
— CO
Using the identity
(63)
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and the veil known relations
■7 —  =  ~ x )  l t d )
x  4 o
x — !—  =  1
X  ± 4 0
+°o
/ito *T'fto)djr = —yiJT -Q -f(o) (64)
J  X  Jo  f t l
—  00
or
-A X T/ (" /■ \
//'**-   =  -AW(±l->- pr. ) lr(xl ,
t-»m X±<° 1
it follows that
Ifm (m  tf/e ^ U ^ e  * =  I  in --L fo/tffa-fioj /x'S —  (65)
T+v + 10 L
<(£0rEi')V
wlJ-iO V  >«t
- e^'^f/m'+'oj /;>J
lit* lim A fr/&?/+») u>] . (66)
t-*« J t *- j  * * + L J
The transition probability rate can be defined as the lim oo 
of the time derivative of the transition probability for finite 
It was necessary to go to the limits to get convenient analytic forms 
for the right hand sides of Eqs. (65) and (66). Since ' f iy ) and
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are assumed to have certain analytic properties dis­
cussed later in this section, it follows that finite values may be 
found as excellent approximations (to any desired accuracy) to Eqs. (65) 
and (66) (see also Sec. III.D.1). Therefore,
w  = k k i
Finally, the transition probability rate is found to be
W mo = zrk-fiRc&vuyffcEf-a;). < « >
Q
This is essentially the result obtained by Heitler. However, he 
does not explicitly discuss any analytic conditions on his Un|o (■ 
which is equal to ( f (  R  (E+iojIa > used here. For the above steps lead­
ing to Eq. (67) to be valid, some of the less subtile requirements on 
-f(x) of Eq. (64) have been implicitly understood: (1) no singularity
at XsO , (2) no singularities as strong as /X-Xml  ^ for t
and (3) °  as AT—* C D  . The last condition is stronger than is
necessary for Eq. (65) but is a rather weak one for Eq. (66). Singular­
ities also include behavior such as limitless oscillation points. 
Therefore, must not have any singularities at
and no singularities as strong as ^elsewhere. The
same requirements should be met by any approximation used for
. Aside from problems of renormalization which must 
be considered in higher order calculations, the introductory remarks
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(see Chap, I) in this paper have indicated that the usual second order 
approximation for ("f / /? ( E" o) I does indeed have singularities of 
pole strength. This proves to be fatal for second order electron- 
phonon scattering. On the other hand, in QED the poles persist but 
their residues are small and may be neglected. However, a larger 
definition of smoothness or nonsingular behavior, not considered by 
Heitler, must be used in discussing the problem. For example, the above 
transition formula rests on the assumption that F (E ,E 'J has no singu­
larities of pole strength, where
Ffc&J 5 _£(E-E'h °) I i
E-E?-H +to
and &  is a diagonal dynamical variable operator. In QED this is 
precisely the case and Eq. (67) is exact. But in electron-phonon 
problems the pole persists at E  ~ O and care must be used to obtain 
a correct transition rate formula (see Sec. V.B).
D. Transition Probability Rates for Finite ( I /V
1. Transition Probability Rates Based on Smoothness Conditions
a. Introduction. In this section a somewhat less formal procedure 
will be used to study transition probability rates. This is useful in 
obtaining practical estimates for the sizes of [% and 'V , the 
smoothness requirements on and , and esti­
mates of the errors of these approximations. Heitler*s requirements 
that £-r  ^  I and V> f j (valid for the decay of an atomic 
state with the emission of a photon) simply does not apply in the 
scattering of particles regime with a large number of particles in the
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initial state which would allow T* to be inordinately small. Rather, 
it is a characteristic energy of the system ojo for the
electron-optical phonon system) which is also characteristic of the
smoothness of R (E - th ) that must obey the relations and
. Some interesting concepts are developed by first dis-
cussing the total transition probability out of state A, . In fact
the law of exponential decay is obtained and the total transition 
probability rate is expressed in terms of the decay rate formula.
b. Smoothness of Rx(EHo) and the Exponential Decay Law. From the 
unitarity of the time displacement operator, it follows that
Z k f / e - n o / 2 =  I - k i l e :* TV > F .
a  *<>
Forming a total transition probability rate by the time derivative 
yields
Ct*iJ
diagonal matrix element <$( e  u >  is given by Eq. (57)The
f  —t EZ
< < / e / ; >  = ____________________ _____________ (57)
—  oo
To assist the progress of a general analytic discussion, a number
of assumptions will be made to establish sufficient conditions on the
validity of the transition rate formulas. The first of these is the
notion of smoothness. The exponential function ^  is periodic
in the real variable £* with an oscillation period of 2? . It will
T
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be assumed that K^xE+i9) is smooth over energy intervals f E  at 
least of order (  e : )  Relaxation of this condition is
investigated in Appendix A. Therefore,
R E X  »  I . (69)
To be more specific, it is useful to define
F(E) ~  E-Ei - f t f E W o ;  .
For £E* in the interval IB-EZI £  Z E , one aspect of smoothness is 
the assurance that a Taylor expansion of is valid; and,
furthermore, it is assumed that the first two terms give an excellent 
approximation to /?* , i.e.,
F(E) =  CE-E-)U-v,)— 6Ei-nPi ,  (70)
where
Re. n
K'
*For the electron-optical phonon system, the imaginary part of 
Ri(E+fo) to second order is readily obtained by the substitution (see 
Eqs. (118) and (119)
(6(rUJ>0 j ' '—*  ( E~£;+**-tM,)*2' into E9* (118)
►(£-£,-l-fd+u;*/4 into Eq. (119).
For fourth order terms see Eqs. (140), (142) and (B.3). The loga­
rithmic variation is such that the upper limit of ££T is of the 
order of the optical phonon energy.
s  A D A S ; )  
A e
=  -
d E T
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The conception of smoothness is subject to various interpretations.
Stated qualitatively and most simply, Re/ is sufficiently smooth 
that the error caused by the approximation Eq. (70) due to nonsmooth­
ness is less than the errors from other sources states below. If there 
is excessive error, then 8 e r is accordingly reduced while Eq. (69) 
gives a lower bound on RE , i.e., RE »  V x .
The relation Eq. (70) is valid only in the interval f£  .
A stronger condition of smoothness at E  — Ex will be imposed, i.e., 
the derivatives M e  and JlwiKtj are small with respect to
unity, or equivalently,
In I «  I . <7D
Equation (70) can be expressed as
Fie) = i,-*,[£-% +<(!] ,
where
R(E,'+fej 5 fi'JEi-h*) a 
A  Ei .
Clearly, if / £ A.(e,+t'o>lg jrE" » then F t is momentarily a
complex variable) has one and only one zero in the region lE-Efi/S R E  . 
Otherwise, there is no zero for /£-£•.■/ -S f E  Therefore, to be 
able to proceed with a general analytical discussion, it is assumed 
that
f £  »  | a e /  j 17
and for /£■-£'/< fre it follows that
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/
E - E j, - R - ( E + ( o)
I
The above expression has a pole at E  — located well within
the radius about £  = E j ,  E j  , or £Ti  .
Equation (57) can be separated as
< i /<?■■'’ * 7 ;  >  =  I, + I2
where
+°o
I, — L  f e  g ‘E T  _I e - E '^ r . ~  t=- (72)
—  00
T =-±
J-?
h-SE oci
f \ -<ETf
i £ Z .
j
I I
lE-Ej-RjlE**
(73)
E ,tiE
T = - ± [ j £ e £ T l ( > - » > '
M S 27n
I
E-ErRi(Ei+t'°) E -E i-R jE f - t
. (74)
E f - iE
Estimates are given in Appendix A of the sizes of r .  and JCy rela­
tive to T i under a variety of conditions. It is concluded that the 
error in the approximation given by
(75)
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is small over time intervals, 'V , such that 2/7-r* -S. t which
are long enough so the initial state has completely decayed for practi­
cal purposes.
The absolute value squared of Eq. (75) is the well known law of 
2 9 13exponential decay, » * i.e.,
« M d ^ T U > r  =  ^ z U T . (76)
Inserting the approximation Eq. (76) into Eq. (68) the total transition 
rate out of state a. is given by
E u ,t ? =  2 1 7  e 2 f l T ,
where 2/7r-s 3: . Of considerable interest in the following
calculations is the total transition rate out of state A. for 
times X* that are short (but not too short as discussed later) com­
pared to the relaxation time of the initial state, i.e., 21? V  «  I . 
Therefore, keeping the lowest order term in U T  , the anticipated 
result is given by
R U tV )  =  2 / 7 _ 4 / 7 2T  <” >
where
This is a key result which will be used later in Sec. IV.B.
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c. Smoothness of Transition Matrix Elements. The notion of 
smoothness previously developed for 4 0) is carried over to the
matrix element < 1cI R ( e * i - » a >  for the evaluation of transition 
probability rates. Smoothness is a well justified property for
(E ’-hCo) but is somewhat dubious for nondiagonal matrix elements of 
R  (  E+*o) , i.e., especially when certain truncated expansions are 
used as approximations for RCE-bio) . This difficulty calls to at­
tention the comments given at the end of Sec, Ill.C about the larger 
definitions of smoothness. For the remainder of this section, <H R (E+t<0R > 
is assumed to be smooth over the entire real axis keeping in mind that 
this approach lacks rigor which must be supplied (if possible) in a 
manner similar to that in Sec, V.B. A discussion of the more interest­
ing cases where truncations are used ( io)liy has poles) is pre­
sented in Sec. III.D,3. There it will be seen that the transition 
rate formula derived both here and previously in Sec. XII.C are indeed 
good approximations where the final state energy is near the initial 
state energy and the poles of are somewhat removed
from both R+ and , e.g., in electromagnetic interactions
to second order.
The starting point is Eq. (54) repeated here as
•+O0
<yy =  - x  [j e . <*)
J (E -£f+
— 90
Equation (54) can be separated in the following fashion:
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where
J, =  --L [‘
2- T i J
t 00
JiEe v<H R (b^ ) U >
(E -E f+ io K E -E Z + tK )
• «  w
J, s  _ J. [tEe'%MEHVicf t_ _ _ _ _ _ _ / 7.
z i k j  E - £ f + ,-0  L£ - t t o * » >  E - e + m ]
—oo
Furthermore, j; can be separated into two parts:
J, = J,M ,
where by the identity (Eq. (63))
T ^ -  _ / / /jr
1 ZF* Ef-El+tf.J / E-Ef -tAO E-EZ ■+ V/T J
— oo
-vefT r 1
=■ g  k * lt? {E r + M L y - ^
E*-Ef+<f} L J
(78)
and
-Nip
r<HRie**)U> - v/4> 1
' ^  J [L £-£?+< o J
_ f <flf?tE+c<ol» - ]1.
L E - Z + m  J J
For and f f i I£+*'*>) smooth, i’»7 small,
and /RlG+to') | ^ ^  /£/•*** » can shown that
I »  I T , ( M I , i J l l  •
If O such that / , then J^ ^ O , / ( f E ^ - j i ^ )  ,
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and /j f t t{~  I  £*-e<"'j(lG fG i't>  SrE) Equation (78) is a good 
approximation to the transition probability amplitude and is given by
—vt^T
{ f l( • <79>
Comments on the similarity between Eq. (79) and Eq. (65) of Sec. III.C 
will be made later in this section.
An incremental transition probability rate (as opposed to that 
defined by Eq. (67)) is defined here by the ratio
_  I < ~ £ W k > /  _
X  [(.*+ -% >  ^  3J t
Since f a  -E/J*" + ft is a sharply peaked function of width
near E / -  E [ and is smooth over the energy interval R E ,
then in the interval there is negligible error in the
replacement . The error becomes on
the order of 1007. as /E f-E *  I somewhat exceeds f E  It will become 
apparent, however, that the transition probability rate is so small in 
the range l E f - E i !  > % E that these errors are negligible. Finally, 
the contribution due to the presence of the error term vanishes as 
7-**, P i ^ o ( U t &  i )  Therefore, the transition probability 
rate becomes approximately
wl*>l _ ^ T rl< H /? (P .^ I'> lA (E f-e L  Q.V, m
T
where
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A f o - E l J l - c )  =  H  . c o j h ^ - c o m - E i n  .
T [(erZr+C']V
A principal desire in this discussion is the acquisition of time pro­
portional transition probabilities. It is evident from Eq. (81) that 
the only hope for this is under the condition
2 - C T  I , (82)
i.e., the increment of time T  is small compared to the lifetime of 
the initial state. Equation (81) for j fZ'j"C )  becomes ap­
proximately
A (Er&JI-.T) =  <-W  t-WEHZ) - . (83)
IT [ (ef-E ll '+Z'-Jv
A plot o£ Eq, (83) for Is shown in Fig. (1). The function
M E f B /A .V ) is very sharply peaked at E f  - having a main
lobe width of approximately 21T/X and a total area in the energy 
variable E -f~ E / of / —(%V . Nearly all of the contribution to the 
area is in the interval z/r/p around the center of the main lobe.
For a given value of f] , Eq. (82) « I )  sets an upper
limit on the time *V . On the other hand, all of the results here­
tofore rest on there being a minimum size of T (  V »  1 /HB. } ,
Another occurrence of a lower limit on T  comes from the almost final 
expression for the transition probability rate (Eq. (80)) and Eq. (83) 
for ) . For purposes of illustration, a special system
of interest is considered, i.e., one electron interacting with a system
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A ( x ,/7,-c;
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Figure 1. Plot of A(X,fl,T)s j^ -m as a funct*on °f *
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of longitudinal optical phonons. Most of the matrix elements of 
interest will involve initial and final states that differ only by 
several phonons. For example, a typical energy difference 
(neglect level shifts) is
-  <?*' + u j0 -  e k .
For such an elementary scattering process to be well defined (obser­
vable), £ (fy^rCk.i ftjT )  must be sharp with respect to CJ0 and
6 ir , i.e., the uncertainty 2T/Z1 in the final electron energy and 
the emitted phonon energy should be small. This requires that
( f-uj0) 9 »  z-ir / t .
A compatible relation between the two lower limit conditions on V  
is . This suggests one quantitative test of smoothness on the
matrix elements and K f ( R(£+Co)l*y for the above system (see
footnote on p. 70 and Chap. IV).
Finally, for i*1 the range
w  «  f  «  - j r  (84)
i / o )  is sharper than physical observation energy widths and 
has unit area to an excellent approximation. Hence, 
is essentially independent of /J and "C and may be identified with 
the Dirac delta function, i.e.,
A ---------- -- » f C E f - E i i  .
This yields a time independent transition probability rate under the 
restriction of Eq. (84) which is given by
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I ^  e ~ _  x T T  I<-flR(e!*MlOl  / f o - e V . w  
T
In fact, it can be shown that, to within an error of order
A l e r t ! . * , * )  =  4 r  ■
This is one well known expression for the Dirac delta function when 
the limit 'T' *“* *0 is taken. This result leads naturally to an in­
spection of the limiting case T -*  °o } / j - + 0  . Equation (85) is
q
the same as Eq. (67) in the limiting case. Heitler remarked that this 
(Eq, (67)) is an exact result. It is indeed true that all the errors 
in expressions leading to Eqs, (79) and (85) vanish in this limit (as­
suming that Q v - * o  ) except for an error in the probability ampli­
tude of order
f } - * o
It is understood that h'm fJ~+0 implies that » O  since
An exact result can be easily resurrected by the replace­
ment
A &  -------------*• ( i +
U >  — ,
where the latter replacement is a renormalization of the initial state 
wavefunction.
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2. Transition Probability Rates Via Analytic Continuation
13An alternate development is given by Goldberger and Uatson.
This method is introduced for three reasons: (1) to relate to the
other methods, (2) to provide an expression analogous to that of 
Alldredge and Blatt and most importantly (3) to obtain a "correct" 
transition amplitude formula from the renormalized Green's function.
The complex functions R ( e j  and < ? /# ( £ ) ! * >  are analytic in both 
the upper and lower half-planes. A branch cut covers the real axis on 
the interval K °0 where is the bounded minimum
energy (ground state) of the system. The branch cut defines the 
boundary between the first and second Riemann sheets. The analytic 
continuations of Rk (B  -t a o j and (4tR(Et*o)(*> onto the second Riemann 
sheet, r F ( e > and , respectively, require that
R^ (E-io) =  R/(£tio) = Rie+soj
Analytic continuation is introduced to facilitate the evaluation 
of the contour integral of Eq. (56) given by
4 1 e V T U >  =  —  ____ I  . (5
zr« J e-e,-iz(e)
«  f - e -  has one and only one zero, , on the second
sheet, then the portion of the contour on the real axis in the inter­
val Em  <E<°° can be closed with the contour, C  , on the
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second sheet shown as the dashed line in Fig. (2). The contour 7^ 
is drawn as the solid curve. The points in the plane at C f and £ n 
and the contour indention around E f are to be disregarded for this 
calculation. The contours have the components anc*
£  “  £ *+ C ,-t-C t +Cs » Where ^  5  C 0 and ^  , Cx. and ^  , C3 are 
removed to infinity. It can be shown that the contour integrals along 
^  and *5^  , give vanishing contributions. The integrand
of Eq. (56) is analytic in the region of the lower half-plane on the 
second sheet except for a pole at c  = &X • Using a highly abbrevi­
ated notation, the residue theorem gives the result
f ( I ) d e  =  f(K )d E  = - f i n A e + w e ' * 0.y. c. s
Therefore, the appropriate probability amplitude is
Goldberger and Watson ssy that ordinarily, when the condition 
C «  E i is satisfied, the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (86), 
will give a very good approximation; the second term is of order
tf/Ec smaller for "C not too large. It has already been determined 
that for physical systems of interest here the characteristic energy 
S e  is the pertinent quantity rather than £ + . Therefore, require 
that , For large values of "£ , however, the second term is
dominant. But at such times the amplitude is so small that the decay 
is for practical purposes completed. In addition, when 
then it is expected that the expression E~EA'~Rx has a zero at
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Figure 2. Contour for evaluation of probability 
amplitude contour integrals
U«
r(
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the point E~Es. s £ / —*•+’ • In general there may be other singu­
larities in the second sheet and suitable contours must enclose these 
singularities. When the condition T !i«  S E is met well enough, it is 
expected that these singularities will occur at points E  for which 
Hm et >  lB.ll . Thus, their contribution (which will be of 
order ) will decrease with time more rapidly than does that
from E /i . Therefore, Eq. (86) is to a good approximation
=  < £ ‘* r =
which is the exponential decay law found in Sec. III.D.l.b, Eq. (75).
The transition probability rate formula to be used is Eq. (53) 
given by
<£/ e  >  . (53)
In order to proceed it is assumed that the analytic continuation of 
( W  R  (Ei-10)10 onto the second sheet, is analytic in the
lower half-plane of the second sheet, i.e., no poles. This restriction 
is equivalent to the smoothness conditions (no singularities) discussed 
previously. As before, the analytic continuation,
has a pole at E a in the lower half-plane whose residue is taken to 
be unity. There is also a pole at Elp . Disregarding the pole at 
in Fig. (2), the same contour fcj" is used to evaluate the 
integral. By the residue theorem
f(I)£ = f(Vd£ =  ~ftr)JE+#r,[e e'<Mlz/i£> , e T$/#fc/U> 1
t  I  I  / W * , ^  J •
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Furthermore,
ftiJdE = f l iM E -( (K J d E -h m [ j 4 1.
^ cf L e * (E fi £ > - &  J
For the same reasons as before the contour integrals over and
are assumed to be small and are neglected. Since
=  <s/X($+<°>u>, H F te ,) = and ,
the transition probability amplitude becomes
_ e f m t f e i - m o l . (87> 
[  Z rK -& (£ s k v  £ t - E / * 4 i j  J
Due to the smallness of R * (Ej+ro) and the real axis smoothness of 
TT
R u e ) ,  ftlEf+M SZ ftCE-i + for the values of of interest
near . A more_careful discussion is found in Sec. III.D.3. There­
fore, Eq. (87) is given approximately by
y n  - M .  v & T  I r  M E f - Z t V )  1
e+'Ex^ n L J
Note that
\ < f l e m u > r = I
Call
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The procedure used in Sec. III.C is now applied
for the purpose of simplicity and brevity. Therefore,
liwi lim f\ =  li*  a. n M  — L -1>->Oo //_»0 F,-EA -to [ * fl-K, J
and
hm !m ^  = —Vlim eT<6*~*iL ■
Finally,
If* *  ( f *  > /  L_\ lm
t->* r^ o  1 I $-£■;-'* ^-E/tiojr,^
+ a m  ^  < 5 7 lim (f{R ^C E I-aR ) l/t‘>
?-*«> Et-en-to r^ o  <88>
—a /tm £=.__________________ (  m ( f l m
t * "  E yE Jtio  p*-+ °
The second and third terms on the right hand side of Eq. (88) vanish.
This gives the result
L  lim ^  aTfi&rE'-l lint /<?/£?£■; (89) 
o
From the analytic continuation arguments it is evident that for suf­
ficiently small f~![
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and Eq. (89) can be written as
//W lim  =  2 ir f ( fy -B /) j (H R tE ^ + * r j lO jZ', (90)
where it is understood that /3 is very small. It has been assumed 
from the start that is analytic with no poles on the
second sheet. Thus, for sufficiently small
<-PlRI cei-ir;)\i'>=  <?/Riel+n>H> = < M (& * * » lo
which immediately given Eq. (67)
W(f/0 ~  /'W /I'm £ k-fle^l*= 2trftE<£!)km^toI* <67) 
T-*»
One application of this formalism arises in an investigation of 
the conclusions drawn by Alldredge and Blatt^ (see Sec. VI.B),
Equation (90) is similar to that used by Alldredge and Blatt and is 
identical in second order for the matrix element 
to the equation used in all their computations.
3, "Correct" Approximate Transition Probability Amplitudes
In this section an expression for the transition probability ampli­
tude is developed that takes into consideration cases where 
has singular or highly nonsmooth character. Although the particular 
expression used is truncated at second order in the perturbation, the 
result contains contributions from all orders of the perturbation, 
i.e., the so-called self-energy or level shift and width (lifetime) 
effects of the initial, final and intermediate states. This will also
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permit an exploration of various situations where true resonance 
effects may be observed.
First, however, some remarks are in order which may serve to 
further clarify the range of validity of the formulas generally used 
for the transition probability rate. It is illuminating to write down 
some results from elementary time dependent perturbation theory. The 
time displacement operator, rewritten in the Schrodinger picture, is 
given by the integral equation
T
UlT,V.) = c ' Hn T- i  fd v , U f a j T . }  .
Assuming that the time dependent perturbation can be expressed as
, where is time independent, then the probability
amplitude to second order is, within a phase factor, found to be
( f t = -« <m *->fd t,/«,, eT'(£r£?'/’ (91)
T0
T T,
+ _ ...........
r*>
T. \
Two contrasting cases are usually treated, the sudden turn on and the 
adiabatic switch on. For T 0 = O and » Eq. (91) yields for
the standard sudden turn-on case
< / /  e  ’ =  < m »  ± ^ £ (EfBi>
B+ - £*•
(92)
-f I
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For T - +  -  CO and f ( t ) » ^  *fT ( T finite, « >o, <-* O ) Eq. (91)
22gives for the adiabatic switch-on case
< 7 7  \ m n > +  Y n t& ] .
L- EA -En,+*'o J
Noting that the standard transition probability rate formula as 
given by Eq. (67) is ( / < V n T - > « e ,  A'*h fg-*o understood)
* * > > / * =  zrr (67)
and using the Dirac delta function representation
* < * + >  - 1  m i 1
the standard transition probability amplitude formula to second order 
has the alternate form
=  h e * ,  l < e i w > + T ] , (94)
where it is understood that is large.
If there are no states m  for which energy is conserved, i.e.,
<fy> for E h1-E 'h as for the electron-transverse photon
23 24interaction, then Dirac and Merzbacher state that the second term
in the bracket of Eq. (92) can be neglected because it represents
oscillations of small amplitude. In this example Eq. (94) becomes a
9
good approximation (neglecting level shifts) to Eq. (92). Heitler 
uses slightly different language. He suggests that the second order
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transition amplitudes (Eq. (91)) are rapidly varying functions with 
small amplitudes. Furthermore, the second term in the bracket of 
Eq. (92) arises entirely from the initial condition
for at time £  —  . Heitler states that even if the
initial condition were satisfied, it would be only for a period of the 
order of in any case; and this is physically meaningless.
It can be shown that the adiabatically switched case (Eq. (93)) 
leads to a time independent transition probability rate while in gen­
eral the sudden turn-on will not. Again consider a system where there
are no states KM for which energy is conserved. If the second term 
of the bracket of Eq. (92) is small as suggested before, then the 
adiabatically switched rate is the same as that for sudden turn-on. 
However, these conditions are not satisfied and the formulation in 
the framework of adiabatic switching of the perturbation is not suit­
able for the problem of decaying initial or incident states (see Chap. II 
and Sec. III.A). The extra troublesome terms in Eq. (92) are the result 
of switching transients.
13Goldberger and Watson do not address themselves to this partic­
ular question. But they do present some related comments. For example, 
one does not usually have the physical means at hand to prepare a system 
such that it is precisely in an unstable (decaying) eigenstate of the 
unperturbed Hamiltonian (even including self-energy effects) at a given 
time, say s C , Rather, the system may be found in an unstable 
state near time T - ©  which is the result of a scattering experiment 
initiated at a much earlier (remote past) time. One illustration is 
the bombardment of an atom with electrons. The scattered electron very 
rapidly departs the region of the collision leaving the atom in an
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excited state which then rather slowly decays via electromagnetic inter­
actions with eventual photon emission. Thus, it can only be said that 
the system is approximately in a given state at some instant of time 
so in such instances not all of the transients introduced into the 
mathematics by the sudden turn-on of the perturbation approximations 
are physical.
In the framework of Eq. (92), where there are states for which 
qfc O for £V»t = £~h and only several intermediate 
states (the case for a continuum of intermediate states is discussed 
later), the presence of at least parts of the second term in the 
bracket of Eq. (92) is essential. This is evident because for 
and/or the first term is exceedingly large and the second
term is no longer small relative to the first. The second term is 
needed to combine with the first term to yield a finite result which
O
is dictated by the very nature of the perturbation formalism. Schiff 
and Pyle^ give arguments for the rejection of terms implying non-con­
servation of energy, considering the approximations involved in deriv­
ing the perturbation formula (Eq. (92)). In calculations of this type 
it is assumed that the perturbation, i.e., interaction, acts for only 
a finite time, thus, allowing the initial and final states to be well 
defined. Such a perturbation has Fourier components of nonzero fre­
quencies, which can include transitions involving the gain or loss of 
energy by the system. Transitions for which energy is conserved are 
induced by the constant part of the perturbation, while those for which 
it is not conserved are a consequence of assuming a finite duration for 
the perturbation. In actual fact the perturbation is always present, 
and the approximation is made for the problem to be mathematically
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soluable. There are, therefore, no Fourier components of nonzero fre­
quencies, and hence the apparent transitions in which energy is not con­
served are spurious, and must be rejected. This program is followed in 
Sec. IV.C.3, but as will be seen it is clearly not essential to the ob­
jective of obtaining time proportional transitions.
O
On the other hand, Schiff treats the case of energy conserving 
continuum intermediate states by including the entire second term of the 
bracket of Eq. (92). His result for the probability amplitude is pre­
cisely the result in Eq. (94) from the general formula (neglecting level 
shifts). But this is to be expected since the continuum of intermediate 
states smooths all singularities out of { f l R ( E +  ao) /x> •
Based on the preceeding discussion, it is apparent that for the 
case when Heitler and Goldberger and Watson
are tacitly discarding the small turn-on transients associated with 
the second term in the bracket of Eq. (94). This follows from their 
implicit assumptions that Kf"!R(£+(*)l\> is nonsingular or that its 
analytic continuation into the lower half-plane of the second Riemann 
sheet is analytic (no poles). However, this deletion is unjustified in 
cases where only several intermediate states conserve energy. The 
deletion may be justified in problems other than the electron-phonon 
interaction by adopting a larger definition of smoothness or analyticity. 
See, for example, the discussion in Sec. V.B and at the end of Sec. III.C. 
On the other hand, the correct answers are obtained straightaway in the 
case of a continuum of intermediate states, even if they include energy 
conserving states.
With the above remarks aside, a renormalized truncated expansion 
for R(e) will be obtained next that avoids the pitfalls of the
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previous formalisms but introduces some new ones. This will be used in 
Sec. IV.A to demonstrate some anomalous results that arise from the ap­
plication of the standard transition probability rate formula that ini­
tially motivated this research. Finally, an expression for a "correct" 
(pitfall-less) transition probability amplitude will then be developed. 
The discussion begins with Eq. (39) for the self-energy operator given by
R l e )  =■ V  ■+ y s > i—  c u v  (39)
E -Q tV tk
or
(95)
R t e )  =  \ / +  z L  W ^ X h / —  -------------------.
From Eq. (51), < f l R i  e / U >  is given by
> = <//W >  -+- X .
-+  < v\[ \ IS IA >
£ m f e * . v  (E -£» - ^ > ) ( "•
It will be assumed that the first two terms on the right hand side 
of Eq. (95) serve as an adequate approximation to < f l R i e J  t o  in all 
that follows. Hence
( ■ f  l R l e j U y  =  < / /  I / I O  + 2 T  >  • <96)
m  (E )
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Since
/£ ,(e ?  =  < b l/ VG)m-  Q m VI W >
E -Q J H 2 „
and
R ~ ( &  =  < ™ l v Q ta m  -^----£ ? ^ < a W ^ > ,
then and differ only by the exclusion of one state
among A /  contributing states; and it is expected that this contri­
bution vanishes as . This is immediately obvious to lowest
order in the perturbation of interest here. Since state A, has common 
properties to many other states, this should be a general property. 
Therefore, Eq. (96) is approximately
=  < f m > + £  • <*>
7PT (e )
Turning now to the problem of finding a "correct" probability 
amplitude, Eq. (55) is repeated here as
= —  fee**.<f!  (M>
Z T / i J  ( E - G , - 8 j f a K E ~ S s - R i ( n )
Using the same line of reasoning that led to Eq. (97), it is assumed 
that < -P  l(X (.e j /«> is approximately given by (see Eq. (50))
i = < m o + Z  • <*»
yn
Placing Eq. (98) into Eq. (55) gives for the probability amplitude
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J (E -E+ -R/(ev Xe-Ej-K lejj
■[<fM ;> +  I  <!£L 1  .  ( W
L ' '  m E -E „-R „ie) J
The integral in Eq. (99) may be evaluated by placing the contour on the 
upper side of the real axis and using smoothness arguments. But the more 
compact notation that results from the method of analytic continuation 
is chosen for use here. In a manner similar to the approach used in 
Sec. III.D.2, the analytic continuations of (EJ, and
R f ( e )  onto the second sheet are defined by
TT
p f l a -a'o; =  ft- (£•+«.;
~  ft/ ( E + ' * )  ,
Furthermore, it is assumed that the zeros of
and E~Ef are at 3 E m ~ s &
and , respectively. Finally, the residues of
( E - E ,*-£>*<£?; r ( , and ( E - E + - R f  l e j  f *  are
assumed to be unity at their respective poles. Again, using the contour 
drawn in Fig. (2), the contour integration yields the result
< f l e i W l i> =  £  f  f i n * - f a * ]
4 s t c, (ioo)
r -ST (ef-w -ftCeJ-Wj'
~t 4tl 1 ----------
V"/ r
■+ £ < & i w i " > < * i w > ________ 2 ________________
- f a ( e „ < r m)-vtte'-./j; 1
____________ e _____________________| g ____________
($ !r H i (E fa fc rQ H llftfrR fa n h ty
Return to the smoothness property of ftfey , & i e >  , and R m l e )  
over energy intervals e e  (see Sec. III.D.1). In addition, assume 
that l & l . l & L  / * W  are small. Now examine the first term in the 
second bracket on the right hand side of Eq. (100). For fS f- / > frE" , 
is negligible and may be replaced by E ? (£c~+ 'o ) , with 
small error. For /£-£!•/< f F  and since RfalE?) is smooth over this 
interval, then to a good approximation i / ^ E V - Z o ;  .
Similar arguments apply to justify the substitutions
R  — * Rx ,  R f (E«-*P\) ► R f  (E'f.-i'oJ
— >  R n  ( j  R * »  ( E x - t r i  ) — *
R ? (E fa ;n ,)-+  f c ris < -*) j  R ?(E jf<r~> -*  £ f ( e f -< *> .
The abbreviations (I) and (II) represent the integrand of the contour 
integral on the first and second Riemann sheets, respectively. For the 
same reasons as discussed in Sec. III.D.2, the first bracketed term on 
the right hand side of Eq. (100) is neglected. Therefore, the probabil­
ity amplitude is given by
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- t  y i f i m x m m o
m
— * T ( Bt*r< fm )
g * ? (%-<Q?
-+
Note that the above matrix element involves one- and two-phonon 
processes. The corresponding transition probability then has terms 
of fourth order in the interaction. But there are other fourth order 
terms arising from the interference between one- and three-phonon 
processes which, of course, requires that the transition amplitude 
similar to Eq. (101) must include three-phonon terms. Thus it can be 
argued that in the spirit of perturbation theory Eq. (101) is not com­
plete if fourth order terms are to be kept at all. It will be evident 
in the low temperature, case (see Sec. IV.C.2) that the pro­
bability amplitude associated with one-phonon processes is small which 
causes the interference term to be small relative to the two-phonon 
resonance term. On the other hand, in the finite temperature and/or 
£ k > u . problem (see Sec. IV.C.3) this is no longer true; but the 
primary purpose of that discussion is to provide further evidence that 
no two-phonon resonance exists. Interestingly, it turns out (see 
Sec. V.A) that in an unrenormalized expansion of < y t R i F i + * j u >  
placed in the unitarity condition, the one- and three-phonon inter­
ference term has a divergence that exactly cancels out the divergence 
from the two-phonon process.
IV. APPLICATION TO ELECTRON-PHONON SCATTERING 
IN POLAR SEMICONDUCTORS
A. Anomalous Results from Use of the Standard 
Transition Probability Rate Formula
This section includes a brief discussion of some anomalous results 
abtained when a truncated renormalized expansion for R(E) (Eq. (97)) 
is placed into the standard transition probability rate formula 
(Eq. (67)). The physical model used in this demonstration and through­
out this chapter is the one electron interacting with the longitudinal 
optical phonon system introduced in Chap. 1. The truncation to second 
order in the interaction retains only one and two phonon processes. 
Following the above prescription, it will be shown that even in the 
case of weak coupling there are contributions to the total electron 
scattering rate from two-phonon processes that are comparable to the 
nonzero contributions in this formalism from one-phonon processes. It 
can be shown (but not here) that higher order phonon processes due to 
higher order truncations also give contributions of order comparable 
to one-phonon processes. In contrast, recall in Sec. II.E the demon­
stration of a four-phonon resonance which is small relative to the two-
^  O
phonon resonance due to weighting by . Results of this nature are 
contrary to the body of evidence found in the literature^ and recogni­
tion of this anomaly motivated much of this work.
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The set of normalized basis vectors, eigenvectors of the unper­
turbed Hamiltonian of Eq. (2), are written as /»*>=/&,{« |)> , where 
(M is the plane wave electron (wavevector, coordinate) and rn«J 
is the set of phonon occupation numbers. The interaction Hamiltonian 
is given by Eq. (3)
Al
#V -V
The only nonzero matrix elements are
(102)
where the set of all other phonon occupation numbers excluding the 
state with momentum ^  are equal and have been suppressed.A*
The total transition rate out of state A (see Eq. (67)) is 
given by
iF f
(4 + i)
If the initial phonon state is not pure but rather is described by a 
statistical ensemble, the total transition rate out of the electron 
state of momentum k isA*
Rck) = ,
f j  { \ U i }
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where is the probability that the initial state is pre­
pared with the phonon occupation number set . For some
applications, the phonon system remains close to thermal equilibrium 
(has a temperature) during the over-all process of interest; and it is 
a good approximation to use the thermal distribution function. There­
fore, it is assumed here that
-XT<O.H±/*r
e
%
m a w
or more compactly
R ( ! )  =  < Z  W ( H * h
where 2  *s t*ie partition function and T  is the phonon system 
temperature.
From Eq, (97) the matrix element is approximated by
< m m * >  =  < f i w >  +- Y  ,  (97)
Zj- E - B w - p w (e;
where by Eq, (67)
W (H O 3 zirflErEi)l<-flR&+'*>li> \ 7’ .
Due to the properties of the matrix elements of V  (Eq. (102)), the 
total transition rate becomes
& * ) -  R , a > +  (!$) ~t~ Rzce.Qi) Rzc&tjs) 9
101
where
R  ( £ )  —  <103>
< $ W w > < kiIi//0
~(fj v i * x m * >  f (g ~ E r)
and where (tt = &j b Z J denotes the final states that have /7 addi­
tional (+) or less (-) phonons than the initial state. Neglecting the 
level shift in Rh, , i.e., R»,(E;+*°)— *■ R^ (Bit*°J  , R/e >
Ri<k , and Rz*e are given explicitly by
102
/ ? „ , ( & =  <104> 
k'9.** /V
J L  JL . <? 
b 't~  *r
(105)
n* ,£—; a*i“ x * ~*'£ S'
(106)
i
is evi-where is the renormalized initial electron energy. It i
dent that the occupation factor in Eq. (106) is incorrect for *i-S L f ,
a
correctly given by 04  rather than However, the^ « *
error caused by this one term vanishes as -TL-* 0O . Similar ex­
pressions can be obtained for and R z « ~  (&).
Before the summations indicated in Eqs. (104) and (106) can be 
performed, some comments on the thermal average over the initial states 
must be made. Specifically (see Eq. (106)), it can be shown that
S i  —  Ey;~Em +  & »
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where E j  and Eln are calculated to lowest order in the interaction
and and E  are independent of phonon occupation numbers. The
*0
two terms and 7T^l'0£' may be split off from the sum. For
SL  *  *  Jfc ♦  •
sufficiently large JL these two terms are small compared to the re­
mainder, i.e.,
| D'"' I »  ^  n i' ’ 0*7,
' SL ~ SL
where
D(W s EL-Em + jf + 8 '
aw r
Therefore, one term inside the sum of Eq. (106) is (forget about the 
^ • ( t factor for purposes of illustration)
I ^  * <io8>
From Eq. (107), Eq. (108) becomes to an excellent approximation
S o f i k o -
aw A*
where \  S denotes the thermal average over the momenta
and S  /.""^ denotes the thermal average over all variables
^  ^  N  f A,
except In the usual manner, it follows that the term of
104
(109)
Eq. (108) is
y < u f  '
-  A « w / |  L _ | t \ w i
\ l  p w + i * * • & *  I  £ ■
where sr (-6,W*^T-/ ^  * (Bose-Einstein factor), 3 »
and /^/ =  . Similarly, the term containing momenta J#
«V I fl ©*♦* / %
is split from This gives for Eq. (109) the result
/  i i2 A W J
H o lt to tO /  ^ 1 ' (110)
P  f i t S + _ £ 4 j
Repeating for all momenta, it follows that the term of Eq. (108) is
_____________ He f Wo-t-« ) _______________________ ,
where two isolated terms in the denominator of Eq. (110), ^  . H i ,
Ja #°* 2L
have been neglected.
Generalizing the above arguments to Eqs. (104)-(106), it can be 
shown that
R i t w  -  2i 2 - % * ♦ * . -
^  f t  r
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In all the computations that follow, the small level shifts are 
neglected. The error caused by this simplication in and fa*
is something of order ^ ^ which on the surface is of the same order
of magnitude as fizAe > • But will be shown that
j Rzeua. , have contributions of order ?l as well as
7>* and it is the /t2 terms that are of interest here. Furthermore,
the range in phase space (over which 4  is allowed) is extended beyond
the first Brillouin zone to include all of the phase space. This ap­
proximation is valid due to the fact that phonons which interact 
strongly with the electron have a wavelength long compared to the
lattice distance as seen from the J- factor in the interaction and
Z
the conservation of energy requirement of the transition probability 
rate formula.
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With the transition to a continuum
a
,26the standard results for R ig and are obtained and are given by
IIS) =  f ^ Lfcir;1- J ht-ur ***
=  * h l ° ( J 2 L ) U L  l^ y  < - l U ( ^ . )  (112)
2 W  (26J  IU? l(ik.UJ'-6k«- I 
' %•
(113)=  T H o f M .  f V / j a  ,
5 r ( W  l09 k e # * J * & l
where CEV*/ for X ^ o  and for X  ^  o . in terms of a
normalized energy £ 5 * k/0U0 and the dimensionless constant 
0 (3  7l*(zt*Wc)  /iflTUJo , Eqs. (112) and (113) become
/ ^ e  (*■) =  2°<CaJ0 (I/Iq+0 Cask*Z11* U(£~0 d ^ O
e<*
f a  ( t )  -  2 o c a ; o Ho S T - f c *  . (us)
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Equation (114) is the lowest order transition rate due to stimulated 
and spontaneous emission of a phonon, and Eq. (115) describes the con­
tribution to the rate due to absorption of a phonon.
On the other hand, has three contributions:
(1) phonon absorption with subsequent phonon emission, (2) phonon emis­
sion followed by phonon absorption, and (3) an interference term between 
processes (1) and (2). An initial step toward the evaluation of Eq. (Ill)
to low­
est order in the interaction. Following the truncation procedure indi­
cated by Eq. (51) or simply placing fi in Eq. (97), it follows
that to lowest order
is to find
-  (<m
where
k * I  ,  [ * } ]  =  [ H t f l  « i - l  .
The matrix elements of \ /  given by Eq. (102) yields the result
( R  =  JLl J  -
(116)
+  1 *  Y  K7o 9
  S»* ^
where
Again, it should be noted that the occupation number associated with
the 5  momentum are incorrect in Eq. (116) (correctly given by
<w I —■
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yio and Ho-I rather than H0-K and too , respectively). But the
error is negligible as S I - * * *  . The transition to a continuum gives
a  2 i  f a ,  (tooitj f _________
tw a (m'JIgrtifa-ti+v <-2Wi'J UfrXI'fa-
Wo
(117)
_ a m  \ j v „ /,„/* ,+ * )*■ [ H ,H  H . 7
(Oft* j '*<W L WiPT* 7j • 
~~*0
In order to use contour integration, it is useful to define the func­
tion of the complex variable 2  *  R+ given by
F ( s j  =  l o s ( ~ f ,
where F ( x i is analytic everywhere except on a branch cut along the
interval of the real axis - K S  «  and
F( = I09 27T, K, *  K
=s tog ( * * * )* , lK,l>IT.
' K t - P '
It is clear that whenever the poles of the integrand lie in the interval 
I K K K  Eq. (117) has both real and imaginary parts. But in keeping 
with the policy of neglecting level shifts (the real part), it can be 
shown via residue theory that
■KSr) * I] • (118)
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Similarly,
where
r ' n  , f < J  h  .
The relation for R*24L€. (EtU (HI)) becomes
^ L e  C* ;  =  <*.<«.*■; YlfrV.tof .
_ a x /
■r* / . i( * * * - $ ! ? +
+2& , L
( ^ - ^ L < R ^ p ^  { / * * ■ $ <  ^ < R g Z p X
Only the terms of of order 7ll are of interest. To
see that the cross term is of order in the interaction it is suf
ficient to place the line widths equal to zero. This gives for the 
cross (interference) term
DO
2 f e  w / k ’Uk '  F ~ ( m o  t (H9)
J J (^~k^n*u^o}(
where
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It can be shown that is integrable; and since the poles
of the integrand of Eq. (119) are removed from one another, then the 
integral of Eq. (119) exists. Hence, the interference term is of order 
in the interaction and will not be considered further. Therefore, 
^ 2  cue , with possibly some P\ "^ contributions remaining, is taken 
to be
f \2 n e . ’ (120)
where
$2ae rt) S    (m)
(Rie* (V  =  Fxmm £((*, -g.;______
The scattering rate component is associated with the proba­
bility of phonon absorption and subsequent phonon emission, and the 
component (Fze*. is related to phonon emission followed by phonon 
absorption. These processes are elastic due to the assumption that the 
phonon energy spectrum is independent of wavevector.
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It can be shown that
f _  _ 2 1T  / 0  ( £ ± * ) Z
j  ~ ~  2 #  K  3  '
f d / l E =  i r  i0 J h t f
J Ik-KI* 2kK
and
O
Equations (121) and (122) become
oo
$ X A  fa) -  *‘( w ’f d f '  Q ° 3 (k-K') ] ___________ . (124)
( m 5 k J ( r u w , - v )  \[i* r  ) 2
© zt*g i*i 4 *
*v
The integrand of Eq. (123) is positive definite and has two sharp peaks 
at k and with heights of the same order of magni­
tude. The approximate half width of the peak at K — k. is of the 
- fl'Ai ,,, </*.
order €  and that for the peak at ( *  is of
order . For small ^  1 there is negligible area under the
peak at K  ~  ^  relative to that under the peak at
  2 TTM
~ ~
112
Again, for sufficiently small ,
are slowly varying functions of K  relative to
-J_______  .
Therefore, to a good approximation the rate given by Eq, (123)
is ( K 0 3  O V a w f c W ' V
oo
( Q  (ml -  7 ) V  ^
~  ( 2 T / 7 k ["J'*- # • J(k*•-tf,) % (*R t lK ,))1 (125)
where by Eqs, (103), (112), (113) and (118)
 ^1
The integral of Eq. (123) can be evaluated exactly to give
P  ( i ^  —  2 h M , * o m  [ l o s l * e * - ( e i . + u . j - * l ]  (i26)
?te
Similarly, but with slightly more care, it can be shown that
_  „  n  i ^ j ^ ± y ± l l 2
=  » " • < * " »  U t e * * . ) -  (i2,)
S'fT'P^ -w.) facen-uj.) J « -
The factor U ( ^ o )  arises because, for < 6*->0 , the term 
r - a t ; -  cannot vanish; and the only contribution is of order
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In the Interaction which is discarded. Furthermore, there is error 
for f a - L o J  £  (^E .) ftCen-Ulo) . But ( f ieekC6*) is small in this 
region relative to (^2ac (Gh) so that the correction is negligible.
In terms of the dimensionless coupling constant ^  and electron 
energies normalized to the phonon energy, the contribution to the 
electron scattering rate from the elastic two-phonon processes that 
are of the same order as the one-phonon processes is given by (see 
Eq. (120))
==  ‘K ' u X O f . J (128)
or
where
or
f t  (< r) *  r ( ^ U C 0 5 k - le +  H o s r * j f c *1
L J
P. (ej ~ °<x>o cosh~i(2t~i)VC<t-t) -m0 Caslrfa#) /.
1 e nu i
In a similar fashion, it can be shown that
P  (t) =  (tlrnA2CV? U(£-t)
A2ee ffe-O]"1
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(e-) =  M o K'Ui * CostfCUM) Cark(2t+Jj _
R, (e-toC(-(e+<)]"*■
Finally, it follows that to lowest order in the interaction
“** (? * e e  ~  j (129>
i.e., the lowest order contribution from the two-phonon processes is 
identically equal to the total contribution from one-phonon processes.
It can also be shown that higher order phonon processes also give con­
tributions of order comparable to one-phonon processes. This result is 
impossible and disagrees both with reason and experiment. One is now 
in a position to examine the source of this anomalous result and modi­
fication of the theory that eliminates it.
B. Two-Phonon Contributions to the Total Transition 
Rate from the Decay Rate Formula
Pursuing further the topic of the total electron transition 
(scattering) rate, it is illuminating to obtain the rate by a method 
based on the decay rate formula derived in Sec. III.D.1 given by 
Eq. (77)
/?(*jT) =■ 2.17 —  H , f7 = -Tm fc($c+ro) . (77)
The relation is valid for U t «  I , i.e., for times T that are 
short compared with the lifetime of the initial state X . The self­
energy operator is expressed as an integral equation
115
by Eq, (40)
Iterating Eq, (40) and truncating at fourth order In the interaction, 
it follows that
For the purposes of the discussion of this paragraph, the validity 
of the particular form of the unitarity condition given by Eq. (44) is 
(incorrectly) accepted (see Sec, V.A). Equation (44) is restated again 
as
where A w  £ -> o  is understood. Except for the initial state energy 
level shift, the right hand side of Eq, (44) is the same total transi­
tion probability rate as found by the standard transition probability 
rate formula (see Eq. (67)). Based on the discussion of Chap. I and
(Eq. (130)) into the right hand side of Eq. (44) yields infinite ans­
wers from the fourth order interaction terms. It has been shown in 
Sec. IV.A that the infinities can be removed by a renormalization pro­
cedure, but this leads to anomalous results that are contrary to ex­
perimental evidence and theoretical approaches from other view points. 
Suspicions thus arise about the singular behavior, if any, of the
Et -tt+rt
Appendix B, the insertion of the truncated expansion of
fourth order terms on the left hand side of Eq. (44). The destructive 
features on the right hand side of Eq. (44) are sharply peaked func­
tions having peaks — * and areas — * «© as ffm 6 -+  O .
In contrast, on the left hand side of Eq. (44) there are multi-peaked 
functions having areas— * O  as I'm 6 —* o . A study and compari­
son of these singular functions is given in Appendix B (Sec. VII.B).
This distinction is enough to allow a straightforward evaluation of the 
left hand side and to reveal a pathological behavior of this form,
Eq. (44), of the unitarity condition (see Sec, V.A).
Return to the "correct" total transition rate formula of Eq. (77). 
Using the properties of the interaction and Eq. (130), the total tran­
sition rate for an electron of momentum jf (to fourth order) is
(131>
-<
Drawing heavily on Sec. IV.A, it can be shown that
Rtf) - $,(&>- 5&T + - R z t e « y i - > »
where
/U i*
R , ( u
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\ f -  ErH«* Ei-H-Ce E;-fyy
and as before 'f'+w denotes the final states - f that
have ft additional (+) or less (-) phonons than the initial state. 
Taking the imaginary parts of the right hand side of Eq. (131) as 
prescribed, it is immediately clear that (see Eqs. (112) and (113))
f f d u  =
Furthermore, it follows that
. d33)
For purposes of illustration and in keeping with the practice started 
in Sec. IV.A, only the two-phonon process term will be
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evaluated here. Unlike R,<t> , it Is not immediately obvious that 
is identical to its counterpart obtained from the "correct" 
transition probability amplitude and in fact they are not equal.
Upon substitution of the interaction matrix element properties 
(see Eq. (102)) Eq. (132) becomes
  ^  +<£
h 'u '
I
(134)
f j f + U ) , - 6 ^ ! l i t 
** 0* ** *0
 L _ r
Define the term contained in > fez** > by
f o j  =  2 ? *  r  i i
fest* • ( W - W V 1
A'si' ^
" (135)
OO
ss
[ ± y k M .CzTV*
In order to facilitate the integrations of Eq. (135), define the func­
tion of the complex variable given by
R W =  / y f ' i g f ,
where R * J  is analytic everywhere except on a branch cut along the 
real axis interval - K * k f< AT and
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=  lo g  ( £ z £ )  - v i z i r ,  h ' < k
=  b  ( M f  ' k '> K  •
Since the last integral in Eq. (135) is even in k * , a large semi­
circle in the upper half plane is chosen, and contour integration 
yields the results
M A ,  ( V  =  <•£ U m  ‘ 7 r * U < r - u )
and
P  (l\h .) —  (dK I / #  ( * - * / ] ,  7W j (Ak Ioj ( * * )
~  w * i  j 7  ^ J w k F ^ i
(136)
where
K c =  ( k l4 m u < , / ' \
In analogy to the earlier treatment, define the complex function 
F(2)S  !o s (^ T  , where F & ? is analytic everywhere except on 
the branch cut -k k . Choosing a large hemisphere in the upper
half plane as a closed contour, it follows that (see Eq. (136))
f . 70 Jf Ch, ( g) Tl
~ao
and hence
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&  =  m :  +  j h  u m )  ■
Similarly, but using a contour enclosing the entire first quadrant of 
the complex plane, it can be shown that
'j k  t<>9 (& £ )
and the two integrals in Eq. (136) exactly cancel each other to give 
the answer
(3Tj* g>k 1 7
The vanishing of this absorption-redraission process contribution to the 
initial thermally averaged decay rate will be re-examined in Sec. IV.C3 
in the framework of transition probability rates.
In Appendix B the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (136) 
is recast into a different integral form for use in Sec. IV.C.3. This 
also provides an illustration of the singular functions that lead to 
divergent terms in the total transition probability rate part of the 
unitary condition compared with the singular functions that yield finite 
and fourth order answers in the decay rate part of the unitary condition.
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The emission-absorption contribution to the decay rate is identi­
fied in Eq. (134) by
]P tV( k ) =  T  if. / I
= A « m W /p  2irT
(ZW)1  t k  I VCX"I
k ,
Proceeding as before, it follows that for &t">Zi*U)0 and xr.' * (l*-2* n l f
o  {°dK'[i^(HTl _  t iii-p  f  t t t  a  ( [ k f & h 2*]1]
K e l  ( ~  * < * r [  ( « ' + * : > * ]
K'*Ki 
=  J ! 2  _  JL1 L./t+ei)
* * 4 C  k ? u  3  > /
and for
p (‘dr'f/tylpe'T]_ /fjf-zf d*' jfrj f
Ke I  ( K ^ r - Z  ~
=  ( h Z M * J l z ' - L ' k + ( t - * M 4 ) E l . .
Ki *  *• mw.K'j-
Also, for both and fe*’< ‘2M<*J0 , it is immediately
clear that
2 r X w  ( d e ' J f i l M l —  =  o  .
-/ (iC1-- k.K+2.H*t\}0-\tr)
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The final result in terms of and 6 is given by
R x Z  <■*> ~  U p t ' S l  Iff.., j f c t W
v  <?"* I  !?-•
The last remaining contribution to in the decay rate is
the interference term identified in Eq, (134) by
p \ )  =  R f L .  J * S ! i S 5 & * — L .  !_________!______
2ae J l1 Z .
k 'lV*•» v
This term is not readily amenable to an exact evaluation in spherical
coordinates. But the only purpose thus far has been to demonstrate
ro Vthat is truly of fourth order ^ (or z)  in the perturbation
coupling constant. Since there is nothing suspicious about the exist- 
£(3 j
ence of r\2+e ^ ts suaniab m ty) no further steps in this direc­
tion are taken.
The final term from Eq* (133);-to be discussed is
^2. L k )  X  =5 f t  ( i )  x  .
This term is clearly of order 71^ fR interaction. There is an
enormous temptation to dismiss this term on the grounds that when look­
ing for the initial decay rate a sufficiently small "V can always be
'X.
found such that the time proportional term is small relative to .
However, as a warning to the unwary, it is worthwhile to use an expli­
cit comparison to see how small must be. To be specific, choose
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g  sr/ ; and Eqs. (114), (115), and (138) become
=  E r i c M ' - H j v . * 2- 
8
~ Crz X  —  H  bJo < * Y 0JoV ) Mo I  Of ( l + 2 ,U)
The ratio of these rates is given by
R .
(V
2-cue /
- G ZT  CU0X
But recall Eq. (69), Since %£'xUJ0 , then » J  •
<*V<*
For £  <  I and very low temperatures, it is possible for 
as expected. However, for finite temperatures, —  
so intuition fails. While this is interesting, the main object has 
been to demonstrate that the higher order terms do not give contri­
butions to the total scattering rate of the same order as the second 
or lowest order result. Since 2 Q t «  I ,  then Rtte) i
and the initial decay rate approach still yields to lowest order the 
usual one-phonon result obtained from the total transition probability 
rate calculated by first order perturbation theory.
C. One- and Two-Phonon Contributions to the Total Transition 
Rate from the "Correct" Probability Amplitude Formula
1. Introduction
The probability amplitude (valid to second order in the inter­
action) given by Eq. (101) is necessary for computing transition
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probability rates other than the total transition rate which can be 
found from the decay rate formula discussed previously. It is also 
useful because the lifetimes of the initial, intermediate, and final 
states of the system appear explicitly (see Sec. III.B). In fact, 
the presence of lifetimes is crucial in explaining the mobility of 
slow electrons at low temperature studied in Chap. II. The field 
theoretic approach taken in Chap. II revealed that a resonance does 
indeed exist causing fourth order interaction terms to produce a 
second order total transition probability rate. The basic physical 
process is the elastic scattering through the absorption and re­
emission of a phonon. Since it is elastic, the total transition rate 
is directly related (inversely) to the electron mobility. It turned 
out that this result was the same as would be obtained from a naive 
application of first order perturbation theory. The explanation given 
in Sec. II.D is that there are so few incident phonons in the initial 
state that the scattering rate for phonon absorption is small compared 
to the rate for spontaneous emission, i.e., the over-all rate process 
is almost entirely controlled by the process of absorption.
To connect the results of Secs. II.D and IV.B, the thermally 
averaged total transition probability rate out of the electron state 
of momentum k is computed using Eq. (101) which is repeated here as
(101)
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It has been observed that Eq. (101) involves only one- and two-phonon 
processes, but in the spirit of perturbation theory there are other
fourth order terms arising from the interference between one- and
three-phonon processes that should be included. For the < COe 
low temperature case this neglect causes little error since the one- 
phonon amplitude and hence the interference is small relative to the 
two-phonon resonance term. Furthermore, in the finite temperature 
and/or lfc>U/0 problem (Sec. IV. C.3) this is no longer true but the 
primary purpose of that discussion is to provide additional evidence 
for the absence of two-phonon resonances.
2. Transition Rates at Low Temperature and
Consider first the case of low temperature, V lo^  I , and
&
Using the matrix element properties of Eq. (102), the desired total 
transition rate is
where
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~ J y ( r t V t t v Q & V j t o j t f a W ^  ^  (140)
R t e J - l  =  ( y  ^ 1  | / W * >  Gl<‘f'
-  \  5 ~ ~ Jrj |
-rt( Eh% > )
4 f a fjv ) =  - g  ■ ,— ~  g  ----
a  S f - E l + i i ? - X I }
(141)
( e J < + K - V X # - &  ' l i - W
-;r(El-:n-j ^  ~£HEi!-;ll.)
~l~ ------- — ---------------------------- — ---------- . (142)
and once again f+ f l  (H  = ° j  l j  2- )  denotes the final states that have 
Kl additional (+) or less (-) phonons than the initial state. In a 
manner similar to that of Sec. IV.A, it can be shown that ££• , ,
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* f l  * 0  an(* can rePlace<* h7 their thermal averages.
No special notation will be used for thermally averaged quantities.
As before, level shifts will be neglected. Since dJfc < COm , then 
to lowest order n is given only by the absorption terms /P,*
(Sec. IV.A) and Rie*. (Sec. IV.B) and is proportional to Wo . The 
time interval and the Bose-Einstein factor Wo are chosen so
that / } T  I . In turn the decay rate for the resulting set of
states £ I is either large, almost entirely due to the spontaneous
emission component which is independent of Wo , or very small. In 
the cases where it is small, the energy difference in the
denominator of does not get small and the contribution is
small relative to that from the cases where j is large and the
energy difference can be small. Thus, only the cases of large /y^
are considered. The time interval, 'Z' , and Wo can be chosen
so that
! 7 t  «  i «  . (143)
The decay rate for the set of final states is again either
large or small. But in neither case can the energy difference £ / “£*• 
in the denominator of become small, and the entire contri­
bution from the states can be neglected relative to that for
, For similar reasons, the term R z e c (k ) neglected.
Finally, it can be shown that only intermediate states having large
fm and final states and having small f k  and
large ff-z. decay rates, respectively, need be considered. Since 
fin 'v f l - i  ^  /JLi and Hi , then
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Therefore, the transition rate becomes approximately
P / h ) / y K t i w t f . z r  i  I Y~ < y / w x > ^ > |2
(144)
y ± i j - 1-  - 1 ^ 1 1
Z - T / ^ e /  / Z f e - E X  |
• o
The second term on the right hand side of Eq, (144) can be shown 
to be small relative to the first because of the presence of a f l *  
factor which is small compared to f it . The integrand of the third 
term has a strong peak at which is proportional to "Z* ,
Most of the contribution comes from %-&x £  2lr/<r , where
is a number of order 2-5. Since , then
is smooth over ( ) 2F/t and can be replaced with
with little error. Thus, Eq, (144) is expressed as
P(tti -  / Yl<Wl/tOlz , V I  1 1 ~ ^ I
h T Z  vIbTbT f
Consideration is initially directed toward the first term on the right 
hand side of Eq, (145). When the pertinent matrix elements and the 
values of , and P . , are substituted into the first term,
an integral over the energy variable results. Despite the con­
dition , Q - , remains small relative to dfc and £Oe ;
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and the function , J Is sharply peaked at E f -  Ec
or 2 . It can be shown that the Integrand (including
f f  itself) is smooth over energy intervals of order fj. near Ex. 
and little error is introduced by replacing by its value
at • E i , i.e., /% -+  rctn-HA)*) . The resulting integral
can be evaluated exactly but it can also be structured in the following 
revealing form. Again the delta function is written as
f c - V  =  ■
From the previous arguments, it follows that
f ?  ( 1 )  =  — 1 ------------ z r T l  < H w > r f t $ - e v ,
where
But from Sec. IV.A
^  3  v k ^ i e ‘' < v
and from Eq. (143) ( l } T  »  I > the final conclusion is that
R t K ( U  O s )  ,
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i.e., the total transition rate due to one-phonon processes is small 
compared to the one-phonon absorption rate from first order perturbation 
theory.
Next, the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (145) is
p  /*, _  V /  1 1_ i T ^ l *|
Kz«e~ ~ Zt| B-f-Ev I 14-
'ft,
The part of the integrand defined by
A fe -B j.T f  3  ^  l-CasCEj-SyV
r  ( B f - e o ' - v
is a familiar representation of the Dirac delta function when the limit 
is taken. For finite T  it is sharply peaked at =  ^  , of magnitude 
, and most of its area is contained in 
Again, flV»! or ; and it can be shown that the remain­
ing part of the integrand is smooth over energy intervals of the order 
of . Therefore, the replacement of ,T > )  by
the delta function S ’C ') can be made yielding the result
R ^ d )  =  , r T l z  %
10
This is precisely the absorption-emission transition rate given in 
Sec. IV.A and evaluated there to lowest order in the coupling constant.
It is understood that intermediate states having small /#, are 
not included because of their small contribution. Such terms in
(£> or are in fact not allowed for <* 6c7# .
Therefore, from Eq, (128) the absorption-emission transition rate to 
lowest order in the interaction is
Recalling the introductory remarks made in this section, it is evident 
that Eqs, (146) and (147) are in full accord with the physical model of 
the scattering process described earlier. On the other hand, the de­
velopment of Sec. IV.A yields an answer that is double that found here 
and must be rejected as being contrary to experimental evidence. A 
resonance does indeed exist, i.e., a two-phonon process has a contri­
bution of second order in the interaction, but only as the probability 
of one-phonon processes diminishes,
3. Transition Rates at Finite Temperature and/or €k. >4Q«
Again the total transition probability rate which is thermally 
averaged over the initial phonon distribution is used to exhibit spe­
cific calculations. The case considered here is the more general one 
of finite temperatures ) and/or electron energies that ex­
ceed the phonon energy ( £fe>6Ue/) . Referring to the probability 
amplitude of Eq. (101), it can be shown that
-U) C osl?C (rtif\
But and hence the second term in the denominator is small com­
pared to the first. This yields, finally, the result
6 ' * -
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This condition is compatible with the initial condition at “C' — o for 
the vanishing of the probability amplitude of Eq. (101), Solving for 
the first term on the left hand side of Eq, (148), it follows that 
°f Eq, (142) takes on the different form
, - S T r s c f y g i J T . - x l i ) '  ST(gr&<f>r+G J
i )  =    / e ---- z d  _  ^ ---- .— z i
In contrast to the case studied in Sec. IV.C.2, the initial state 
decay rates are much larger than before since either the absorption 
rate is larger (*> .< ¥  D  and/or there is a spontaneous emission 
contribution (ek > ooa)  . Therefore, shorter time intervals must be 
used so the initial state is not significantly depleated and the 
standard assumption f 7 t «  / is satisfied. But it also follows 
that all the intermediate and final state decay times are of the same 
order as /"[• or less. Thus, the case considered here implies that
The function )  evolves continuously into the limiting
form
w*i I ■f
SWff-GrO I
~ 6^ r h  (149)
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where level shifts are neglected and
^  —  E^ 4" 3 —■* •
Similarly, f j 'Q ) Siven by Eq. (141) becomes
*
The probability amplitude of Eq. (101) acquires the form
(150)
ho
Equation (150) is simply the standard result from second order pertur­
bation theory (see Eq. (92)). Since the lowest order transitions are 
allowed, the second order contribution is expected to be small com­
pared to the lowest order one. This remains to be demonstrated.
Here, an alternate definition of the total transition rate is 
used, i.e.,
& • >  =  •
The contributions analogous to Rj(kJ of Eq. (139) and 
Eq. (140) are given by
* t t  f H  A
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r ^j ?1 =  T I  y < ? M * >  £&,*.&<>* m *>I y  •
\  jT  ' I* ATo
Calculating thermal averages as before, it can be shown that
r OO °P
^ 0-6te
A  X 2J k x ! ! * R ( f % t IJT ) ( P f e ( tr t
z* c  S I *  J i t L l ' l " -
k'ti'4* « < v
where
& «  ^
€' ■= <=fa =
= +■ O Ja ~  ^
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/ L ( f ; * )  -
/ r ^ z \  ty ty V H i J
V i«-/
B r ^  =  w  /” »/ * ' + <e '± u ' + * * > “* ]  .
( n i f i )  (2*>'2 k  I  < ' - c *■■w  w *  J
1-4-+-/
From the definition of , it follows that
^  l f ( ^ ' y t ) l 2' =  .2 •*>» .
d - t  « '
(153)
In the limiting case T>-*oe , the right hand side of Eq. (153) is a 
familiar representation of the Dirac delta function 2 W  & "(€ *) •
However, care must be exercised because is bounded from the
above by the restriction Q t «  I  . The logarithmic discontinuities 
in and @3, (6 ') are at £ - “4c{, and £ f— +UJ0 > respec­
tively. Therefore, for /£*/ <  LU0 fche are smooth func­
tions; and Eq. (153) is a good approximation to the delta function.
For /J ^  COe (see Eqs. (114) and (115)), then the time interval 
must satisfy the inquality
0 U o »  y  »  ^ o J c .
For sufficiently weak interaction (< X «  , the relation can be
satisfied. With these comments, it is immediately clear that
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f t  H O  =  R % ( k )  •
i.e., the result (see Sec. IV.A) from first order perturbation theory 
and the standard transition probability rate formula. In Eq. (151) 
and in the computations that follow, the time derivative and the 
integrals are interchanged. This procedure is valid so long as it is 
recognized that when questions of convergence arise the integral is 
to be evaluated first and then the time derivative afterwards.
Attention is now directed toward an evaluation of Eq. (152), for 
the absorption-emission contribution, Let A (€ $  6 J
be rewritten by using the identity
and examine the three terms separately. First consider the term
oo oe
From Eq. (149) it can be shown that
jI ~  ^ WohAt+O2.$)(0f0)
- t ' ~*k (154)
=  ZCU e^ Z(UJ0~C)Ho(**„+<; 6
[6(6+iJ] " *  J
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where It has been assumed that
W o'C »  I
Next, examine the term
cO 00
H ‘ , j =  T f f o l t o t o j t e ,  f i e ' f a
-V.-6* (155)
oo 
- H  IT  Z?M o (H 0-HJ J d s , 1 "  j f i . i o , O j ]  .
Define an energy &  such that COa > ,
Equation (155) becomes
— co /  r ° \
7 1  =  ]  +  J  m
* e  * ' d56)
r * e
-/- W ?  no(H0H ) J h £ g 2 [ A tlo ,6o -A ,(o jo >J . 
- t e
It is evident that At(0*6;) is smooth over energy intervals 2'E<(SJ0 
except near the singularities at a — £<M» (logarithmic) and
6, = - ^ 0- (inverse square root) both of which are integrable.
For /^»/> , the term COS 6,?/£ ("* is a rapidly oscillating func­
tion of dy and it can be shown that its contribution is small com­
pared to the x{ 6 ?  term. For a Taylor expansion yields
• • *
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The second integral in Eq. (156) is
.ie
tfTTTfyUHc-H&G Co*ei'v Fg, fiflo,o) + ±6?/Ifao)-+■ J
l i e  6,1
=  t fT ? HH0IHoH)2  f  S fjjje v ] 4- I f r ° }[ T ~ ~  2^ f cosm
C 21 L
“ *tfr ? Si'sizet] -+■ —  y
= ” t+ r 7 ? i4 o U t M ) f M ,  A i t o t i J - A t w
- * F  ^<X
which gives ^ finally
oo
T x l,J =  H r t f u ^ o p f t e ,  .
-i^o~€k 1
From the identity of Eq. (B. 3), *7g^ *s found to be
- j - (o _  Molito+iM'ojjrf  i / f e A f l ‘ 7
'2. f £ v* \(6«)rt* °L (W'-e,u J
+  2 e tu
6 H
(157)
Finally, consider the term
oo
T3(,)=  7i%!«,«}fde> ^ fy a 'y -A ,(o lu ] d l6 t e w ) l .
25Pyle, in his calculation of second order effects on the mean free 
path of acoustic phonons in metals, justifies the neglect of a term
7 mC IJ by the standard argument given by Schiff for the 
rejection of terms implying nonconservation of energy. These argu­
ments have been presented in Sec. II1.D.3 and are repeated here. In
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calculations of this type, It is assumed that the interaction acts for 
only a finite time, i.e., in this section, thus, allow­
ing the initial and final states to be well defined. Such a perturba­
tion has Fourier components of nonzero frequencies, which can incite 
transitions involving the gain or loss of energy by the system. Tran­
sitions in which energy is conserved can be induced by the constant 
part of the perturbation, but those in which it is not conserved are 
a consequence of assuming a finite duration for the perturbation. In 
actual fact the perturbation is always present, and the approximation 
is made for the problem to be mathematically soluable. There are, 
therefore, no Fourier components of nonzero frequencies, and hence the 
apparent transitions in which energy is not conserved are spurious, 
and must be rejected.
The absorption-emission contribution to the total scattering rate 
is now found to be
where and are given by Eqs. (154) and (157), respectively.
The time independent term V tJ should physically relate to the cor­
responding absorption-emission term obtained from the decay rate formula.
Interestingly, is almost idential to the first term in Eq. (136)
(U
for which is the contribution due to the energy conserving
delta function in the Green's function But the
inclusion of the principal part contribution (non-energy conserving) 
cancels exactly the energy conserving part to give the result 
by Eq. (137). From the viewpoint of assuming the system is prepared in 
a given initial state (electron in a given momentum state), the result
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is as if the phases of the transition ramplitudes combine to give a 
vanishing contribution to the scattering rate for this process. On 
the other hand, by the arguments of the preceeding paragraph on the 
rejection of non-energy conserving terms as being unphysical, a non­
vanishing contribution to the scattering rate for this process is 
obtained.
Pyle claims that since one is only looking for the time independent 
transition rate and T f0> is proportional to V , then for small
T » ( i )I is negligible compared to the time independent part 
^  . For the electron-optical phonon system studied here, a
superficial observation would incorrectly lead to the same conclusion. 
However, it should be recalled that in the derivation of 7]*** and
T l u it is assumed that “0  »  . Thus, even for times that
are short compared to the lifetime, it can be shown that the time
proportional term, T"fl* , is in fact much larger than the time inde­
pendent term, 7^/^ (roughly, ^ o  *0 )• 4 similar re-
* “V1
suit was found in Sec, IV.C for finite temperatures ( -< h T »  Rz 
But most importantly the fourth order terms are small relative to the 
second order term from first order perturbation theory. Similar con­
siderations may be applied to the emission-absorption term, P S U  . 
and the interference term, . Again, and most importantly, the
approach taken in this section shows that two-phonon processes have 
contributions to the total transition rate that are small compared to 
the one-phonon result obtained by first order perturbation theory.
V. TRANSITION AMPLITUDES AND PROBABILITIES (2)
A. Discussion of the Unitarity Condition 
Recall the unitarity condition or optical theorem given by Eq. (44)
(+ ti)
A cautionary note was given with the derivation of this relation con­
cerning the assumption that ( f IR  (£+& ){ is nonsingular at c .
This arose in Eq. (43), repeated here as
( W
^ /ttFor f g j i to ke approximated with €• arbitrarily small but 
finite by the Dirac delta function , the matrix element
must be smooth over the interval 6 around 
Now E ( ^ r e j obeys the integral equation
R(E+*<r) = V+ R(E+*V 1 (40)
and upon iteration of Eq. (40), the infinite series of operators results
=  1 / +  V R c Y R o  V +  V & 1//P. 1/+ • • •,< 158)
where __
V  -  &
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Truncation of Eq. (158) to second order yields
( ■ f / g l M l ?  »  ’ <159)
YV\
Since there are Intermediate states J'H such that , the
approximate matrix element is singular at E * E-f and
the energy conserving delta function substitution is questionable. 
Clearly, this is a somewhat stronger condition than is necessary for 
the sum over final states must have a smoothing effect. This has al­
ready been mentioned briefly in Chap. I in connection with the moti­
vation for this research and will be elaborated in the following 
section. It turns out that the direct replacement
€tlr-—   *>
(E-£fr + e '
is valid for systems for which truncated expansions of 
are very nonsingular only if transition matrix elements do not con­
serve energy. More care must be exercised for the electron-phonon 
system where a large number of energy conserving matrix elements exist. 
This latter case results in a slightly different form of Eq. (40), 
where
6!r *  f  i  i 7 .
z r  l e - E f - e - e f-A( J(E-€<j\e'- 2ir
and the form of the unitarity condition given by Eq. (44) is incorrect.
It was shown in Sec. IV.B that the contributions from fourth order 
terms on the left hand side of Eq. (44) due to substitution of Eq. (158) 
exist and are small relative to the second or lowest order part. In 
Appendix B, it is shown, as an aside, that the contribution from
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fourth order terms on the right hand side of Eq. (44) diverge as 
£ — ► ©  . Furthermore, it was shown in Sec. IV.A that a truncated
gives anomalous results, i.e., fourth and higher order terms have con­
tributions of the same order as the second or lowest order term. This 
in fact raises the question of convergence when the truncation is 
removed.
no known pathological behavior, but the set of inconsistencies illus­
trated in the above paragraph have yet to be resolved. The crucial 
step toward a resolution of these difficulties is the observation that 
a truncation such as Eq. (159) does not include all of the fourth 
order contributions. The proper program should be to use a truncation 
to third order including the interference terms between the one- and 
three-phonon terms but excluding the fifth and sixth order terms. But 
even with this care taken, a literal application of Eq. (44) still 
exhibits pathological behavior. On the other hand, using Eq. (43) 
it will be shown that the divergences discussed before are cancelled 
out order by order and a slightly modified form of the unitarity con­
dition emerges.
The discussion begins with an application to the electron-phonon 
system of Chap. IV and the self-energy operator truncated to third 
order, i.e.,
R(e^C<rJ -  |/+ \SR, VR. V(?. K . (160)
renormalized expansion of removes this divergence but
1 ^Goldberger and Watson state that the unitarity condition has
Substitution of Eq. (160) into the right hand side of Eq. (44) and
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retaining only terms to fourth order in the interaction, it follows that
2 i r X  =  zrZll&MOl We/
, f. *
***** (161)
+ -w £ )< + IV R ,  Vt o f f (% -£ :)+  
t f
The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (161) has been dealt 
with in terms of a renormalized expansion in Sec. IV.A where the emis-
sion-absorption terms are given by Eqs. (126) and (127). To convert
back to the unrenormalized expansion which is divergent as ^ — * © ,
it is only necessary to make the substitution ^  — * 2 £ in
Eqs. (126) and (127). This yields
/P />) _ 7l¥0o(Wotc;W’» /o/7 I (€b+v<>)'U 1
a ^ a/ L <162)
^  L i ) =  7 ) W , ; m _
The corresponding emission-absorption term that arises from the third 
term (the interference term) of Eq. (161) is
U n P 0 ti* V I u m v  j f c ,  7
sv-L. 1*2'* T ]■
B i t  L  (164)
. [ ______ !— + ________ !-----------] _ L _ l .
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The divergent terms of Eq. (164) are
oo
_ .2. r it, j ___
• ~ (165)( 9  a >  —  [ 4 E  f ( £ - ( * - u^
?*e e 3i!T*<f*M-J £ " ‘ f a u i - E + . - e
/ p  (V - _ p  * A < M  fjE /^rtk+si'Ke-en-u.)
~  r «  /e7 « ^ J
(166)
or
z
(167)
2r v , "2- r "*■ tf,
/IP (i) =  -  /M./HofiJW n q  \rrf
(168)
But Eqs. (167) and (168) are precisely twice as large as is necessary 
for exact cancellation of the divergences of Eqs. (162) and (163).
The difficulty lies in the literal interpretation of Eq. (44); and 
from Eq. (43) it is obvious that the delta function is not sharper 
than the inverse function The modification
dictated by Eq. (43) is a replacement in Eqs. (165)-(166) of the form
f ( E - t k  +  W ' ) —  ^ ± K _ £ . _ ^ “  4 + Wo-Fi-*-f ] '
Only the first term in the bracket leads to a divergence. Therefore, 
the divergent parts of Eqs. (165) and (166) become
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'v  ¥ r*  / 2 f tv  •+• E,/Zl
/ p  ( k ) ____^  - p  £ ■ * * • ( * • * ) ( A E  'Q J w *  -  g " »  J  „  P
( X u c  I E ”* (6k+UJe-E)'--+6i- ~  La*
T  ; * / V v e ' M 2 
( V j k j ^ o  j f u * ±  U e J a s L ^ - M d  =
o
which results in exact cancellation of the divergent parts of Eq. (161). 
All that remains of the second and third terms on the right hand side 
of Eq. (161) are truly fourth order and small (as shown in Sec. IV.B) 
compared to the second order term.
The above discussion suggests that the unitarity condition should 
be obtained from Eq. (43) in the form
(169)-2L ,  = 2irI'm [ <  _  '
(f+O
To see that the divergences of Eq. (169) are cancelled out order by 
order, the infinite expansion of £  (£ ,-* i t )  given by Eq. (158) can 
be substituted into a slightly more general relation defined by
2 T T 2 ^ 7  '(CtBi+ty-PS&Wlf}* (170) 
(.-f+i)
where is, for example, a dynamical variable or a weighting func­
tion for a momentum or energy relaxation rate. O f S' / gives Eq. (169).
is now assumed to be real and a diagonal Hermitian Operator 
&  is defined such that 0*//»O=£ I m y Equation (170) becomes
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~A <(a fl?f(e,*>'Qd'(tfZ-£.)R(ei-¥it)
~ (xl( v+wtv+'/l?tv^ ->—)8(R;R.)(v+wy+vf?yRy-t-'-) U)>
= (; l f  (v&Rtv+vti!vof£v+ w,*vr} v&r! v +  —
1- . (171)
- W W - V O R . V U ' V  J
+(w![o, v]*. vj-t (vRtpymw,, v+vRtvtffa i/je. v ) 
+(w?& t/jR, wyRy+- vetvtfty ujm . i/+ wfisefwp, i/jpmJ
+  ••• J  |X >  *
where f t l / J z  & \S -  \SC9- . For the special case of the
unitarity condition, & ~ l  , all the commutators vanish identi­
cally and Eq. (171) is
- a < /1 n e .V c(/fiV /P .V +  ••• -vny-w . i//f. v— • •*/<>.
This is precisely —  2 l im R ilE j+ i10) , the left hand side of Eq. (44), 
and is well behaved (no divergences) as shown in Sec. IV.B to fourth 
order.
On the other hand, for & * !  the fourth order terms that con­
tain divergences are found to be
2 r
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For energy conserving states M iG f/ or » this term is finite
•<
as £ —+ o only if vanishes as fast as
for . Note that for cases where the matrix elements
cannot conserve energy no such condition on &  is required and the 
standard transition probability rate formula is valid. But the pro-
_  Of'
perty is only valid for a very restrictive set of
weighting functions and the standard formula has persistent pathologi­
cal behavior except when total transition rates are calculated. It is 
interesting to note that it is possible to sum up the infinite set of 
divergent terms in the expansion of Eq. (171) by methods similar to 
those used in Sec. V.C to get a finite answer. Indeed, the result 
gives the correct answer for the total transition rate to lowest order 
with no divergences in higher order terms of the resummed series. How­
ever, for the answer remains finite but does not agree with
the usual lowest order results; and it is concluded that the series 
given by Eq. (171) is not the correct one for systems having energy 
conserving matrix elements.
B. Resolution of the Problem of the Divergences in the 
Standard Transition Probability Rate Formula
The program of this section is to reexamine the derivation of the 
standard transition probability rate formula given in Sec. III.C in 
light of the background of the problem established thus far in this
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paper. It will be shown that when proper care Is taken the diver­
gences discussed previously do not exist which results in a resur­
rection of the rate formula for systems whose matrix elements con­
serve energy. Recall Eqs. (61) and (62) given by
+ 00 , .
J r —<T(E -Ef.)
< f l e % y e f =
[ J J E-E'+tf" — CO
(61)
(62)
Therefore, the transition probability rate is expressed as
+°°
d? J (e'-Esco) ( e'-E<+i(Z
—  G0
+ complex conjugate.
It is evident that has singular­
ities of pole strength when an expansion for £  is used, e.g.,
Eq, (158). Therefore, a larger definition of smoothness or non­
singular behavior must be used in discussing the problem beyond any­
thing done by Heitler or Goldberger and Watson. The analytic pro­
perties of must be considered in the framework of
a weighted sum, for example
('f  + 0
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* v
Alternately the sum could be taken over state A. or even both A. 
and "f . Proceeding to the limit U ®  and neglecting the 
level shift E j -# ££j , the term to be studied is given by
*** ** _ \V ( j£ -e f)  +
h ‘m  * ( ? T Q * ______ ^2/R(Bt!o )Q ;0 & (£+io)(jL>
f-**
-e* '
+ complex conjugate.
Introducing the transformation f  , the term be­
comes (the complex conjugate is dropped from now on for brevity)
jm Afnr^fd S ' d E  c  <Zilf?(E+e'+ i* )Q *& R (E -E ,+ r< 0 iiy  
V->« J (E-e'-6i*’*J(lz*Ef-£;-tt>) £r£-N+fo—to
Define the function Fie, e 'j  by the relation
f (£,£<) =  /a/PfeiE'rto>®& P(£-E'+<'o)tty . 
E-E-tftio
Although evaluated in the system, the derivation in Sec. III.C
depends on the function R e , e ' j having no singularities of pole strength 
in the real variables (E )E * ) . For illustrative purposes, examine
a fourth order term contained in R e . e )  defined by
E-E'~H+t o
_  y  <Ff y  m < w  m U v  t
f  +
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where
M , ( h  =  < f l v i n li H X m t ) \ v U >
Mzifj = KflvlMztHXmvlvuy
and for the phonon absorptlon-emlsslon process.
One of the two terras that eventually leads to divergences in the deri­
vation of Sec. III.C is defined as
L%  I
&£,£')  _  X.(e-e'-§
When E j H t E  , the poles in the integrand of the sum are distinct 
and Ej.e> b o  is well behaved. On the other hand, when there is a 
sufficient amount of phase space available for which 
then F k * ( e ,E ' j diverges as E  O . To investigate this 
further, the following identity is useful:
I _  I
(E -E '-^W *(oX E ^E jfH o) H E '-io )
h  ( E.e 'J is now given by
I_________________ I
E -e% (f/+<i'e e * e l b (h - * o
F E ‘E ') ~  W ~  < % * ( £ & ) ,  (173)
~A’°
where
r (FFn = / V Q fa t» lL\
J - 2 . Z j e -E '- b^ ) [£ -£ '-
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The defined function G iJ e je ’J Is veil behaved (no singularities of 
pole strength). Equation (173) is placed into Eq. (172) to yield
+CO
Lf im  A l'Z trV  /<*fc£ , c m )
T-*.
-to
where
+ °e
H j e )  =  i
^ «
—  CO
Again is a well behaved function of E* . The integral
of Eq, (174) can be evaluated and the result is given by
f*0
J ^ 2 2 E \  ________________ ______________
(175)
# - ■ — ^  .  r  ^  n j  r * /
—  CO
r  /
j/m Alm*nJlEe2E%.M- -Jim
t->„ J (g-iog t->« T * V
where
U j o j  =  - r - X %
g -  (E fB g C o )
(176)
At this juncture, two distinct cases are considered: (1) systems
whose matrix elements do not conserve energy, and (2) systems whose 
matrix elements may conserve energy over a large number of states.
For case (1) it is immediately clear that and
by Eq. (176), it follows that
tCti
The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (175) (the derivative) is 
finite and truly of fourth order in the interaction (small). Thus the
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additional rigor supplied here supports the result of Sec. III.C and 
the validity of the standard transition probability rate formula, at 
least for the particular troublesome fourth order term, for systems 
whose matrix elements do not conserve energy.
On the other hand, for systems of case (2) (° ) is finite
(fourth order in the interaction). If the limit "V is taken
for fixed it is clear that a divergent answer evolves which
is in apparent agreement with the existence of the divergences en­
countered previously. However, it has been understood that the limit 
FJl Q  is to be taken before the limit *0 — * °o . For nondis- 
sipative systems it is possible for the limit f ] —* 0  not to also 
imply that the coupling constant If— vv) . For the dis­
sipative systems of interest here this is not possible. For example,
«
recall the expressions for the decay rate of the state A. to lowest 
order (see Eqs. (77), (103), (112), and (113)) for the electron-phonon 
system given by ( °< ”5  f 1, , where if* is now referred to as a
coupling constant)
For finite temperature anJ/or "> (s00 t is evident that the
is for Y%—* O . Here, ®
Then H k j °j is of order r *  and
only way that
implies that
following the program //in /*• —> o one obtains the result
O  .
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It is only after this limiting procedure that I t o o  can be 
taken and hence
I f w i  l i n t  H ^ C o J  ~  O  .
'T’->  a ? II->o
It has been stated that the practical implication of the above limit­
ing program is that for finite ( n , v ) , H T «  i Thus, although
the time proportional term clearly dominates the other fourth order term, 
it is small compared to the second and third order (if any) terms that
have not been written down in this section. For , this is
easily seen in a very crude argument, i.e., assuming that "w »
then Hence, the lowest order contri­
butions obtained by first order perturbation theory account for the 
major portion of the transition rate. The existence of a time pro­
portional term has been encountered in Sec. IV.B and Sec. IV.C.3 and 
it was shown that they are small compared to the first order term for 
the time intervals of interest. But as discussed in Sec. III.A the 
time proportional contribution vanishes identically when the total 
transition rate is computed and the entire fourth order contributions 
are summed. Higher order effects also affect the presence of the time
proportional term, e.g., in Sec. IV.C.2 Q t  «  I and /#*T »  I and
the state W) ceases to grow and completely decays giving again a zero 
time proportional term. The above procedure can be extended to higher 
orders (including the first order - third order cross terms discussed 
in Sec. V.A). However, a new starting point is taken in the next 
section which will yield a probability rate formula whose very struc-
/'
ture has the singular (divergent) terms removed in a natural way,
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includes the effects of renormalization, and agrees in lowest order 
with the other approaches discussed in this paper.
C. A "Correct" Transition Probability Rate Formula
Recall Eq. (28) for the time displacement operator
g u t  _  j _  rj i _ , * > . .  (28)
T
To avoid any confusion with previous notation usage, only the slight 
change is made
E — > Jl , <S-(A) — » - <Sj ■
Therefore, Eq, (28) is rewritten as
e m  =  - j £ -  f d i  > <177)Vf  A5 2 27where is the resolvent, called ^  by Van Hove and Swenson,
defined by
/ C  —   L--  -  _  ( I s o )  (178)
Changing the eigenvalue notation ■f-* , A — » , etc., the
absolute value squared of the transition probability amplitude defines 
the transition probability given by
= | < * l  « °>  I 2' (179)
=  -(twr'foM e(HJtXet>
where
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In analogy to the discussion in Sec. III.B.2, the resolvent is separated 
into its diagonal and nondiagonal part by
G l  -  +  f & J u  ’
where and refer to the diagonal and nondiagonal parts,
respectively, i.e.,
I  I  « '" >  .
Define the new operators and by
.Pz =  f& z jjL  ) 
D t V e D t =
which yields for the resolvent
G: ■= Da + Q UeDn . (181)
The Hamiltonian is decomposed as H = u + \ f where X  is nondiagonal, 
i.e., if has a diagonal part it is absorbed into H  • Equa­
tions (178) and (181) combine to give
j = ( V / - H / - £ ) ( %  + J M D i )  . <182>
The diagonal part of both sides of Eq. (182) gives the result
I =
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or
D f l “ • U  0 . n> 9 (183)
I
9
where R i  is the diagonal operator defined by
(184)
By Eq. (34) i&> =  R* U! or with Retf> -RmwIa> , then Rt U ) = & ( o  ■
The nondiagonal parts of both sides of Eq. (182) are found to be
0 =  V + ( H - U O k U t + { v M d *  .  (185)
From Eqs. (183) and (184), the integral equation for Ug follows
U t = - v +  [ V P t U } j D h U i - f V P , U J *  . (186)
Although perturbation theory is not used in this derivation until 
the last, it is instructive to display the first several terms of a 
perturbation expansion of U t  ■ Iterating Eq. (186), it follows 
that to third order in the interaction
U t = - v X v P M j hA+ i v p y } / y - { v m ^ J nt'-. <i87>
The matrix element of the second term on the right hand side is
i * o  -  X < « i v i < , > % « > ) < « , .
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The matrix element of the third term V l « ' >  is ex­
pressed as
(X, toe**'}
For most many body systems of interest, it can be shown that the second
_ _
term on the right hand side is of order JTL , 3f>o compared to the 
first term and can be neglected. For example, the diagonal matrix 
element for the electron-phonon system is given by
< * l V h V l - 0  =  >  < « \ \
mJ ~h K ^ iV i °(o> Q Lxo) <V*/ iv/oc> 9
where there are an enormous number of intermediate states cor­
responding to the virtual absorption and emission of phonons. Thus, 
picking off any one given state does not affect the sum for a large 
system. On the other hand, the nondiagonal matrix element is given by
!//*''>/)/«'''<** .
oc«
Here, there are only several intermediate states as has been demonstrated 
numerous times in this paper; and it would not be proper to neglect a 
split-off state. Finally, the matrix element of the fourth term in 
Eq. (187) is found to be
- ^ IpPdvwU}^1? =
**\
(x, f «#kV
<<*. isflffc
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The first term on the right hand side exactly (with error proportional 
to J T r ) cancels the third term in Eq. (187). This gives for the 
matrix element of U s
=  -  < * l l / l < > +
(or^ r,pK )
(188)
Xf
or, rewritten in operator notation, Eq. (188) becomes in general
U s  =  { - v + v c k v - v m y + - ,  < *» »
where the n A  denotes that the nondiagonal matrix element is taken and 
further no intermediate states are equal to the initial or final states 
or to each other.
Returning to the nonperturbation treatment, the separation for 
(£*£ given by Eq. (181) allows C° *^Co^ to I3® written as
• (iso)
From Eq. (183), an identity for DgS*-)DL, (« ) is found to be
Q l * ) D j p M  =  [ D „ N  S .'-R t <*>+Rt > <*>] 1.
Equation (190) becomes
U ~ i ‘J  =  [ fy M " - f t ' (191)
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Define the function by the integral equation
\h /j$  (*•£*) —  U ftC ***}
-  2 7 (<*oD/«'J0t tw U t K t v U f  (« '*•) .
(192)
aft lA//f t ~ * i W c* •
Equation (192) is rather abstract but the reader should not become up­
set at its apparent devine inspiration. It should be recognized that 
this is not a historical approach, i.e., Eq. (192) is a definition 
given by Swenson^ based on the perspective gained after Van Hove 
solved the problem another way using perturbation techniques summed 
to all orders in the interaction. Multiplying Eq. (192) by PglK»)OgfC<o) 
and using Eq. (190), it follows that
(193)
— (««v X w  (« '«*) .
Substitution of Eq. (193) into Eq. (191) gives
Of! (194)
+[$(«!-fit! («H Xyt •
Equation (178) yields
— ( £ - 2 * )  &JL
and the diagonal matrix element gives the result
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PfM-De,(<) - ( i - e < ) y ~ i “>
•C'o
Summing both sides of Eq. (194) over «<., , an identity follows
)  lD,W-D„u')]W„lt«‘0 -  -  [filtl-fa c *)] . <«3)
Interchanging S. and Hf in Eq. (195) and observing the symmetry 
relation \Xknt (< *•) ~  tyr'jCXotJ > l t follows that
[Qt (“ O-Djt, ( « ' j ]  Wty, («'*) =  - [ f a t e  - R j l ' M ]  . (196)
Finally, Eq. (196) acquires the form
where
W f  y  («■«') == * j p i t o w ] \ A / f f  {**') .
Equation (197) has a very desirable form, i.e., a time derivative 
structure on the left hand side and a gain-loss configuration on the 
right hand side.
It turns out that the function |h/gQt ( X x O  will be related to 
the transition probability rate. Again, an expansion for 
valid to all orders of the perturbation is obtained by iteration of the
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defining integral equation (192), i.e.,
—  U t  L«Cb<) Ufi (<KoCo)
—  toiD/'uU/wUjfr*,) -f * • • <
“'i
The expansion for U £ given by Eq. (189) is substituted; and after
some algebra, it can be shown that
i =  f a j k i
x V
where U  denotes that and all the intermediate states
are never the same. This distinction is absolutely critical and will 
be discussed further at a later point in this section. Similar rea­
soning also leads to the expansion for f a  given by
f t  ~  •
Before proceeding to get a generalized master equation, some of 
the analytic properties of the pertinent functions must be stated.
Since = - G ( U  , then for the same reasons as discussed in
Sec. III.B.2, it follows that and P& are analytic functions
off the real axis away from the branch cut. Furthermore, P% has no 
zeros off the real axis and hence has no poles off the real
axis so it is analytic for (U  &  O . Also, fa  satisfies
T f t k o  jQr Jjfadjyo and JVnoPt'^ O -fiofr Tm(t)<0 and fa (*)
has a finite limit as X  — ^  real axis, where for real £"*
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Pi[«) = De(«l ± xIe(«J, IE(«) £ O. <198>
Therefore, the diagonal part of the resolvent has the property
I
(199)
Note that is finite if 7^(*)>o  or or
both. However, if simultaneously — O  and
then C * ) has a (simple) pole at £  . These two cases,
i.e., no poles or the simple pole distinguish between what Van Hove 
calls a dissipative or non-dissipative behavior under the effect of 
the perturbation. A system can have part of its states dissipative 
and part of them nondissipative. For instance, the ground state 
should be nondissipative. For the many particle systems of quantum 
statistics one should expect the quasi-totality of unperturbed states 
to be dissipative. The interest in this paper is primarily in dis­
sipative systems but the master equation and transition probability 
rates will be established in full generality, irrespective of the 
dissipative or nondissipative character of the unperturbed states OC . 
Van Hove also gives arguments for and WH , c«« 'J being
analytic off the real axis and for Wj[l t  being finite on the
real axis. The finiteness of on the real axis and the
condition under which this is valid are discussed further at the end 
of this section.
It can be shown that
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0<o(o ) 9
—oo
where
R(tl**.) =  (ziry-'fdJle X & Z t  •  (200)
S ’
Place A -* E+k j  A?—*  E ~ k into Eq. (197) and form the contour 
integral of each term. This yields
12VV~'Jm  i ' % )  Xei£ £ t
'S
=  - a. f j - t M  —
E  5 ? ” ^  £+s,e-t **,£-*
+ 2 . y j ^ r , { ju i£ l H \ A /  <*<«> X <■««•) ,
oS
where
f E ( i W  =  ; ( 2 w ' ) - ' f e e A % £ J - % - (r ,h
r
The left hand side of Eq. (201) becomes
(27T1/ 1[& =-i(zriiL [Me^Yfa'j =
J  dtl *•>*■* At
v " S’
Use is made of the convolution theorem given by
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7rfft&2(i)£lHM  -fctfa'fte'JeC e H , wv 
y  ° y r
where f(t) and fU l are supposed to be analytic off the real axis
and to decrease at least as fast as /jI  (  ^ at infinity (and they do).
Selecting the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (201) and de­
fining ~f(t) 5 and , it follows that
5
where
£■
Cm  e M W  <■*«'>
J e**te-e ett,e-4 J  £ £
Similarly, it can be shown that
r ^ r
M e  W ( ' ‘ I* > X  ( • * “ *> -  4 IT l LHt 
J  £«,£-< £«,£-« J  e  E
5 0
2
and the generalized master equation due to Van Hove follows
dPeltUx.) _ -fcwf + z r flt'J w u -t'k *v.;
A  e  ^  J  ^  e  £
t <204>
O ex'
where the transition probability is given by
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f*(tlctx.) =  I ( « \  < s *  >  1 2
=: [ A E  .
— CO
The integro-di£ferential equation for is exact and its
derivation has not depended on perturbation methods.
Now from Eq. (180), it follows that
=  =  % < * ’> •
Therefore, Eqs. (198), (199), and (200) give ( Q -  E/~40 ?
+00
i2E'lf I I
Consider the case of weak coupling. In a manner similar to that shown 
on several occasions in Chap. Ill, and H g C *  are
smooth over some interval $ E »  z i r / t  and it is assumed that 
I P  . The integrand can then be approximated to give
the results
-Hw
P  1 \ Tj ^ ~  (2o5)
—oo
_  - z F i  
-  < f  *  S 7 n  2 f C f ' - £ ;
If £ * . -  E  ’ (206>
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where £)—. CoC*) is the level shift and
E!(, = , C = r  <v.; .
r“
It follows immediately that
. (207)
Equation (207) is the exponential decay law derived by other means in 
Chap. III. Now
2 7  P d l ~  I
<K
and hence
   —2.P f
/  f )( t / c<«o) —  I —  ° . (208)
OC
(  «■ )
For 2 C t  <*• I , Eq. (208) is to lowest order in Z j t
(209)2 7  P(ti«) =  <r< I .
•K
Thus, the probability that the system is found in any other state 
o (/  ^  at time "t is small. The second (homogeneous) term on
the right hand side of the generalized master equation given by Eq. (204) 
is the contribution to the probability rate due to the feeding into 
state ©C from all other occupied states °C/ . Since the total 
occupation of all states is small, it is expected that
o^o is the only important component, assuming that tt't'frfo ) O .
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Care must be exercised in disposing of the third term in Eq. (204) 
which is the contribution to the probability rate due to transitions 
out of the state 0^ into all other states OC* . It is useful to 
obtain an estimate of the size of this term given by
(210)
'O
To simplify the arguments, is computed to lowest order in the
interaction. The result is
where
=  ^ C o s 2 V ( E v - e ) W t' ( .« ’« ) ,
W ‘% u  ~
( T i « ' « t — ». i  j d £ ( l f> (E < ,)c as 2? (E lrE )
X '
1 d ?
, 3 ( « o  is the density of states in the countinuum space of the 
eigenvalues , and is the domain of states for which the
eigenvalues of // lie between and E « ! • . Now
is smooth over the characteristic energy of the system 
(see Chap. IV); and for ^  >> * C O S oscillates
very rapidly and the sum of Eq. (211) is small for the values of
(211)
time "C • Thus ) is non-negligible only for times of
order or less than and the major contribution to the inte­
gral in Eq, (210) comes only in the interval 0 < i-t'6 frer* . On 
the other hand for i'» p£~' , P£(*'U«.) is a slowly varying 
function of b! , i.e., on the order of the relaxation time for 
state o*' , » because in keeping with the assumption of weak
coupling Therefore,
is relatively constant over the time interval 1 where most of
the contribution to the time integral occurs; and a good approximation 
is obtained by the removal of P z ( t 'l from under the integral.
Equation (210) becomes
t
- I T t P e & ^ T .  • (212)
But
r  (  2*£V  i 1
Ij t w m *'*) - - ( w * I t e ' W } -—    —  I.
o ~c0
It is assumed for now that has no singularities on
t>e-i'oy e-eWc.
the real E- axis, A discussion of this assumption is presented 
later. The simplest way to evaluate the integral is to observe that
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This yields the result for Eq. (212)
— fZ y^fT f(£*-E~J [/{/ («'*) , (213)
t E-co,e^io
where for (Zt (( one has ~  .. — '* It: can be
shown that for £ »  = * ( & £ ) ? (t\««.) 5 and
later it will be shown that
-z v J } ( e : , - e; )  =  2  %
o<t E j-lO jE^io
(214)
Equation (213) is now expressed as
  P(U***) 2. % ~ E) • (215)
To make use of this result and for that which follows, both sides of 
the generalized master equation are integrated to give (o(
where Eq. (215) has been substituted for the third term on the right
hand side of Eq. (204). There are two ways to proceed. First, make
the approximation This gives for
Eq. (216) that ( p[ *f ) ^ equals the first term on the right
* at
hand side of Eq. (216). Therefore, the presence of the second term in
Eq. (216) or the third term in Eq. (204) may be neglected if 2 % t «  I ,
i.e., for times that are short compared to the lifetime of state °C 
Second, it may be assumed that prior knowledge of the first term on the
right hand side of Eq. (216) exists, e.g., it will be shown that,
for 2 f * t  t 2n,mt «  I  ,
+*> ■£
2r f j£ = 2rrS(e'-^ ) .
-  *0 o
Construct the sum over Eq, (216)
y  ^ f/"vl - 2!rYHE:-£;jWj* -2 rS P (ti-« .).
But by Eqs. (209) and (214), it follows that
£ 2Z '- z r jz W  = 2Q .(h  za t) .
(«£«•)
Again, the presence of the term of interest is small if z f ! t i «  I  . 
Therefore, it is assumed that (see Eq, (206))
P(U°<°<o) =? _L z.j (eL.- ej ^  • c  (217)
B T €« -E *
where
2 ( It  <* / , 2.fZ.t <? / .
This is an exact result in the limit for all finite
times "t . Substitution of Eq. (217) into (216) (neglecting the 
second term which is small) gives the result
2ir feCtt e ^ .  (2i8>
I t  J  J e r  £'*.-£
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Rather than directly performing the time integration, it is convenient 
to observe that (see Eq, (205)
/ S M lU E j - B )  - < b_  ,  f a j M f  I  / 1
7T 2T’J [%;£-*<■'£
With Eq, (203) and the convolution theorem (Eqs, (202) and (218)) 
becomes
+°o
U — — 1_____ 1sit 2rj  J
— 00
and finally the transition probability rate is given by
At 2n  J e*£LcolE-E«a«* *c J— 90 — 07
Again, in analogy to the arguments used in Sec. V.B, it is understood 
that the transition probability rate is found in a weighted sum
JtrCO +00
^  tflT- i/(P  cH l_ _ _ L
^ " t r  {  £ « * ' * & t£<  (219,
,+»  ,-2E*
where .—eo
= _L U e'-f— L  (E'J ,
tiry £ - * °
K ( E tE ‘) = *  y m / ^  r ~ J  - — !------------
4r~ fK^e-EV. L^-E-E'-h^ E^-e * E ' - * r«
Aoo
L(B'J= U e KI&E'jL-L-  I_
•Co
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Now me')  and He)  are well behaved functions of (E, e O . 
Therefore, Eq. (219) is evaluated in the usual way to give
4 ^ '  = J .  L  (o,.
. *  t it  27T
tetXo)
Furthermore, it follows that 
+  °0
L l O )  =
and
k l B . , 0 ) = a T & h t v F _ j  i ]
f -«'o; EL +<’o
(•*♦«* ol * ” •
Since ^  (W is arbitrary, then the transition probability rate is
given as
d P f r / * « )  =  2 j \ j \ J  ( « « m) £ - ( E ' - E ' x J  , (220)
A  £ E£-i°)E '+i'c
where
\aj ( » c ^ . j  =  falFfv-vcfv+‘")Wfti(v-vQy+"$ ( 22D
e> ,  «*.+•• 11 ^  * * "  x i
is given by Eq. (199), and 2 f i t  «  I  . It
should be noted that this (Eq. (220)) is an exact result when the
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limits C ot C - *  °  are taken first and the limit afterwards.
Equations (220) and (221) constitute a calculational prescription of 
the transition probability rate that is more direct than any found 
before from the Van Hove formalism. The Van Hove method mostly has 
been used to prove general theorems about the time evolution of many- 
body systems, but parameters like have been left in the
form of complicated integral equations, so few applications of the 
method have been attempted.
A bit of supplementary evidence may be obtained from the identity 
Eq. (196) and the derivative of the exponential decay law given by
[p£( * ) - f y ' W qi, (.<«*) =  ( * * ) ]  (196)
ex
y  2P e r'* =r zQ. , .
t r  i t  «
(«■*«•)
Place H — * E .t f '—zio and Jff’—•+ £tf9-+<o in Eq. (196) to get
2C. = r  ; J i U ,  M - r
(222)
=  2 j r T - I , - — - M **.,_  2 i r T g K O W f ’‘ ', ")
( * *«• )  ( *  m)
This result is identical to that of Eq. (220) when summed to give a 
total transition rate. Equations (196) or (222) are analogous to the
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unitarity condition studied earlier. It is also interesting to note 
that the result of Eq. (222) is more general in that there is no re­
striction on the product z n < i . This is in agreement with the 
conclusions of the decay rate approach of Sec. IV.B and the total 
electron-phonon system transition rates at low temperature studied 
in Sec. IV.C.2.
It has been assumed on several occasions that g-+<0 (*•*«» )
has no singularities of pole strength on the real axis and is non­
singular for £  — E-* “  But using similar arguments as used
for (see Sec. V.B) W e
well behaved only in the sense of a weighted sum over one or both of
its variables e(0 , e.g., It is infor-
7" £-<>», £■+«-«»
mative to write down the two probability rate formulas: (1) discus­
sed in Sec. V.B and (2) developed in the present section. Level 
shifts are neglected and the limit of small perturbations are taken 
which gives
C L . : ----------------- W r —  *  -  R .
and
where
*«■ H - E ^ - ao
(i) 2  JT 1^*1 I  f  ( £ < - £ « . )
(2, 2 7 T  ,
CD i <*1 f?(&<t<.)K>r= /«■•>
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(2 ) W c « ' < . )
£*?<>>£« a,A
Consider a fourth order term from (2) given by
R ot. < ^ i\V l° (o >  .
, *Wi.<=•»■• tot, *«r»y)
For the weighted sum
y & (* )V U . S  (£« -£ *.)
there are no terms like
^  &  (°*) /  < v p /  I R o i l
which is precisely one of the divergent terms contained in (1) and also 
one of the resonance terms in the formulation of Sher and Thornber for 
the electron-phonon system. To complete the fourth order contributions, 
a first order - third order cross term is given by
4(>l
("
and again no divergent term arises (see Sec. V.A).
Note that (1) and (2) are almost identical when there is a contin­
uum of intermediate states, and the exclusion of one state introduces 
an error that decreases with the system volume. The evidence presented 
in this paper suggests that for field theoretic applications where 
matrix elements may conserve energy over a large number of states it is 
necessary to use formula (2) to obtain sensible results. On the other
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hand for systems that cannot conserve energy (1) is a valid approach,
but furthermore there is nothing apparent in the derivation (2) that
precludes such systems from its range of validity. It is apparent 
that (1) and (2) differ in a term by term comparison in fourth and 
higher orders. But exact agreement in the higher order terms is not 
expected since (2) is a renormalized theory (and rearranged in the
sense of perturbation expansion) in contrast to (1) which has not
been renormalized.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND COMMENTS ON PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED WORK
A. Sher and Thornber
The main thrust of this investigation has centered around a reso­
lution of the difficulties presented by the results of Sher and 
Thornber (S-T) on electron-phonon scattering in polar semiconductors.^-® 
Consequently, the discussion given in this section is brief and only 
summarizes some of the conclusions reached earlier. S-T took the 
standard transition probability rate formula, recognizing the exist­
ence of divergence in some of the two-phonon terms when a second order 
Born approximation is made, and used a renormalized Green's function 
to obtain a finite answer (for weak coupling) for the total transition 
rate out of the electron momentum state )(? (see Sec. IV.A). In- 
corporating the notation in Chap. V, the total transition rate of S-T 
is given by (neglect level shifts)
I------------   *
where
r / w >  =  /£,/<■«>.
The solid connecting line in Eq. (223) signifies that the diagonal part 
of all that lies between its end points is to be taken, i.e., when 
intermediate states are inserted on both sides ( M * — * W) the
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connecting line implies W1 * fl . It is this fourth order or two- 
phonon term that S-T found to be of second order in the
interaction and in fact identically equal to the lowest order one- 
phonon process term, w r < i l V f ( e / - H * v u  >  It can be shown that
higher order terms in Eq. (223) have second order or one-phonon contri­
butions and questions about the convergence of the procedure thus 
arise. Even neglecting higher order terms of Eq. (223), one obtains 
an answer that is twice the result from first order perturbation 
theory. As mentioned repeatedly before, this is contrary to the body 
of experimental and theoretical evidence found in the literature.
An anomaly at first seems to arise from a too casual an examination 
of the unitarity condition (see Sec. IV.B) given by Eq. (44) but re­
written as
(224)
= 2r^ i | (14 i/_£k_i/+ >«)&,-»>( i/+KiLi/+-;/i>.
Arguments are given in Sec. IV.B that two-phonon terms on the left 
hand side of Eq. (224) (the decay rate) exist as £ —* o and are 
small relative to the one-phonon term while the right hand side has 
divergences as & —+ O  in some of the two-phonon terms. Re-examin- 
ation of the derivation of the unitarity condition in Sec. V.A reveals 
that the Dirac delta function that conserves initial and final state 
energies is correctly represented as
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The right hand side of Eq. (224) (total transition rate) is now
Vi
r/l Ej-tf+rt Ei-Htfc ' •
The terms that are connected by the solid lines are indeed proportional 
to 1/6 and hence divergent. All other two-phonon terms are truly 
fourth order and well behaved. It is shown in Sec. V.A that the diver­
gence associated with the two-phonon term is exactly cancelled by the 
divergences in the one- and three-phonon interference terms, and in 
general the divergences disappear order by order in agreement with the 
left hand side of Eq. (224). Therefore, the two-phonon contribution 
to the electron scattering rate is correctly given by Eq. (225) when 
the diagonal terms indicated by the connecting lines are excluded.
This is distinct from the diagonal terms that correspond to renor­
malization effects (e.g., three-and higher-phonon terms) which are 
considered separately.
Section V.B contains a re-examination of the derivation of the 
standard transition probability rate formula. The analysis shows that 
for systems whose matrix elements may conserve energy over a large 
number of states the previously divergent two-phonon terms are in 
reality proportional to and (due to the condition C t « /  >
are small relative to one-phonon processes in the time intervals of 
interest. This conclusion is also supported by use of a probability 
amplitude formula (see Sec. III.D,3) that explicitly exhibits the
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lifetimes of the initial, final and intermediate states. For finite 
temperature and/or (see Sec. IV,C,3), the lifetimes of the
initial, final and intermediate states are roughly of the same order 
of magnitude. Thus, for times 'C that are short compared with the 
relaxation time of the initial state, calculations show that no 
resonance exists, i.e., two-phonon terms are truly of fourth order 
in the interaction. There is a time proportional term but it is shown 
to be small relative to the one-phonon contributions. On the other 
hand, for low temperatures and a  < LOo the relaxation
time of the intermediate states arising from the absorption of a 
phonon is much shorter than the relaxation time of the initial state 
f l ) . There are two choices: (1) rmt «  i which implies
«  I and (2) but I . For choice (1)
there is no resonance and as before the two-phonon terms are much 
smaller than the one-phonon contribution. For choice (2) the life 
times of the important (energy conserving) final states associated
times of the important final states associated with the two-phonon
effect and calculations show that the two-phonon absorption-emission 
terms give contributions on the order of one-phonon terms. Further­
more, the two-phonon answer is identical to the one-phonon contribu­
tion from choice (1). At the same time the one-phonon term becomes 
small because the associated final states are very unstable 
and are not observed with significant probability. That choices (1) 
and (2) give the same answer is explained by the fact that there are 
so few incident phonons in the initial state that the scattering rate
with one-phonon processes are very small and the life-
/ ) Here there is a resonance
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for phonon absorption Is small compared to the rate for spontaneous 
emission, I.e., the over-all rate process is almost entirely controlled 
by the process of absorption.
Finally, a transition probability rate formula valid for 
is deduced from the Van Hove generalized master equation (see Sec. V.C) 
written as
AJOs,
or
2 i r < * l (226)
where level shifts are neglected and the weighting function used
in Chap. V is included. Renormalization effects are included in 
Eq. (226) although level shifts are not written for the sake of con­
venience. The notation precludes any connecting lines similar
to those drawn in Eqs. (223) and (225) which, as noted before, are 
either finite but large or divergent. Therefore, the two-phonon pro­
cesses have small contributions relative to one-phonon processes in 
agreement with the previous conclusions. An interesting point of com­
parison between the resummation of Sher and Thornber and that of 
Van Hove, can be made in the case of total transition probability 
rates. Start with Eq. (224) stated again as
The resummation or renormalization of S-T is applied only to the far 
left and right hand parentheses separately to yield
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- i d l f o i U - ( - 1 ---------------
' 1 ErthiT 'd^ Ri-U-ti G-tftiS <!f A
But this is only a partially complete resummation since there are many 
more states that must be projected out, namely, the class of states 
connected as indicated in Eq. (225). The result is given by Eq. (226)
B. Alldredge and Blatt
The relevance of the present work to a paper by Alldredge and 
Blatt (A-B) on the role of two-phonon processes in the energy relaxa­
tion of a heated-electron distribution1^  is briefly sketched. From 
the viewpoint of energy loss mechanisms for heated electrons in, for 
example, n-type germanium, A-B consider the relative importance of 
two-phonon processes to that of one-phonon processes. They use the 
term "warm" electrons to refer to the lower range (but not too low) 
of electric fields in which small but definite deviations from Ohm's 
law are observed. A-B state that acoustic one-phonon theories are 
inadequate. The additional consideration of energy loss by optical 
one-phonon collisions removed most of the discrepancies between theory 
and experiment. However, discrepancies remain, especially at low 
temperatures, thus motivating further studies by A-B of energy loss 
mechanisms.
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Selection rules for one-phonon collisions prevent very energetic 
(large momentum) acoustical phonons from scattering electrons and A-B 
conclude that in two-phonon emission the selection rules permit elec­
tronic transitions having large energy loss compared to that in one- 
phonon transitions. They state further that this license for large 
energy loss must be bought at a price; the rate of occurrence of two- 
phonon transitions should be much less than that of one-phonon transi­
tions. One type of two-phonon transition arises from the part of the 
interaction that is bilinear in the lattice distortion and occurs in 
first order perturbation theory. A large effect of this type would 
imply a breakdown of the adiabatic principle. The other type arises 
from the part of the interaction that is linear in the lattice dis­
tortion and occurs in second order perturbation theory. This rate of 
occurrence must be small relative to one-phonon transitions if pertur­
bation theory is to work as seems to be the case for the low field 
mobility. This comment will be revisited later. A-B calculate the 
effect of both of these two-phonon processes and their interference 
by assuming that the electron distribution follows that of a heated 
Maxwellian ^  an(j a coid lattice.
In steady state the rate of energy transfer from the electric 
field, F  , into the electron carrier distribution must be balanced 
by the net energy loss in collisions with the lattice vibrations, i.e.,
where
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He S  number density of electrons
V i  s < W « >  (average electron velocity)
5 transition probability rate for an electron to be
^  V
scattered from momentum state k to k 
S electron energy
< W >  3  f t *  A w  f ( a )
and where is taken to be a heated Maxwellian distribution
function, , i.e., the initial state is averaged over an as­
sumed electron distribution and the cold lattice. The transition rate 
separates into two parts and ; and /U j further
separates into three parts 'Uft0’*, and where
is the one-phonon transition rate, is the two-phonon rate,
is due to the part of the interaction bilinear in the lattice distor­
tion arising solely in first order perturbation theory, 1aT Cc) is the 
two-phonon contribution due to the part of the interaction linear in 
the lattice distortion arising solely from second order perturbation 
theory, and arises from the coherence of the two processes
(a) and (c).
The power loss due to one-phonon transitions is defined as
ft0 =  We
and similarly for the other contributions f
The measure of the importance of the two-phonon process is the size
of , fC k ) and relative to . A-B find that
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a«d ar® snail (& fO but
Is the same order as j? (i) . The discussion now focuses on f * >
given by
f t c) =  yis <( f e k ' ( e K ~ 6„ y u r  f
where v r  <*) arises from the longitudinally polarized acoustic 
phonon interaction found by A-B to be (with slightly modified nota­
tion) (also see Ref. 26)
v  = ki (ZVS)  ^ ~ i  •
v
where is the mass density of the crystal, S is the average speed
of sound (longitudinal) and is a constant of proportionality.
The transition rate for the transition from the initial state to 
the final state is given by A-B as
1M U )  =  z i r j t f l T I O i 2 R . E ^ - E )  (227)
where
'UT(kYk) =  Z "  Wftw'il t k[o})
*
< flTU >=  < fM i> Z <,r r Mrfa E-a ti/y f t * '* (228)
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(229)/  •
The quantity is taken by A-B to be the electron decay rate aver­
aged over the heated Maxwellian distribution. They also neglect level 
shifts and assume the truncated approximation to given by
{■flTIO =  < ? M « >  .
im E i t o + i r
(230)
W\
Therefore, it follows that the one-phonon transitions, 'US'CO, are
to be obtained from
2 r  / < ?
and the two-phonon transitions, , arise from the term
2 J  I y m ± 2 M d £ > \  .
J wi 1 I
Since a cold lattice is assumed C W o -  O j  there are no phonons 
in the initial state and the only final states that contribute are 
those corresponding to the emission of two phonons relative to the 
initial state. For a given final state there are two distinct inter­
mediate states both having one less phonon than the final state and 
hence denoted by and tMzA. . The two-phonon transitions
arise from
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zir
, z
^■+~~ £ i*itA+ * r *  £ 'm 1^ + * r i I
Alldredge and Blatt find for the transition probability rate 
in spheroidal coordinates f t  A X )
i z r
w f a - K / k )  =  S r t n & M K t b - t )
2 7WSLD*S*\ 'hr
where
rrs io i
O 0
O M . )
AEftP1 AE^ P1 (tE'+ftyflE&P*/
k'= k-K , %. = J-CzMccsm)-^)
A> -V. » Z l «\M
and A E ,  , b B u  correspond to the energy differences in the deno­
minators of Eq. (231). A-B indicate that the first and second of the 
bracket in the integrand represent resonances at 4 £ , = o  and 
fa £  ^  ~  O , respectively. The third term represents the inter­
ference between the two ways of passage through the intermediate state 
and is expected to be small if the width of the resonances do not 
appreciably overlap. Indeed, their calculations show that its magni­
tude is less than about one percent of the resonance terms. Most 
interestingly, they conclude that the ratio varies between
1.62 and 3.25 over an electron system temperature range from 5.3°K to 
115°K. Also it is found that jP^ changes by only 20% for a
change in of 300%. This latter result is a reflection of the
sharpness of the resonances similar to that found in Sec. 1V.A; in the 
limit of weak interactions will be independent of .
Alldredge and Blatt state that their result, i.e., the intermediate 
state two-phonon power loss is of the order of magnitude of the power 
loss by one-phonon processes, also lends support to their original 
assumption that perturbation theory works. For, even after weighting 
the intermediate state two-phonon transition probability with energy 
losses that greatly exceed those of one-phonon transitions, and after 
summing over a domain of final states that greatly exceeds that of 
one-phonon transitions, they still obtain an average two-phonon power 
loss comparable to one-phonon power loss. A-B thus infer that their 
model yields individual two-phonon transitions which are much less 
probable than one-phonon transitions.
It is essentially through the use of the transition probability 
rate formula, Eq. (230), that the two-phonon contribution to the total 
transition rate is found which is of the same order as the one-phonon 
transitions for the electron-optical phonon scattering in polar semi­
conductors. The reasoning by A-B in the preceeding paragraph does 
not reflect on the intrinsic validity or invalidity of the transition 
probability rate formula used by them--only that suggestive arguments 
imply that a perturbation criterion for the electron-acoustic phonon 
scattering is satisfied. However, the arguments presented in earlier 
chapters suggest instead that the transition probability rate formulas 
Eqs. (227)-(230) are not correct for use in the application made by 
A-B because the electron-acoustic phonon interaction has all the same 
important characteristics (e.g., matrix elements may conserve energy 
over a large number of states) as the electron-optical phonon inter­
action. Most of the development presented in this paper is independent 
of a specific model.
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Use of A-B's Eq. (230) to calculate total transtion probability 
rates will give rise to resonances and two-phonon transition will be 
proportional to I C I , although still small relative to one-phonon 
terms by their reasoning. On the other hand, use of the unitarity 
condition (modified as Eq. (169)) for either the decay rate or includ­
ing the one- and three-phonon interference terms, which A-B do not in­
clude, should result in a cancellation of the divergences such that 
the two-phonon terms are proportional to l c ,  I * . An approximately 
similar conclusion may be reached from Eq. (228) written as
7 ”  =  [ / +  T — — v /
1 v ' E;-H+<V
From this relation, it follows that
T~ — 1 / +  V—  1 /  /  7 "  =  i 1 /
E i - u - v w r  & - n + ; p  E r / f - v n r  '
With the approximation ( f 1 is • small constant)
_ i r
t  ( e - i /j  v  r
then it can be shown that
2 T 4 / T rm - M  T M >  =  -2L,<*ITH>. (232)
The two-phonon terms on the right hand side of Eq. (232) are propor­
tional to i c  I *  and Eq. (230) substituted into the left hand side 
gives two-phonon processes proportional to ICtl\ Clearly, one must 
obtain all the two-phonon contributions on the left hand side to
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reduce this back to behavior. Relaxation times of the Inter­
mediate states are of the same order of magnitude as the initial and
duced from the Van Hove generalized master equation is also applicable
Again, this latter formalism rejects those very terms that give rise 
to resonance effects. Thus it is suggested that Alldredge and Blatt 
have used an inapplicable transition probability rate formula in their 
studies which has resulted in an overestimation of the effect of a 
two-acoustic-phonon process.
On numerous occasions the emphasis has been on the criticism of 
published work. Here the more positive aspects of the findings in 
this paper are briefly reiterated, in particular those results that 
can be useful in calculations for electron-phonon systems and others 
that exhibit resonances.
When total transition probability rates are to be computed, the 
unitarity condition or the equivalent expressions from the Van Hove 
formalism can be applied with the restriction that the observation 
times be short compared with the lifetime of the initial state. The 
decay rate may be evaluated to any order without encountering any 
singular behavior. The total transition rate may also be used as 
discussed before by simply excluding certain diagonal terms that lead 
to divergences.
final states. Therefore, the condition also implies that
and no resonance condition should arise. Further­
more, the transition probability rate valid for /7z,R? / de-
to the electron-acoustic phonon interaction
C. Final Comments
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A transition probability rate formula valid for times that are 
short compared with the initial and final states lifetimes can be 
applied to the electron-phonon interaction and other systems as well.
The formalism does not depend on diagonal singularity conditions, and 
as a result the transition function is defined explicitly, rather 
than implicitly by an integral equation. This lifts the Van Hove 
formalism for the first time to the level of a practical calcula- 
tional procedure. Terms similar to those that led to divergences in 
the standard transition probability rate formula are specifically 
excluded.
The transition amplitude formula that explicitly exhibits the 
initial, final, and intermediate states lifetimes is also useful 
for calculating one- and two-phonon processes under less restrictive 
conditions on the observations time. Aside from the electron-phonon 
problem, the formalism is applicable to all resonant scattering but 
in particular to the case of resonant scattering of light by an atom 
and to resonance flourescence.
VII. APPENDIX
A. Estimates of Errors in Approximations Used for 
the Transition Amplitudes in Sec. III.D.1
Pertinent to the discussion in Sec. III.D.1, estimates are given 
in this appendix on the sizes of the integrals I z .  (Eq. (73)) and 
X 3 (£q» (74)) relative to X/ (Eq. (72)). Using the identity
/ I  Ri(£i-ti'o) — R: (Ez+**)
£ “£ • —$ £~E* r  RjEi+fo) CE~Ei +< °i}[E-E^ ~R; LEi -n'oj]* At
Eq. (74) for X j  becomes (assuming tfe $^(£, +10) <  o )
J- _ Cl/Tp^ f  ^ I
=  n e  J £=----- ^  ffau+i [ «*.«
K; (E, -H0j — &4 (E,-+IO)
r eO \ r
/- * / T + /  } t r c Etf  &
i T i \ L  % J  (£ ,**
s x;+u,
where JCj and are identified with the first and second brackets
on the right hand side of Eq. (A.l), respectively. As a measure of the
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size of X 5 relative to (Eq. (72)), the ratio of the two
quantities is formed. This yields
IL  =
i ,
e _____________ z l
( l - K t )
(A.2)
Since ltk< 1 , then for I R / 1 , 1  to be small, it is required that
j Tfc ^  IE; H o i  I «  I . <A.3)
Therefore, Eq. (A.2) becomes
I I I  ~ | K -^'t>n6(E,+.y| <? II, I ~
< 1*11 i-im/Jr + initial .
The condition Eq. (A.3) sets an upper limit on the time . But if 
\n\ is sufficiently small, then
(A. 4)
(A.5)
which is adequate to allow observation times long enough for extensive 
decay of the initial state £  ,
From Eq. (58), ; and to lowest order in f*}
and , T «  becomes
(A. 6)
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where X  sr £ "EjJ, • By observing that I I  is an alternating 
series with decreasing terms, a maximum estimate can be found by 
overestimating the first term of the series. This program yields
l i
X
//
S E T  L
or
n
i *
x ,
H r
< .  e "  «  I  .
SEX
(A. 7)
From the previous assumptions on the sizes of /*' 'O (Eq. (A. 5)), 
% E X  (E<U (69)) and IK  I (Eq» (71))» this ratio is much smaller 
than unity. Finally,
<  l c - 1  n + f t ' f - t T / z i e . I ^  2 ^ *  1  .  (a.8)I t
X
Estimates of the size of 1 2 . (Eq. (73)) under various conditions
will now be made from the defining relation 
Ej~&€ _ 00,
*o tc fte
1 1
f-E r/? .(E uc) E -E rR fC ;hv
,(73)
First suppose that /ot ^ E " " t " t i s  small, i.e.,
but nonsmooth over energy intervals £E for IE-E;I >. EE . The 
lowest order (in R /x  , X =? E~£z ) nonvanishing terms are
T z = (A.?)
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and hence
X j
I,
r\^
Ijv
(A.10)
This result places a stronger restriction on X  than that of 
Eq. (A.3) due to the exponential factor. However, it is also possibly 
realistic to suggest that is both small and smooth over
the larger energy intervals £ £ £  Z(^.)9 'E , where —
is a number that is of order 2-5. The portion of the energy interval 
that contributes to the integral .Xa. is divided into increments 
of size . Extending the previous notions of smoothness, it
follows that
4E(2h-h)
t = y ? *  , „ e  ,  (, u >
where > R  (En+i°J =  * * X ~ E ~ E x j
'a M
K “ - ' -  7 T  2 T  ’
and % y E  =■ (integer) x 2.TT / T for convenience. Again
since oJ is assumed smooth, and
then for H < it follows that / Eyfi*)/< < ,  /ft* j «  /  »
(Kfn|'v I*'*-1 and | ) f^  / ^(E,~t»bjj Therefore, to lowest
order
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ft(2H+V 
-Oct
W W W  . m zn h
m h  I  H f e *
in*«r ^  * * *
(A.12)
Finally,
(A. 13)
Therefore, for the case where ( £"f"i" *>) is small everywhere and 
smooth over the interval I E - E l l *  2 - U ) f E  but nonsmooth other­
wise, a rough estimate of It ,I gives
I *
X,
/ V
P<t, I I S i m i / , T  is S'B n(zz-i) ’
which is slightly more relaxed than the condition (Eq. (A.10)) and 
should be small for Q t  £  s :  .
Next the case for which /?,(£•+ -t'*,) is smooth everywhere is
X . fZ given by Eq. (A.12) remains
correct. Define
IHI > Z
% E
EkC
\ = L
f
—i
2TT*
-JrE
j U
J-2 and
I
(A.15)
culation the previous smallness conditions on US. I and I (£+i'o7 j 
are relaxed, i.e., it is assumed that
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(A.16)
and if the possibility that j^  I * -Z#H ^  simultane­
ously, is rejected, then / • With these remarks, it
follows that
J/ * 7c*k/A JTi*
, £ i  z %  S r *  1  I * • - *  ■*
+ fj.jx-WG<*>J Pr-f,(E,H»JZ  I  _ (A.17)
Therefore,
i t ' i <  y  —  r 5/m I
£*-£„. b n %
(A.18)
and
/ m i a x  _1_ ^  (Ext**)
U ? T 3 :  + l E-VK-EyL
I
<*tOM
(A.19)
Combining Eqs. (A.13) and (A.19) gives the estimate
-^~JL [til /wS -f (£<fgW+ &[!!»*, JfttasHLL
h  I m  I ?  S-E 2TT= I EtrEt ffs (A.20)
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The term contained in the bracket above given by
I Sth _|   I*1?*/ ) . /=  K l  ) 
'toa r -  l l~n>l /*,„ 2 t r—
Is probably overestimated because the value of VI associated with
j Sfy —/ /mu* should be much greater than . If not, then
IK : M  |<^ J I and the term is indeed quite small. In any
case Eq. (A.20) is of the form
^  I ~  / , (*. 2D
h i  t e i
where & E ? »  / and I which should again allow f j T J Z Z  .
Finally, the condition, Eq. (A.16), on the size of is
relaxed. Again, I f o l E + M l  can only become large in the intervals 
le-£zl > <5rE . To be more specific, an isolated singularity in 
at Eo is assumed. Covering the point £o is an 
interval A £  of magnitude A £  j Eo~Ex I and chosen so that
outside the interval is smooth and j ^  j / .
The contribution to £^3. outside has been calculated and is
included in the estimate of Eq. (A.20). The interval, A S  , can be
separated into three parts: (1) AE, , where / « r A f e j / 5  ;
(2) , where lb -& i~ P ;lE jl< t$E and lE 'E z j^  iR j lE + t 'o ) ! ;
and (3) b £ j , where f it f r E  and /£■-£;'/£ /
The contribution to ]£%. from the interval A S  is (see Eq. (73)) 
defined by
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i ; = - J L  j & f c T L j ___________________ i—  * (A.22)
Therefore,
/ I
It "1 j < J. JIe +  i
-»"ET
(V E  e
J E-E,— (-(Erin)
h i
. (A. 23)
The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (A.23) is of order
I «  I .
16,-ft/T
The first term on the right hand side of Eq, (A.23) is of order
(A.24)
J_ A£
2 V  J E  +  21T i e ^ i
i f  JLe
A £ 3
o !
(A. 25)
The possibility that I  E ~ E i  —Qi I E ) I «  S'E. and £ { (£ )< %  frE , 
simultaneously, is rejected here as a highly exceptional situation. 
This gives rise to the estimate of the contribution of A f , , and is 
possibly a considerable over-estimate since I P A & !  and l l A E J l
- imay be large together. It has already been stated that j— — —■ << |
which implies that the second and third terms of Eq. (A.25) are small 
compared to unity ( j lE-E^j l*w Thus, it is re­
quired that Aft « & E  ; and finally , AF^ must be
sufficiently small that the ratio
u
1 ,
III f jT I
A f ,  A f t
'm e  2r|E,-£.-/.  zrMieti 
A U
, + , r T 7  I (A. 26)
W  /e.-c/r
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is small compared to unity.
A final comment can be made about the measure of the relative 
smallness of and r, to 7~j . Thus far, the absolute values
Us It, I and |Xa/X*i j have been used. It might also be argued 
that, ultimately, it is the absolute value squared of the probability 
amplitudes that must be compared in which case i z / t . r  
l l z / T i l *  are the quantities to be examined for smallness. Since 
the absolute values of the amplitudes are small in the previous dis­
cussions the squares are even smaller and l T t l 2 is a better 
approximation to This result tends to relax
the condition on Z  found in several places above, i.e., 
to allow <2/J-‘T JS — - , where (2/ir' is the decay time of the
state X .
B. Recasting of Equation (136) and Comparison 
of Singular Functions
In this appendix, the first term on the right hand side of 
Eq. (136) is recast into a different form for use in Sec. IV.C.3.
This also provides an illustration of the singular functions that lead 
to divergent two-phonon terms in the total transition probability rate 
part of the form of the unitarity condition given by Eq. (44). This 
is to be contrasted with the singular functions that yield finite and 
fourth order (two-phonon) answers in the decay rate part of the 
unitarity condition. Of course, it is found (see Sec. V.A) that the 
use of the correct form of the unitarity condition, Eq. (43), also 
yields divergences from the one- and three-phonon interference terms 
which exactly cancel the divergences from the two-phonon terms. With
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E  s K'/tm and ^  s C*J» , the first term on the right hand side
of Eq. (136) for a portion of the electron decay rate becomes 
CO oo
A R e f d E  ft£> -  A/jEf(EJA(B-Bt) .  (B.
J J.
i)
(E-E;-*V
where
A(E-E:) =
3 ^ -  £'
( c - £ ; z -  ** 
[{e-S.r* e*J‘
A = **IflolAot*) fa**)
“ (*r j3 <r 6 ^
The replacement is made in Eq. (123) of Sec. IV.A
*t *
for the absorption-emission contribution to the total electron transi­
tion rate. The resulting expression is given by
c ° °  -
gA J Ae -fie) A  LE-Ei) , <B-2>
where
IE -S .-J «*•
The functions K lb - e  x ) and £ ( s - & )  are shown in Fig. (3) by 
the solid and dashed curves, respectively. For sufficiently small € ,
the areas under A( £ - & )  and A  (  )  9 in interval
e < « ’ , have the values TT/e (diverges) and — fi* (finite), 
respectively. The divergence of the integral of Eq. (B.2) is evident 
while the convergence of the integral of Eq. (B.l) seems assured under 
some appropriate conditions. To see this, ■fie) is expanded in
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Figure 3. Sketch of and A (E~Et)
as functions of
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a Taylor expansion about the point given by
k s )  =  k s o  +  - f '( B . ) C E - i . ) +  ■ % & > ( £ - & ' + • • •
9 •
The power series has a nonzero radius of convergence, S" . Limiting 
£  such that > 0  , it can be shown that
J (£~E,)*A =  O  /I oJj
£ + *  *
L  fa-io'Ale-eoAs = fie  f£§ ( , *•» *
f - * 0 £/-* ( £ ~Bi/
I n *  f  = - F  =  - ( f * f  1 ^ 1  - y -  ’£-r 1 * 4 *i Ae-gr)* Bt
Finally, it follows that
.  #«■ 
QE-f(£)A(E-£j) = M * f /  + !'* mEjftc&elite
C/~<c co err* &f+£
_  M j . { ( + {  U r f a ~ f ( i » ,  pf(e$> f J i u .
~ ~ I T  (« b r T e = E ?  « +J<+v H  +
§-£
• t
and the desired identity is
/ J P p f  k o - f & j  -
•i ( E - k n *  * * ' * ■  [Cm " ‘  l ™ *  j
v- / /* . (B-3)
+tf7T + T'-TeZph- °3 l((^ -c k  J
Equation (B.3) provides a useful identity in Sec. IV.C.
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